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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
One October afternoon 5 years ago found a
good friend and I driving home from U.B.C. after
classes. He showed rae a sheet of words entitled
"V.O.C. Pall Trip Schedule." "Just what is this
V.O.C. anyway, and what do they do?" After men
tioning something about an outdoor club, he read
out a list of various hiking and mountaineering
trips, trail workhikes, cabin workhites and
mountaineering lectures that had been planned
for the fall term. It really sounded goodl
Over the next few days, I began noticing
Varsity Outdoor Club posters telling of general
meetings every Wednesday noonhour in Henry Angus
104 and decided to go to one. I hadn't really
anticipated what I saw...in between announce
ments and other comments made by a rather well
spoken fellow who was apparently the chairman
of the meeting, many different people with pres
tigious-sounding titles were running in turn up
to the stage, gleefully babbling some announce
ment at a speed certainly exceeding that of
sound, and then disappearing into the maze of
faces before I could realize what had hit m e .
A Hallowe'en party coming up shortly was an
nounced. . .then a big roar from the audience as
someone was awarded the 'Hot Dog of the Month'
Award for some particularly notable stunt 'below
and beyond the call of duty and/or above and
beyond normal stupidity'. This was followed by
an announcement of trips the coming weekend and
finally by an excellent slide show put on by one
of the members. Then it was over, but not for
long....
That meeting was followed by many more, not
to mention the numerous hiking trips, workhikes
(yes, they are f u n l ) , mountaineering lectures,
ski touring trips and the like. I came to
realize that V.O.C. was a very difersified
organization with a pleasant, informal atmos
phere that grows on one'. But as for the
answer to the question "What is V . O . C ? " , I
still cannot offer a concise verbal reply. I
will only say that the experience of active
participation in all of the learning, teaching,
administrative and social aspects of V . O . C ,
and, perhaps most important, the development of
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an appreciation, both of other people's friend
ships and of the magnificent outdoors, are cer
tainly well worth - find out for yourself1
I would like to thank all of you who have
contributed in any way to V.O.C. this year; I
extend a special thanks to the executive for
their fine help and to the journal editors for
their hard work on this publication. Have a
great time in the outdoors I
Respectfully,
Bob McMechan

EDITOR'S MESSAGE
We had fun putting it together - hope you
will enjoy it!

Many thanks to John Leighton, Dave Paterson,
Rob Boyce, Jim Wort, Heidi Piltz, Jo-Ann Zyla,
Helen Lemon, Marg Mathews, Rob Boyce and Sachiko
Pujino who helped us by proof-reading, typing,
or developing and printing photos and to all
those who submitted articles, photos, maps or
sketches to make this creation possible.
Grant McCormack and Anthea Farr
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VOC SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Fall Reunion Party
It's always exciting to see people after the
summer and this year was no exception. Once
again we gathered at Dr. Neal Carter's for the
reunion party and heard everyone's heroic tales
of the summer. We made good use of the swimming
pool and filled the neighbourhood with the
sounds of the Salty Dog Rag. A great way to
start another year!
Long Hike Party
A hearty Chili dinner was consumed by about
one hundred and sixty old and new V.O.C. members.
The atmosphere was one of enthusiasm and excite
ment as the cabin resounded with the sounds of
polkas and the salty dog rag. More dancing and
singing lasted way into the morning when the
last stragglers turned on the grill to be ready
for a pancake breakfast in a mere hour or so.
People were keen for hiking trips and Sunday
morning saw people heading off in sunshine for
Rainbow Mtn., Helm Creek, Singing Pass, M t .
Brew, Brohm Ridge, and the Lions, with an aver
age of about 20 people on each trip.
Kakademon Kloset is where its found....campfire,
singing, frolics and antics by thirty V.O.C.er's
who gathered under the rock slabs after Chief
Day. A day of being dragged up or dragging
others up the apron of the Chief on such routes
as Slab Alley, Diedre, Sickle, Banana Peel and
Sunshine Chimneys. In the Kloset Christopher
demonstrated his ability to squish through an
8 inch high crack between two rocks; others
followed suit and luckily we left no one im
prisoned. This stimulated exploration of all
the available nooks and crannies and cave com
plexes of the Kloset and a contest to see who
could cling longest to an overhung piece of
smooth rock....a party everyone enjoyed.
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Halloween Party
From ghoulies and ghosties and long-leggity
beasties and things that go bump in the night...
all were present to illustrate this years theme
of Traditional Halloween Characters. After a
delicious Chinese dinner, about eighty V.O.C.er's
mysteriously turned into all manner of wierd
gruesome forms. A very real looking barrowwight was among some of the excellent costumes.
The number of draculas that presided at the
party rendered the blood bank somewhat low.
Apple bobbing, a fireworks display, dancing,
singing and more dancing filled the evening and
carried on way past the witching hour of mid
night.
Floor Hockey and volleyball made a strong return
to V.O.C. activities this year and as many as
thirty people turned out each Friday or Saturday
night for an evening of indoor sports.
Christmas Party
The last exams are over and everyone is
rushing madly into Christmas spirit while also
trying to get ready for the ski-touring trips.
From Betty Walsh's house we travelled around
the streets singing Christmas Carols in typical
Vancouver weather, returning to dance and sing
and indulge in a great feast of goodies in
preparation for Christmas.
Christmas Reunion Party
Snow storms and large drifts on the highway
discouraged some people from attending this
party, but the keeners that turned up enjoyed a
hamburger dinner and a typical V.O.C. party.
The McGillivray Pass trip sang their excellent
song which won the contest since Kokanee,
Little Yoho, Tonquin Valley and Spruce Lake did
not excel in the art of Song composition i.e.
they failed to compose anything. Naughty!
After dancing and singing we caught a few hours
sleep and headed back to Vancouver through
eight foot drifts.
2

A p p l e bobbing -

H a l l o w e ' e n '74 by John R o m e i n

GRAD NEWS
It seemed that the in thing to do this year was
to get married, so here's a list of VOC'ers that
followed the trend:
Andrea Harris and Roger Laing
Dr» Neal Carter and Dorthea Cumminqs
Teresa Colby and Mike Shepard
Rob Gardner and Kathy Sirola
Jim Buyers and Gabby Messerschmidt
Sue Macek and Lubos Petrik
Rose-Ann Maze and T. Lewis
Jane Kelly and Bill Andrews
Other news;
M r . and M r s . Revill were killed in a car accident.
Chris McNeill and Neil Humphries were working
with juvenile deliquents for eleven long months
taking them mountaineering.
Wendy Watson went to Miami to get a sloop ship
shape and sail it to Vancouver. She arrived
safely and is now back in Victoria.
Murray and Sue Fierheller are in Nova Scotia.
Roland Burton. Paul Starr, and Mike Miles are
all back in Vancouver. Roland had a choice of
leaving home or building a darkroom, but he
couldn't face deserting dear old Mom, so a dark
room is now in progress. Mike is working on his
Masters in Geography. Paul is working as a lab
technician.
Paul and Marilynn Starr are living with Mike
Miles. (Three is company/)
Wynne Gorman is working at the Reifel Bird
Sanctuary.
Stevie and Eric White are supposedly attending
classes at U . Vic. Eric has shown his lack of
judgement by accepting possession of Peter
Jordan's old VW.
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Sara Golling is in jail! She is setting up an
arts and crafts course for the inmates.
Les and Carol Watson are moving from Calgary to
Oklahoma for a year.
Fred Thiessen is abiding in Nelson.
Whiting, who is still teaching.

So is Dave

Mike Fenger and Terry Rollerson are both in
Kelowna.
Dave Bustard is in Smithers working for the Fish
and Wildlife Branch.
Also out there in the sticks is Virginia (nee
Moore).
Sara Oliver and Sue Petrik are teaching in the
Vancouver area. Ellen Wood is teaching at
Invermere, and Sue and Bill Edwards are in the
same place as last year, teaching too.
Sheila McLean is working on a ranch in Alberta.
Vivien Bowers enjoyed her summer job working at
a resort on the Alaska Highway so much that she
hasn't come home yet.
Gouin Barford is electrical engineering in
Nanaimo.
Marvin Currey is working for an electronics firm
in Quebec.
Bill Prescott is serving time as a geologist in
Schefferville.
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1974 V.O.C. PHOTO CONTEST
Classes:

A . Landscapes: mountains, waterfalls,
glaciers, sunsets, etc.
B. Climbing or Skiing: views of
climbing techniques or the attrac
tion of skiing or ski mountaineer
ing. (Not pictures of the party
resting on top, or competitive
skiing).
C. Natural History: plants, animals,
etc.
D. Portraits: character portraits of
individuals (not more than two per
sons per picture).
E . Club Activities: Long Hike, weekend
trips, social activities, Christmas
trips etc.
P. Humorous: Hero shots, any of those
'funny' shots.
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LIST OP WINNERS OP THE V.O.C. PHOTO COMPETITION
1974
CATEGORY F
THIRD
SECOND
FIRST

WALTER PEACHEY
G. McCORMACK
JOHN LEIGHTON

CATEGORY E
THIRD
SECOND
FIRST

"YOU PADDLE IT YOUR WAY"
SNOWBRIDGE....HERO SHOT
"SINKING FAST" GROUP AT
SINGING PASS

CLUB ACTIVITIES

TRIPS, HIKES. J-Tg.

JACQUES BILINSKI CABIN EVENING
MOIRA LEMON
MOUNT BAKER TRIP
JACQUES BILINSKI SKI TRIP

CATEGORY D
THIRD
SECOND
FIRST

HUMOUR, HERO SHOTS

PORTRAITS

C. MCNEILL
FRED THIESSEN
BOB McMECHAN

CATEGORY

C

NATURAL

"MOIRA"
"WENDY WATSON"
"ANTHEA"
HISTORY

THIRD
SECOND

JOHN LEIGHTON
JULIAN HARRISON

CHIPMUNK
WILD COLUMBINES

FIRST

c

HEATHER

CATEGORY B
FIFTH
FOURTH
THIRD
SECOND
FIRST

MCNEILL

BELLS

CLIMBING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING OR
SKTlNG (THE ATTRACTION OF SKIING)

MOIRA LEMON

RAINBOW LAKE...SKI
TOURING
JULIAN HARRISON CLIMBER ON ROCK PEAK
JOHN LEIGHTON
PRUSIKKING OUT OF
CREVASSE
JACQUES BILINSKI NOT IDENTIFIED
JACQUES BILINSKI NOT IDENTIFIED

CATEGORY A

LANDSCAPES. MOUNTAINS. WATERFALLS.
GLACIERS, ETC.
(FIRST SEVEN SLIDES ARE UNGRADED)
TEN
ED DUBOIS
MERCED RIVER
NINE
J A C Q U E S B I L I N S K I GARIBALDI LAKE IN WINTER
EIGHT
c. M C N E I L L
THE MIST OF PORCHER
SEVEN
JOHN LEIGHTON
EVENING IN THE MOUNTAIN
SIX
c. M C N E I L L
SEA CAVE
FIVE
WALTER PEACHEY
ROCKS AND WATER
FOUR
MARY BUSSELL
EARLY MORNING STORM...
SKOKI

.THIRD
JACQUES
BILINSKI
.SECOND
C. MCNEILL
•FIRST
FRED THEISSEN
(ALSO FIRST OVERALL)
SILVER

PIN

AWARDS

ROCK AND LANDSCAPE
EARLY MORNING
LIGHT
DIAMOND
HEAD

CHRIS MCNEILL
MARILYNN
RODE
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SPRING 1974
January
19-20

SINGING PASS

Leader - Ernie Bodie
Fearful followers - Helen Lemon, Betty Walsh,
Diane Bodie, Gouin Barford,
Neil Kirk, Stuart Lynne,
Rob Watson.
All arrived at the cabin Friday night and
sacked out early for an early start. At 7:30
Saturday we met one late arrival (Gouin) in the
gondola parking lot. Picked up one-ride passes
($3) that Ernie had phoned ahead for. Had a
cold ride up the chairs and then the T-bar.
Broke trail up and just left of Little Whistler,
with a couple of yo-yo's after us looking for
powder. We went from Little Whistler down to
the pass, and then south around Piccolo, and
over Flute to lunch. Climbed Oboe, and remem
bered not to get too far north when dropping
into Singing Pass. Just about went down to
Cheakamus Lake instead. Ernie's compass was
very useful in getting straightened out.
Climbed up to the highest point on the last
ridge before Russet Lake; should have circled
south around the ridge. From the top of the
ridge some people thought Russet Lake was in a
valley to the north, but not so. Dropped off
the ridge to Russet Lake and the cabin just as
it got dark. The cabin was in good condition,
but no hope in digging for water. The cabin is
just right for 8 people.
Next morning it was cloudy and snowing and
windy» Broke trail out over south end of the
ridge, then contoured back for a run down to
Singing Pass in a foot of powder. Up and over
Oboe and Flute to lunch; Helen twisting her
knee coming off of Flute. After lunch, we
contoured north around Piccolo and then skiied
good powder to a bowl between Piccolo and Little
Whistler at 5700'. "Gee, look at all those
cornices up there." Might have been a better
idea to ski down and then contour around to the
bowl! Anyway, we then contoured around the
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ridge to the bottom of the blue chair. Diane and
Neil skiied down Sidewinder and Olympic to catch
the bus and retrieve the cars. The rest arrived
at the bottom of the chair and started down a s a
group. Helen twisted her knee again, on the
Olympic run. The last of the group made it out
just before dark.
The trip in takes a full day, as with the
trip out. The area is very good for ski tour
ing, and the cabin would make a good basecamp
for peaks to the east.
January
26-27

TRICOUNI

John Leighton

Bryan Fraser
Rob Boyce
Moira Lemon
John Leighton
For a brief introduction, Tricouni is a large
meadow area six miles due north of Cloudburst
and about five miles northwest of Lucille Lake
near Garibaldi station. The trail starts at the
lake, just behind the Alpine Lodge and gains
about 3800 feet over its seven mile length.
The first bit of the trail is the steepest,
climbing over 1000 feet in the first two miles
which brings one as far as Dave MacPherson's
trapping cabin on Ginter's Lake.
Tricouni is a beautiful, open meadow area
in the summer and so we thought that it would
be a nice place to visit in the winter and to
see all the large peaks that surround it. Rob
must have been feeling really keen in the plan
ning stages because he thought we could make
the quick trip in as far as the cabin Friday
night and have a good easy day into the meadows.
Thank God we didn't try that, as you will find
out! Saturday morning I was the last to be
picked up but even though the others were an
hour late it didn't matter much - after all,
that happens on any trip. However, the next
complicated little saga delayed us even further.
I was in Bryan's car and had to direct him out
of the complicated street system to get back
onto the highway. We zipped ahead and then
7

waited at a corner for Rob and Moira to make
sure they didn't miss the turn. After waiting
for 5 minutes we went back to where we left them
but the car was gone. Thinking he must have
found his own way back to the highway, Bryan tore
off after them feeling sure that he would catch
them. At Brunswick Beach we still hadn't seen
the car with Rob and Moira so we waited at the
side of the highway for them to come by.
Actually they were still ahead of us and well on
their way. After waiting for 40 minutes we went
back to Horseshoe Bay thinking Rob's car must
have broken down along the way. After not seeing
them we decided to head on up to Garibaldi our
selves. At the Lodge there was still no sign of
Rob or Moira but after waiting another hour they
finally appeared. "Where were you
both
groups demanded of each other. After it was all
pieced together it turned out that we had both
been parked about 100 yards apart for the last
hour without seeing each other over the snowbank!
After having picked me up at 6:45 a.m. we
finally got going up the trail at 11:00. Bryan,
Moira and Rob were on their touring skis but I
was in snowshoes. The first steep part was very
tricky. It was steep and icy on the trail and
in order to avoid a patch of bare ground, Rob
thought he'd shortcut the trail by going straight
up a what appeared to be a cleared slash. As it
turned out, Moira took off her skis, I took off
my snowshoes and we walked, Bryan performed an
amazing feat of skiing over some tree roots and
jagged rocks with his skins still on while Rob
became hopelessly tangled in thick bush and
trees. He finally emerged back on the trail
after many minutes of fighting and slashing his
way up the steep slope. Once we were back on
snow and it had levelled off slightly, things
went a little faster. I wish I could tall about
what was pleasant on the trip in, but nothing
pleasant happened. The main problems developed
when we were back in the trees. Being elevated
on the snow we found that the trail went through
the foliage that covers the trail in summer.
This meant the lead person was covered in snow
from bashing the way through. Also, I had to
bring up the rear behind Rob and act as his
Guardian Angel by continually putting his skins
back on for him every 100 feet or so. On the
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open level area on the moraine and talus slopes
the pace picked up making up for lost time spent
bushmashing. However, the temperature was quite
warm out and so the snow was rapidly melting and
becoming even more gloppy. Also, the main trail
had become the main runoff stream meaning that
more treethrashing was required to get around.
Finally, I got so fed up with having to continu
ally take my snowshoes on and off that I just
didn't bother to. This meant crossing a couple
of streams and walking and climbing over logs and
rock. I think it has revolutionized snowshoeing
into a totally new and more rugged sport. How
ever, Rob, Moira and Bryan had their share of
troubles. Every once in a while the trail would
take a huge step up, meaning endless side step
ping up slopes of mush which refused to yield
any support. It wasn't long till the webbing of
the snowshoes filled with mushy, gloppy, cold
crap (i.e. snow) and snowshoe skiing (downhill
only) came into being. The last obstacle was a
bridge over a creek which was merely a log
covered with several feet of snow. Moira and
Bryan skiied over the narrow ridge of piled up
snow but the snowshoes were just to wide to
support me and consequently I wiped out and
destroyed the bridge for Rob. After many amaz
ing calisthentics Rob finally made his way over
safely, much to our surprise. Previously, we
had decided to break for lunch when we got to
the cabin and then would see about continuing
on to the meadows. Finally, at 3:30 we reached
the cabin after taking 4Jg hours to do the first
two miles. Realizing that it was another 5
miles to the meadows we decided to stop at the
cabin for the night. Besides it was not very
good weather with very wet snow starting to fall.
It was a good thing we hadn't attempted to try
reaching the cabin Friday night. Dave MacPher
son was away so the cabin was unoccupied. It's
a very nice little cabin made out of fresh
cedar shakes, with two bunks on one wall and a
great little stove. While poking around, Moira
found a mouse trap with a little deer mouse
still in it. "Ugh! I wonder how many weeks
he's been in here." It must have been several.
Another trap for rats was discovered almost 10
inches long and with a giant spring. "Boy, I
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could put that one on my bike and use it for
books." It turned out that we had brought
enough food for 3 times as many people so we were
continually talking and eating and reading some
of Dave's magazines. The group thrilled to such
adventures as Superman and The Incredible Hulk
and National Lampoon. Then the fire was stoked
up for cooking the most massive batch of moun
tain glop ever made outside a mess hall. Woodchopping took a while because Dave's hatchet was
so blunt you couldn't cut watermelon with it.
Finally dinner was ready. We all stuffed our
selves to the point of hardly being able to move.
"What d'ya mean we've only eaten half of itI"
Nonetheless it was true so Bryan immediately
began serving the rest to everyone else. The
thought of eating any more was so revolting that
we just had to leave it. The remainder was then
nailed to a tree and was still there when we
left. After rising lately next morning we lolled
around the cabin - still talking and eating
everything in sight. Finally after renditions
of loon calls and crow calls from Bryan we
headed off down the trail, with the snow being
even gloppier than the day before. At least
this time it was all downhill but thank goodness
for the trees in the way to stop you. Bryan had
the misfortune of losing both the baskets off
his poles thus making them completely useless for
any support or for turning or stopping. After
struggling through the rotten snow for a while
we just gave up and walked (or rather waded) the
rest of the way down getting soaked through up
to the waist almost every step of the way.
Finally the cars were reached and we headed back
to Vancouver with o&ly a minor mishap. That was
when it was suddenly remembered that Bryan had
left his gloves on the car roof, only after
having driven a couple of miles down the highway.
We went back and picked them u p .
In spite of the wretched snow conditions,
the trip was lots of fun and was reasonably
slack(once we were into the c a b i n ) . At least
this group of Tricouni trekkers have now faced
the ultimate worst in snow conditions possible
and after this everything will be downhill. All
of us hoped that we would get the chance to try
completing the trip at some other time, but we'll
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wait for a little more snow and slightly cooler
temperatures or until next summer.

ONCE UPON AN OLYMPIC BEACH...
NORTH BEACH TRAVERSE FROM
RIALTO BEACH TO CAPE ALAVA
MIDTERM BREAK 1974
Julie Ourom

February
22-25
Those who came:
South to North: Group 1:

North to South:

"

2:

"

3:

«

4.

Rob Boyce (Leader),
John Leighton, Julie
Ourom, Betty Walsh
Ernie Bodie, Jeff
Roberts, Anthea Farr,
Kirsteen Laing, Diane
Bodie
Helen Lemon, Bill Lee,
Rob Clark, Pat Butler
Margot Mann, Bob
McMechan

Although people usually consider midterm
break to be a time of relaxation, lying in the
sun, catching up on sleep, getting away from
books and school, and generally being slack,
this year everyone who was interested in going
to Oly B decided to be keen and do a traverse.
(Naturally we hoped to do the other things as
well.) Since the total group was rather large,
it was divided into four groups, two travelling
N to S and the other two travelling in the
opposite direction. This was so that we would
have cars at both ends of the beach, a neces
sity on this sort of trip, and so that we
wouldn't have everyone in the same place at the
same time (which nobody was really keen to have
h a p p e n ) . In addition, all of the groups were
to be completely separate and there were no
plans to meet up until the final night at Lake
Crescent, even though we did figure that we
would likely bump into each other somewhere
along the way.
This write-up is primarily an account of
Group 1 and their adventures (because I was a
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member of that group), although it does cover
the wanderings of the others as well.
Day 1 (20 February);
Left Vancouver about 11 a.m. after the usual
delays and after managing to cram everything
(including X G a l . of Extra gas) into John's
Toyota, which was rather small, as Toyotas
usually are. (Feats of this nature never fail
to amaze m e , 'tho in this case 'twas merely due
to the genius of Rob.) After setting off, I
discovered that something was wrong with my
camera (i.e. it refused to function) - too late
to do anything about it.
Drove to Blaine and got the usual hassle
crossing the border and then continued on to
Seattle where we stopped at Rei Co-op. This
was originally planned as a short, pick up what
you want and run affair, but it degenerated
into a two plus hours grand tour of the place,
after it had been discovered that John had never
been there before, and that Betty couldn't make
up her mind very quickly. Rob and I sat on the
car and vegged. We were amused by the antics
of the Seattle locals (police variety) and u n amused by the weather (which had deteriorated,
as u s u a l ) .
The ferry ride was uneventful. We sat i n 
side and ate really excellent clam chowder. On
the ride through to Lake Crescent, we amused
ourselves by conserving gas by coasting down
all the hills. When we reached Sequira, we found
that this had been unnecessary, as - surprise we found an open gas station. The car quit at
Port Angeles (I forget why) but it managed to
fix itself.
Arrived at Lake Crescent in time for d i n s .
I guess the weather Gods (Wash. State species)
thought that we were crazy to camp out in
February, 'cause as soon as we started pitching
the tent, it started to rain. It turned out to
be the worst tent pitching job I have ever seen.
During all this, Helen & Co arrived and the &
Co (all male, of course) promptly decided that
they weren't tough or something so they moved
into the washrooms (which are warm, clean,
comfortable and d r y ) . The rest of us braved
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the terrors - and the noises - of the night and
drowned in the McKinley.
Day 2;
Got up later than planned and therefore left
later than planned (so what else is n e w ? ) .
Oh
well, we are on holidays. Said goodbye to the
others and dodged logging trucks and snowflakes
all the way to the coast, where, wonder of won
ders, it was actually almost sunny. The coast
was beautiful. Oh, for a camera1 Vegged in the
sun and dried everything out (already) and ad
mired the scenery until it was almost too late
to go anywhere. Found note left by Ernie & C o .
They had left early the previous afternoon in
violent sunshine and wind. Ho hum. We even
tually trucked off, stopping at every available
opportunity.
(Throughout the duration of the
trip we never managed to go more than about a
hundred yards at a time without managing to stop
on some pretext or another - not bad e h l ) .
We played around on the beach for a while,
and I fell off a sea stack. This must have been
the wrong thing to do, 'cos it almost immediate
ly clouded over and actually started to snow—
Naturally, we were appalled.
(Also cold, tired
and miserable.) It was also high tide (in the
entire five days, we never even saw a low t i d e . ) .
The going got tougher, but (naturally) we kept
on going....Eons later we arrived at a rather
dark, cold, wet, cheerless and comfortless
Chilean memorial. Dinner was spaghetti (for the
second night in a row) and we went to bed early.
Day 3:
Unfortunately the weather hadn't really im
proved by the time we got up (late, n a t c h ) , but
we set off anyway. What else was there to do?
Anyway going around headlands at high tide
turned out to be lots of fun. It's even more
fun when it's raining (which it sort of w a s ) .
Also had fun going around headlands we were
supposed to go over etc. Discovered that beach
walking at high tide has only one advantage one finds more "treasures" washed up along the
beach, and find them we certainly did - to the
13
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G i a n t ' s Graveyard -

O l y m p i c B e a c h , by R o b B o y c e

tune of four perfect Japanese glass fishing
floats t We were quite impressed and excited
since they are supposedly quite rare around here.
Ate lunch in a wind/hail/rain storm on top of
Hypothermia Headland, until it stopped hailing
and raining. We continued along the top of the
embankment and Rob bunged up his knee. When we
dropped down to the beach again, the sun came
out, it was marvellously windy, and so we had to
stop. Yeah, sun powerl However, by this time,
we were beginning to be more than a little
worried at our progress (or lack thereof) to
date, and had visions of being stranded on the
beach whilst the others went merrily (?) home.
Therefore, we made a determined effort to push
on as far as we could that day, and it almost
seemed as if our plans to camp at the Norwegian
memorial that night would be realized after all.
The plans fell apart when we got to Cedar
Creek and found Helen & C o . there. They had
come all the way from Lake Ozette to the N o r 
wegian memorial on their first day, and had
spent most of the second day sitting at Cedar
Creek. We were slightly embarrassed and upset
at our progress, but this was counteracted
nicely by the fact that we were the only ones to
have found glass balls. During our rather joy
ous reunion, the noise level increased phenomen
ally (I had thought that it was rather high all
along) and I think we scared off every living
creature within hearing - except for Bob and
Margot who arrived in the middle of all the tur
moil. We almost had a sunset (for the first and
only time of the t r i p ) . After it got dark, we
watched each other cook dins, and ogled their
seemingly more magnificent repasts. We had
spaghetti again. The evening passed and we went
to bed. The night was slightly rowdy as no one
seemed to want to sleep; therefore we told
horrible stories and a skunk crawled over Helen.
Day 4:
The morning was rathet disorganized and
slightly pandemonious with everybody trying to
pack up and cook breakfast all at once. But we
managed to get off fairly quickly. Our party was
now five, as Rob came back with us instead of
continuing on to Rialto Beach. It was almost a
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nice day (if you think rain is n i c e ) . For the
first time we were out of sight of Cake Rock,
which had been haunting us since the beginning
of the trip. We walked and ate and walked and
ate some more and it rained but we kept going
anyway and believe it or not we actually got to
Sand Point in reasonably good time (we were
proud of ourselves anyway). Said goodbye to the
beach and then trucked off down the boardwalk.
That stretch has got to be the longest three
miles I have ever seen. We beat Ernie & Co to
the cars by about an hour. They had spent the
day wandering around Cape Alava. Eventually we
all met at Lake Crescent where we exchanged
experiences ( ? ) . Bob and Margot and Helen & Co.
had gone as far in one day as we had gone in two,
much to our dismay. (And they had spent half of
it holed up in a McKinley!) The only coherent
things about the night were that Jeff and Ernie
built a fire, we stood around it until we (they)
got tired, and we had spaghetti (again).
Day 5 (the last):
It took us all morning to get up, pack and
leave. By that time Bob and Margot had left for
Victoria and home, and Helen & C o . had disappear
ed (for home also presumably, since that's where
they ended u p ) . Eventually we got to the ferry
and found that we had just missed one. Sat
around and went through post-trip withdrawal
symptoms with Ernie & C o . The ferry came and we
got on and it left. The rowdier ones in the
group tried to do a salty dog on the deck. Jeff
and Anthea and I tried to ignore/disown them
(unsuccessfully). By the time we got off the
ferry the weather had cleared and we stared at
the mountains all the way back. The border
crossing man would almost have been nice, ex
cept he laughed at us when we tried to declare
things. We finally got home. All in all, it
was a really fine trip.

March 3

CAPILANO M T .

Richard Ney

Originally, although there was little chance
of reaching the summit, I had planned to climb
high enough up Capilano M t . to be rewarded with
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a nice view of the surrounding area. At first
four people showed interest, later two dropped
out, and it turned out that just Diane Bodie and
myself went. Upon reaching the Capilano M t .
trail we decided not to bother, and went to
Phyllis Lake instead. Here we lit a roaring
fire, ate lunch and skied back to the car to end
the day.
Approach
Stop at the Furry Creek turnoff about 2.5
miles south of Britannia Beach. This road
follows the Bridge River Power Line to Cleve
land Dam in North Vancouver. Follow this road
until you are about three quarters of a mile
north of Marrion Lake. At this point there is
a flagged trail that heads east and meets up
with a secondary logging road that runs para
llel to the main road. Head south along this
road and follow it right to its end. A t the end
of this road there is a marked trail that heads
east and climbs abruptly up the slope of the
mountain. This trail eventually comes to the
apex of a slight ridge near the 2700' level.
This ridge becomes apparent when a broad basin
to the southeast becomes recognizable. Follow
this ridge up until the country levels off and
a ridge running north and south becomes apparent.
Gardner Lake is located on the east side of this
ridge in a small cirque; the summit is south
east and directly behind the lake.
SPHINX CAMP VIA BROHM RIDGE
(excerpt from Sphinx Camp log)
April
12-14

Marilynn Rode

Marilynn Rode, Vicki Seraphim, Graham Lorimer
Early Friday morning (6:30 AM) found us at
the turnoff to the Brohm Ridge Development.
Following an apparently well-used road we came
to a fork - the right and lower was well-used,
the left, looking like it would gain elevation,
was "poorer". Naturally we took the left fork
and climbed steeply until we encountered snow
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which even a VW couldn't go through. (Later on
we learned that ours is the one described in
Culbert's Guide Book but is not the convention
ally used route.) Shouldering heavy packs i n 
cluding skis we made good time up through the
bush on frozen snow. (Why follow roads they're so winding.) Once up into the open
logged area, the Pink Fingers of Dawn had done
their thing, so we gratefully strapped on skis
and let them carry us for a change. Basically
we followed a north-facing slope of a ridge that
lay between a creek (on map) and the lift line
(chairlift). At times the heat of the sun b e 
came almost unbearable (there are no trees in
logging areas to give shade) so we were glad to
see the last of the open. Moving through a
couple of hundred yards of trees we stumbled
across chairlift towers and a broken track the gods are on our side. Ambling up the track
brought us to the chalet that was built for the
proposed development and the caretaker Pierre.
Coffee was very refreshing while we BS'ed with
some X-country skiers enjoying the same hospital
ity. Afternoon passed so we stayed for supper
with Pierre (at his insistance). Fried chicken
beats spaghetti anytime. More coffee I Finally
we head off for the crest of Brohm Ridge (a
headlamp special) to Guntar & Hans' small chalet
where we have been invited to spend the night.
True to VOC style (according to both Hans &
Guntar who are ex-VOC) we made cheesecake and
devoured it - it was sometime around midnight.
Saturday is sunny and warm and the snow has
already softened so we don't make any rush to
get away. Hans and Guntar are fine people drop in if they are home and say hello from u s .
A truck along the ridge brings us to a parabolic
snowfield and once again the sun has the upper
hand. However views of Garibaldi and Dalton's
Dome are fantastic as the shutters click.
Lunch looking over the Warren Glacier (about lh
hours - slack) then we traverse over to the
flat underneath the Shark's F i n . We decide it
is too late to climb Garibaldi today so we set
up the Crestline to spend the night. Neil,
John, & Mike stopped here returning from Gari
baldi. We definitely would have to climb tomorrow.
Again we didn't break any speed records for
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getting away, but we eventually headed for Gari
baldi. It had blown all night forming a wind
slab which promised to make for interesting
skiing on the way down (yesterday it had all
been p o w d e r ) . Left skis 500 feet below bergschrund and walked u p . Rather than follow the regu
lar route we decided if the bergschrund would
go - there was only a small crack. The 'schrund
decided it would go so discretion won. We
traversed but still didn't want to do the regu
lar route. "Let's try the bridge under the
cornice. Everything is stable". This route
went and made the climb interesting. Prom there
we followed the tracks of yesterday's party to
the top. THE WIND STOPPED BLOWING while we were
on top! Click-wind, click-wind! Happy Easter we ate chocolate Easter eggs and grapefruit.
Descent followed the regular route to our skis.
Wind crust had hardened so skiing was excellent
near the top - lower down it became "a trifle
more challenging". Shoulder packs once more for
the run down into Sphinx. Breakable crust was a
pain but we made it down to the lake and into
Sphinx in time for dins. (Only one day later
than planned.)
This is a good route in to Sphinx and still
could be done easily in two days and probably
climb Garibaldi as well. However, if you have
weather, time and food, it is really fine for
three days.
EXCERPTS FROM SPHINX CAMP LOG
Rob Boyce
April 13

D.L., P.J., G.B., B.L., D.LeP.......
We had lunch, gazed into the Pitt
Valley, and ate lunch.....
N.K., M.F., J.S.: Got up too early
with the insane intention of climbing
M t . Garibaldi. We proceeded to the
far end of the lake. We found the
glaciologist's hut and asked the
glaciologist the way to Garibaldi.
We were told to go between the
Glacier Pikes and expect a 400' drop
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Lee

on the other side. After much
struggle, we found a 1000' altitudinal decrease (drop) on the other
side. We skied across the valley and
climbed Garibaldi. We went roped for
about the last 100'. We skied back
down and met Marilynn Rode, Vicki
Seraphim, and Graham Lorimer who told
us to go by a pass near Table M t n .
(which looked about 400" above the
valley surprisingly enough). After a
rather hairy ski down (mainly because
we located the largest precipice
around) we reached the lake (flat!)
and skied back to the h u t . (P.S.:
The last time I do something ambi
tious after coming in the Barrier the
day before - J.S.)
April 15

Spent day recovering from sunburn tell first year members to damn well
bring Skreen or zinc oxide & use it,
even if they "tan easily" N.K. & M . F .
Group Therapy: Everybody watches
everybody else brush teeth.

April 16

Neil, Marilynn and Mike attempt to
climb tower on Guard. Approach Up Deception-Guard gully 'til middle
of east face of Guard. Traverse
north to col, rope up and contour
around.
Note - Steep snow, snow flukes might
be necessary to get to tower.
We got to small pinnacle 20' on one
side, 200*+ on other. 5.4 via SE
ridge & chimney. West face of Guard
is vertical, clean plane, one or two
leads up face crack. Squamish hard
core take note: would be first
ascent.

April 17

(originally) Drove up last night....
J.D.H. (annotated)
(L.G.H.
very kindly) drove (me) u £ (damn
late) last night
correction
by L.G.H.
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Walked up on crust most of the way to
the col. Nell in running shoes was a
miniscule dot 'way ahead.....Banana
boots aren't meant for rock but they
seem to work for N e i l . Back at camp,
Julian had packed water, washed our
dishes, etc. Well trained.
April 23

R.C.: Awakened by a finger of light
through the window. WOWI Clear sky Sunshine! Wish there were someone
else here to climb with

April 24

......Other groups dug elaborate snow
caves:
GARIBALDI GARDENS ESTATES
View lot condominiums on lovely moun
tain lake. Indoor (undersnow) facil
ities nearby. Skiing at your door
step. Swimming, sunbathing, and fish
ing for those so inclined.
Come to M t . Seymour to view our
sample luxury suites (for residents
of Vancouver): Shag white carpets,
water-beds, contour chairs, indoor
bergschrund, toboggan run to lake,
white supergraphics, indoor shower
(of snow), stalagmite candelabra.
Garibaldi Gardens is only a min
ute' s slog from a picturesque alpine
cabin, and 14 hours from Highway 9 9 ,
50,000 short paces east of Battleship
Islands. For further information,
write:
Garibaldi Gardens Estates (read Margot
& Betty Ripoffs)
Sphinx Ski and Racket Developments,
000 Dude Knee Trunk Road,
Veeocee, B.C.

April 26

A . M c , R.C., B.F.:
Snow vexiy
heavy, thick and w e t . Descended
using traverse & kick-turn method.
Al attempted some stem christieparallel turns which ended up being
aborted airplane flops. We found the
view so interesting that we spent a
surprising amount of time sitting on
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the ground admiring i t .
April 27 M.M., W.G., P.J., M.L.:
We thought
we heard voices coming from around the
Deception Pinnacles, soon we realized
it was geese calling, and coming through
the Guard-Deception Col (but about
2000' above) was a line of 30 to 40
geese heading north.
April 28 TALE OP AN EXPEDITION INTO THE DEPTHS
OP GARIBALDI PARK or STALKING THE
GREAT WHITE MOGUL MUNCHER
Having news that the Great White
Mogul Muncher (Latin: Mogulus Munchi)
was cruising the vicinity, a hastily
organized expedition of 2, Rick Ney
(alias Sam Skeezonharts) and Bruce
"Juicy Moose" Fairley was organized to
track down the beast and dispense with
him once and for all. Breakfasting
heartily on Sphinx's fuzzy crunchie
special (granola and mush) we armed
ourselves with ski poles and cheese
(the mogul is addicted to cheese, and
we were counting on it to lure him
into our hands) we set out in a
southerly direction at about 9:30
following the muncher's tracks. This
was easily done as the beast leaves a
distinctive track - his paws are round
with a spike in the centre, and he
also drags a 2-pronged tail behind
him.
The tracks led us along Garibaldi
Lake and sure enough all moguls in the
area had been thoroughly mashed — not
a one was left. Careful scouting r e 
vealed that the first M.M. had been
joined by others of his kind. We pur
sued the beast past the glaciology hut
(deserted - an ominous sign) and back
onto a large ice-sheet. This we
decided to name Sentinel Glacier on
account of the sententious nature of
the expedition. Climbed to about 800'
above the lakeI The agility of the
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Great White M.M. is to be wondered a t .
(He i s , of course, related to the
other species common to the area — the
sidehill gouger.) At this precipitous
height, we discovered that the tracks
led backwards. The sneaky beast had
circled round. W e barrelled off down
the hill and followed the tracks back
to the Sphinx Hut. Clearly the beast
must have gone by in the night for we
certainly missed him. But a warning
should be extended to all travelling
in the Carr - Sphinx - Guard area, as
the tracks of the Great White Mogul
Muncher were last seen heading in that
direction.
April 29

Grant McCormack did the first ascent
"by down booties and ice-axe" out of
the Sphinx hut - and - then proceeded
to glissade back in. Cheered by a l l .
J.S., G . M c , P.K.:
Unfortunately
this was not an official climb because
we did not nibble Kendal Mint Cake on
the summit. The ski run down was blah
because the snow was colloidal c o m
crystals which liquidated on contact
with the ski-tip. (ah yes ankle deep
concrete.)
A.F., F.N., M.L.:
We had an ento
mological discussion halfway across
the lake when we found a sluggish
insect on the snow. Was it or was it
not a hymenoptera? N o , indeed as its
wings were pulled outwards at an awk
ward angle we learned the truth:
it
had only 1 pair of wings therefore
was a true fly
A ways further on
I discovered with horror that I had
left my skins in the cabin
Fred
practiced for his future snowshoe
ascent of M t . Garibaldi by a full-on
attack on a 45° snow slope of 10*
elevation and made it
then skied
(?) down. Fred beat us down on his
snowshoes.
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Quote: Ehleen the Avalanche Queen:
"That's Nuthin'" (speaking about
today's spectacular avalanche)
May 11

L.H., J.C., B.D., D.H.:
6 people
already here. Many people camping at
other end of lake - area getting more
crowded than it used to be in May.

May 12

On the way down Basil dislocated a
shoulder (his o w n ) . At his request we
attempted to reduce the dislocation
and succeeded, using what Basil's
doctor later identified as the "Old
Hippocratic Method". Watch out, Hip
pocrates I Heah come da Sphinx Camp
doctors.

R o b B o y c e , P h y l l i s ' E n g i n e and Mt. C a r r by R o b C l a r k

SUMMER 1974
M T . BAKER
Dave Paterson

Long Weekend
May, 1974

Vivien Bowers
Joe Buckley
Bodo de Lange Boom
Mary ?
David Lemon
R.C. Neil Kirk
R.C. Steve Schwartz

Party: Jeff Roberts
Kirk Laing
Shiona White
Pat Javorski
Erich Hinze
Gouin Barford
R.C.= Rainier Contingent

This trip was composed of two subgroups.
The R.C. and the others. The trip actually
began on Friday afternoon, when the R.C. left
town. The people who had planned on climbing
Baker all along, left Saturday morning. Rainier,
it was discovered after driving till 1 a.m., was
snowed under. Thus the R.C. decided to leech
onto the Baker trip. Both groups paid visits
to R.E.I, to wipe out any income tax returns on
Saturday afternoon.
The R.C. arrived at the slide blocking the
road-trail to the Kuishan Hut at 4 p.m. The
'others' were about an hour ahead. The first
12 had decided to use the skiis they'd brought,
whereas the R . C chose to use boots. It wasn't
long before the struggles of the first group
were caught on a series of icy switchbacks.
Soon everyone was in boots, hiking another hour
into the hut, (full of Americans). After pitch
ing tents, eating dinner and a wee bit of talk,
it was early to bed.
A 5 a.m. awakening didn't agree with too
many people next morning. No response from the
tents. In fact, only the R.C. made it u p , the
others having better things to d o . The weather
was poor, socked in with drifting mists. After
a spot of mush, we started up the well packed
trail. Forty minutes of steaming brought us
stumbling through the camp of a Port Angeles
College group. They were just returned from a
4 a.m. attempt on Baker, being turned back by
the weather. But having their cattle track to
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follow, we had nothing better to do than to keep
going. It became a matter of mindlessly follow
ing the steps upwards, allowing one to wonder if
the people in their bags weren't right after a l l .
Just as our plowed trail petered out, the
mists parted and Baker appeared - not overly
impressive, compared to the banded M t . Lincoln
also visible. The route lay over the Coleman
Glacier which has gentle slopes with occasional
steep sections. Roping up, we plowed on, pick
ing our way over and around some very large slots.
It became very hot and hard work breaking trail.
One was sinking at times to mid-calf. Steve
pulled a MOIRA but wasn't overly discreet about
i t . Combined with the S O 2 fumes coming out at
occasions we were at times quite nauseated.
After a couple of hours of this slogging,
it was lunch time. While working on our suntans
we amused ourselves by watching a couple of
clowns with full-size packs traverse underneath
avalanche gullies on a higher line. Two more
hours of grinding away put us at the Col below
the peak by 2 p.m. At the same time, Baker,
which had been swirling in and out of mists all
day, disappeared for good. We were thrashed,
1500 feet below the summit, and uncertain of the
route so the procrastinating was at a minimum
before turning around. Two hours return through
the mists and we were back at the H u t .
Here, we found the other 12 moping around
their dismal little fire. Apparently, they'd
spent most of the day in the sack and the rest
scrounging wood for their fire. We made them
feel even better with our tanned faces and tales
of the days exploits. After drying out boots
and some dinner it was early to bed. Resolu
tions were made for an early start next day, for
sure.
Monday morning 'bout 5:30 Gouin comes bound
ing into the cabin (the Americans had moved out)
claiming the weather was quite decent. A quick
check by the dubious confirmed that the word of
anyone who bounds around in jockey shorts when
it is 20 degrees out is to be questioned. It
looked as poor as the previous morns'• The
response wasn't overly enthusiastic but ten
people rose, faked a breakfast and struggled up
the trail during the next hour. Most people
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started out with skiis on their shoulder, but
they were soon dumped at discreet intervals d e 
pending on the persons' strength or stubborn
ness (I packed these all the way up to the cabin,
I'm gonna use t h e m ) . Erich shouldered his to
the top.
A t the end of the cattle track we regrouped,
becoming a party of seven, with three stragglers
a half hour behind. Just as the day before, the
sun made It's appearance. We were above the
clouds, the valleys being socked right in. With
a trail from the previous day stomped out, it
took till only 11:00 a.m. to make the C o l . Here
the broken trail stopped as did Vivien who d e 
cided to wait for us here.
Putting on warm clothing to shut out the
wind, we continued upwards. It was 1500 feet
more upwards. The so called Roman Wall at this
time of year becomes a steep, deep snow slog.
Altitude or perhaps just plain weariness began
to take it's toll as the person breaking trail
had to be changed every few minutes. Anyhow,
lh hours of climbing brought us to the flat
summit plateau. Strolling over to the highest
bump, we peered into the crater, posed for
summit shots, and pointed out Rainier and Shuk
san which was all that was visible in the sea
of clouds.
It was blowing hard and cold so we didn't
tary. Just starting down and we met Jeff, Joe
and Mary, who along with Erich, Shiona, Dave,
Gouin and Kirk made nine of us on the top
(10,778'). Erich finally got his reward as he
put on skiis for his 5000' vertical run.
Following his tracks, it was 'bout 2 hours down.
Packs were packed, remaining growlies devoured
and then the trek back to the cars. Thus home
with our R.E.I, 'imports', suntans (sunburns,
Kirk?) and some memories.
May
18-21
Troop:

OLYMPIC BEACH
Vicki Seraphin
Trudy wienbiek
Graham Lorimer
Jacques Bilinski
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Ron Cupit
Rob Boyce
Bill Lee

Bill Lee

Having spent their fury on the midterm Oly
Beach trip, the summer rerun trip was assured of
perfect weather by the Weather Gods. Every other
camper in the area must have had the same
thought for when we arrived at Lake Ozette Satur
day afternoon, we found a parking lot bursting
with cars. Having nowhere else to go, we headed
out on the boardwalk to North Sand Point where
we discovered every car in the parking lot had a
matching tent in the campground. Since there
was a distinct possibility of rain (the Weather
Gods saved some for us) we asked but were
turned away from a 10 person shelter occupied
by 3 nasty camper blorgs. Muttering expletive
deleted's while hurling vindictives (well worth
carrying for a situation such as this) we
walked to the South Sand Point shelter a mile
down the beach.
Next day, leaving our packs at the shelter,
we hiked towards Kayostla Beach, stopping often
to lie in the sun or look for Japanese fishing
floats. Rob found an intact Life Guard life
boat ration tin, another excuse to stop and
gorge ourselves with food, this time courtesy
of the American government. We also claimed a
first recorded ascent on pinnacle 11' approx
imately 6 miles south of sand point. Having
conquered this giant, we proceeded to build
a cairn on top and establish a summit register
which included a description of our difficult
ascent via the exposed south face, nibbling
Kendall mint cake on the summit while gazing
down over the surrounding oceanside, and fin
ally the descent via the west couloir.
Arriving back at the shelter, we found that
one of the local bear population had visited,
eaten our dinners and a large part of Vicki's
pack (he didn't touch the Tang but he chewed
a Lumijet in h a l f ) . M r . Bear visited again
that night and tried to pull down the remainder
of our food, which we thoughtfully hung u p .
Next time we visit during tourist season, the
park ranger's advice will be heeded and the
food will be hung up all the time.
Breakfast next day consisted of goodies
such as cheese cake and butterscotch pudding.
Being thus fortified we walked north to the
parking lot where Jacques searched for his car
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N e i l K i r k & S t e v e S c h w a r t z below c o l a p p r o a c h i n g Mt.
Baker -

L o n g weekend May 7 4

keys (you didn't leave them back at the shelter?)
and then an 8 hour drive back to Vancouver,
being met on the way by the last pink fingers of
sunset.
ALOUETTE MTN. VIA HARVEY CREEK
May
25-26
Party:

Bill Lee, Vicki Seraphim, Rob Boyce

Gad! How can it rain so hard? For so long?
At the designated rendezvous, our leaders did
not appear, so we thought, "We 1.1, we're supposed
to go to the Lions this weekend, we'll do it!"
So we drove off, parked by the overpass, and
took the trail to the base of the West Lion.
After checking it out a bit, we chickened out
and took the well-travelled mailbox route up
the west side. The others were content to walk
up the back while I traversed to the south face.
We climbed down after, and ran across the lowangle slabs, dodging car-sized rolling rocks,
to the base of the East Lion. It was more
difficult to get up on the basal block but was
accomplished by a slippery mantelshelf. I once
again did the south face, with the east ear
variation, while Bill tried a new route up the
east shoulder. Vicki, who'd taken the easy
route, tried to keep us off the summit. We
down-climbed and briefly sheltered in a cave
no larger than a phone booth, then across the
slabs and back on the trail to the car. The
climb would have been more rewarding if there'd
been peak registers to put our names in and
Kendall Mint Cake to nibble; and if the summit
photos weren't ruined by the grungy weather.
Sunday's weather was reasonable so we started
early (after Vicki got off work at 10:00) and
headed for Golden Ears Park. We parked at Mike
Lake and started up the steep Alouette M t n .
trail. It joined a level logging road, then
more trail and road till we stopped for lunch
at the edge of a logging slash. A passing pair
of locals informed us that the road led east to
a knoll known as "Baldy", while the trail led
past "Lake Beautiful" to the top (where there
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was a peak register) in 2 hours. We chose the
trail and were immediately into snow. The trail
was "obvious" (when no s n o w ) , hence was not
flagged, so we followed tracks. They became
confused and we began following our own. We
made for the open slash and came out near Baldy.
Blanshard poked up above the clouds and Alouette
didn't seem far off so we headed off through the
trees. We then decided it was late so turned
back down, reasoning that if we missed the trail,
we'd hit a switchback of the road. After a
while it dawned that we were heading into the
sun (west) while the trail was south. Some
nasty bushwhacking brought us to the western
edge of a logging slash. The roads led us back
to the main road at the point where we'd had
lunch. Walking down the trail and blaming each
other for getting lost, we decided that the
parks board should have shovelled the snow off
the trail.

STAVE LAKE CANOE TRIP
June
8 & 9
Paddlers were:

Bruce Fairley
Rob Boyce, Bruce Fairley ( L ) ,
Marg Matthews, Pam Wheeler

This was another of those trips on which
all the navigational boo-boos, blunders and
puzzles took place on the highways and byways.
Or, in other words, the big problem was getting
there. Rob got us off to a good start by sleep
ing in and being half an hour late picking up
Marg and myself. We then discovered that it
was impossible to pack the trunk with two canoes
securely tied down to the roof. We untied them.
Then out to Surrey, carefully making the fif
teen right turns and one left that seem to lead
to Pam's place. And we were off.
I had hoped that we could start on the east
arm of Stave and cut three miles off the trip but the backroad in, which I remembered only
vaguely, proved to be a horror. After much
groaning and squawking, the Boycemobile finally
had had enough, and halted before an enormous
rain puddle, whereupon we all hopped out. A
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hike to the end of the lake involved climbing
over tree trunks etc. and squelched any enthusi
asm for a portage.
We went back to the car and headed for
Mission, spending an incredible amount of time
cruising the maze of roads and trying to pick up
Dewdney Trunk, finally reaching the Stave Lake
dam about noon. We were underway by 12:30.
The lake was calm and paddling was easy.
Lunch was made at Windy Point, appropriately
named. After lunch we threaded our way through
the dead stumps which blanket large areas of the
lake, left from the flooding years earlier. Some
of these lie just under the water surface and are
perfect for hanging canoes up o n — s c r u n c h !
Our original objective had been to canoe the
entire lake, but around four we decided to make
camp at inappropriately named Alligator Point
(all we saw were mosquitoes;, about 3/5 of the
way up the lake. Rob and I thought that sleep
ing in a rotting old cabin would be just fine,
even though the floorboards were kind of green
looking, but the girls would not hear of it, so
we pitched tents.
That night we entertained ourselves by all
piling into one canoe and paddling across the
lake. Here we discovered a bunch of high school
kids from Surrey, who had, of all things, por
taged over the mountains from Allouette Lake.
We chatted with some of their instructors,
supplying them with some information about Stave,
and left, after expressing our considered opin
ion that the six members and two canoes of their
party who had not yet made it across the moun
tains would surely appear before midnight. We
then canoed back in the dark.
Sunday was another fine day; we had a slack
morning breakfast and left around 11:00, dawd
ling for picture snapping, what with M r . Robie
Reid providing magnificent backdrop. All in all,
a peaceful and relaxing trip in quiet and u n 
populated surroundings. Actually, the most
exciting event of the weekend occurred on the
drive home, when Rob awoke us from our dozing by
trying for two kids at First and Nanaimo.
Happily the car brakes were in fine working
order....
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June
8-9

MT. CAYLEY

Peter Jordan

The following weekend, I tried this route
again with Charlie and Marilyn Brown. The
weather was spotty, but at least it was not rain
ing and it certainly was an improvement over the
last weekend. We found the steep cliffs near
the beginning quite easy when dry, and large
slabs of rock here and there up the ridge made
the bushwhacking generally easy. We climbed
very steeply for 4500 feet, keeping a few hun
dred feet to the south-east of the creek, head
ing for a small cirque in the ridge at timberline. Here we camped at about 5500 ft.
In the morning, we walked 2 % miles along
the open, gentle ridge to the 6800 ft. col just
north of M t . Cayley. It was a perfect day, and
the view of M t . Cayley and Vulcan's Thumb is
spectacular from this side. The mountain is
apparently a class 3-4 climb from this side,
but it was still festooned with huge cornices,
so we did not attempt it. We were able to r e 
trace our route down the ridge without too much
trouble; however, it takes a bit of care to find
the route down the lowest cliffs from above.
This is likely the fastest approach to M t .
Cayley, as well as being the most scenic.
June
14-16

MacKENZIE RANGE

It is well remembered and widely griped
about. It was the trip of the beastly bushwhack
and the missing McKinley.
With three VOCers working on Vancouver
Island, the summer executive decided they could
show us their area. The weekend was chosen to
coincide with Moira's birthday. But Moira and
Julian took holidays the week before and pleaded
they were too busy to come with u s . This left
Gouin to choose the location and lead the trip.
The chosen location was the MacKenzie Range
about twenty miles this side of Ucluelet. The
area gest the lowest visitor rating in Culbert's
Alpine G u i d e — a n d no wonder. Our route started
on a sun scorched logging road, took off across
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slash, continued through equally thick bushes
and black flies, followed creek beds, and scaled
cliffs, logs, and snow slopes.
We were at the point of mutiny when we
reached tree line and stopped for the day.
Gouin had kept ahead the whole way, probably to
avoid the tortures we threatened to inflict on
him. Rob was wishing he had a Voodoo doll to
represent Gouin, which he would not prick but
would repeatedly stab with his ice-axe.
It was late when we set up camp. We had
spent several hours at Long Beach feeding snails
to anemone and otherwise examining the marine
life, relying on the false statement that the
climb would take only three hours. It was then
we discovered that one tent which left with the
cars had not arrived at our campsite. If you
ever hear of any fool headed up that way, ask
him to look out for a tent.
Sunday morning, under glorious sunshine, we
ascended the slopes and set about bagging peaks.
Some were simple snow walks, others involved
sophisticated climbing, too difficult for Dave
and Peter. Two rappel slings, one from our
party, one from a previous party, provide the
only evidence of human visitation.
The view from the top is spectacular. The
vista includes Long Beach and Barclay Sound,
and a good portion of the west coast mountains.
On the trip down the cliffs were as steep,
the flies as vicious, the sun as blazing.
No one has mentioned returning. Say "MacKenzie Range" and all the party members groan
and gasp in horror, and Gouin becomes embar
rassed and defensive besides.
We were: Gouin Barford, Rob Boyce, Ron
Cupit, Peter Jordan, Dave Lemon, Margaret
Mathews, and Gordon Murray.
June 30
July 1
Party:

M T . MATIER
Dave Lemon (L)
Pat Javorski
Margaret Mathews
Gouin Barford
Ron Cupit
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Peter Jordan
Erich Hinze
John Halliday
Phil Kubik
Hans Reisenleiter

C a r t w h e e l in the S u n -

Matier G r o u p , by J u l i e Ourom

The Mount Matier area consists of a group of
3 major and 2 minor peaks-surrounding a large
glacier at the head of Joffre Creek. To reach
it, drive to Pemberton, then to M t . Currey. At
the church in M t . Currey, turn right, following
the sign to the Duffey Lake Road. Drive about
14 miles up the road to the summit of the pass
between Joffre and Cayoosh Creeks. A parking
area exists by the right side of the road and a
trail leads off from the right, following Joffre
Creek up to the glacier. It is an easy half-day
hike in, gaining about 1500' passing three lakes
on the way.
Saturday morning we drove to the start of
the trail and hiked in, reaching the foot of the
glacier by lunchtime. The weather was not
actively bad, being mainly overcast with a few
sunny periods. The glacier lines on a large
flat plateau between the peaks, and spills over
the edge in an icefall into the third lake. The
icefall is very broken up and can present a severe
route finding problem in the late summer and
fall. We had therefore come early in the season,
hoping to find plenty of snow bridges. We were
able to pass the icefall easily on the right
hand side (true left), and set up camp in the
center of the glacier late in the afternoon.
The next morning we split into three groups
so as not to overcrowd the various peaks. Peter
and Hans climbed Joffre Peak by a prominent
gully on the west face, while John and Erich
climbed it via the south ridge. Gouin, Phil,
Margaret, Ron, and I climbed Matier via the
north ridge in two ropes, while Pat decided to
wait at the col. The north ridge of Matier is
the usual route and is not difficult, being
mainly steep snow at this time of year. The
only difficulty was a bergschrund near the
beginning. The gully climbed by Peter and Hans
was snow-filled, very steep, and led directly
to the summit. They said that it was moderate
ly difficult when we rejoined them for lunch at
the col. That afternoon we switched mountains;
the Joffre parties Climbed Matier, while the
rest of us climbed Joffre by the east face.
This was mixed steep snow and loose rock, some
what unpleasant in spots and took longer to do
than we had expected. It was getting rather
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late when we finally reached the summit, after
one tricky class 5 move to get on to the summit
ridge. The climb up had taken over four hours;
therefore we decided to descend Peter and Hans'
gully, as it would be faster and bring us out
closer to camp. It was indeed exceedingly steep
near the top and required continual ice-axe b e 
lays, but the descent took only 20 minutes. We
returned to camp and discovered that we were
the first to return, since the others had gone
to climb Cone Peak, a small summit SW of M t .
Matier. John and Erich had glissaded the big
west face of Matier on their descent and had
even managed to stay out of the bergschrund
running across the bottom of i t .
Since they had now climbed everything,
Erich, John, and Hans decided to go out that
evening. The rest of us decided to wait until
the next day.
That night (Sunday) there was a violent
storm with snow, rain and lots of wind. This
caused us to sleep late, and we were still
having breakfast when Karl and Nancy Ricker
appeared at our camp on their way to climb Cone
Peak. After chatting with them for a while we
packed up camp.
As we were getting ready to leave, the
weather suddenly cleared, so we decided to
climb the small peak beside Cone Peak before we
left. On the way there we met Karl and Nancy
returning from Cone, which they had been unable
to climb because of the ice and new snow coat
ing the rocks. We joined them and climbed the
other (unnamed) peak by its SE ridge, which wa;s
mainly snow, with a bit of rock. After descend
ing the NE face (a steep snow face) we returned
to camp and picked up our packs. Then, dodging
heavy rain showers, we packed out the trail to
the cars.
July
6

M T . CRICKMER

Rob Boyce

It all started in fine form, with the
"Stave Lake West" road having a locked gate at
the tree farm entrance. (It's open 7 to 5
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weekdays). This caused a totally unnecessary
3-mile walk on a steep-but-drivable road. F r e 
quent rest stops were called by Jim, who, binoc
ulars in hand, inspected the local ornithology
or the botanical details of a shrub. I even
ventured an opinion on some weird-looking rock.
Bill led the attack on a D8 cat, which spat at
us from behind a tree. Luciano had to try out
ALE its controls, but he couldn't make it purr.
At the third creek crossing we made the
decision to take the road up the right side of
the creek, as it "looked like it went up there".
You see, Vicki and I had reconnoitred the area
on June 10, (ie: we'd got lost trying to find
the MTG trail. It had been swallowed without a
trace by a b u r n . ) , and we figured we knew where
to go. The road immediately deteriorated,
becoming steeper, oozier, then snowier. O b 
viously a lunch stop was in order.
The road ended before it was supposed to
(about a mile) so we struck uphill on the snow
through the trees. The summit was duly reached,
having a sizable dropoff to Stave Lake, and a
nice view of the Golden Ears and M t . Robie Reid.
The run back was marked by much glissading
(Bill excelled) and a snowball fight until we
ran out of snow. On the lower road we met some
'campers' carrying amorphous bundles and cases
of beer, and by the gate, a tent-trailer with
the dinner table set. This last suggestion
encouraged us to stop at the Coquitlam A and
Dub.
Conclusion: This route is probably shorter
than that in MTG (but you miss the view of Baker),
although could be quite bushy when the snow is
gone.
Party:

July
14
Party:

Vicki Seraphim (FL)
Jim Breadon
Luciano Passaler

Bill Lee
Rob Boyce

SKY PILOT - ACCESS NOTE
Dave Lemon
David Lemon
Pat Javorski
+ ?

Peter Jordan
Fred Nuszdorfer
Ehleen Bonn
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It was a rather wet weekend in July, just
before 6 of us were to set out for our main
summer climbing trip at Chilco Lake, and we felt
like getting some exercise. We therefore set
out for Sky Pilot mountain the back way, up the
Stawamus River road. This road branches right
from the main Mamquam system, about 3 miles in
from the highway. Follow the road until the
end, then strike straight up one of the ridges
until you break out, about 2 hours later and
behind the main Sky Pilot massif.
We had not sufficient time to climb the
mountain but the route in is quick, direct and
the bush is light. It certainly is worth con
sidering as an approach to the Sky Pilot area.
FOUR BROTHERS + ONE SISTER AT MANNING PARK
B etty Walsh
Party:

Betty Walsh (L)
Rob Boyce
Gordon Murray
Matt Alles
Luciano Pussalier
(Helen Lemon in spirit)

Discover Manning Park. Last summer I hap
pened to be working near the park and had a
chance to explore i t . On a weekend in midJuly I introduced myself and 4 other VOCers to
the Three Brothers Region. Manning Park is a
well known area, at least to drive through.
Most people don't know what it has to offer.
Three hours east of Vancouver on the HopePrinceton Highway, Manning Park Lodge is the
centre of a well-marked network of roads and
trails. The trails are broad and super slack,
and relatively uncrowded. (With the exception
of the Lightning Lakes, which, I'm afraid,
resemble Stanley Park on the weekends). The
scenery is unexpected. Once out of the deep
valley that contains the highway the trails are
dominated by the American North Cascades, a
panorama of icefields and pinnacles from M t .
Baker to the Cathedral Lakes.
Rob, Matt, Luciano, and Gordon drove from
Vancouver on Friday night and stayed at the
truckstop cafe where Helen Lemon and I were
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working, (or rather, they slept on the floor
of our pseudo-log h o v e l ) . My "leadership"
sank into democracy as usual and we agreed to
hike into the Three Brothers area.
One of the better views of the park is
achieved with no effort. A paved road starts
across the street from the lodge and winds u p 
ward to a lookout. If you ever pass through
Manning Park, and have an hour to spare, go to
the lookout. It's well worth it. A respectable
gravel road two miles on reaches a naturalist's
hut at Blackwall Pk. Of course, being keen
VOCers, we took this slack route. The Three
Brothers trail starts here. Although the
tallest of the Brothers is 7400' high most of
the uphill is done by car. All one does is
amble along a rolling ridge on cattle-track
trails.
Like the other people at the Lookout we were
impressed by the North Cascades. Besides it
wasn't a traditional VOC trip. The weather was
brilliantly sunny and almost cloudless. It was
even warm, and although there were patches of
unseasonably late snow in order to make us feel
at home, the flowers were out. They were excep
tionally abundant.
We hoisted our packs and strode down a jeeproad to Buckhorn Campsite where the tourist
hordes usually stay. We lost the trail for a
while in a tangle of snow and windfalls but the
next week the park crews put the cattle-track
back into order. As we hiked Luciano studied
fungi and lichens.
The trail is obvious, and while you are
bound to meet other people the area is not over
crowded. We followed the track into the
meadows along the shoulder of the Three Brothers.
Our time passed absorbing the sunshine and e n 
joying the vistas of slowers and mountains. In
the late afternoon we skidded down snowslopes,
covering the trail, to Kicking Horse campsite,
8.8 miles from the parking lot. We pitched our
McKinley in the meadows there. There I made my
faux pas. Pour guys and one girl (four brothers
+ one sister, as Rob Boyce quipped), and I did
n't make a move. My VOC spinster training is
too strong. After the usual gorpy supper, we
went for an evening stroll to the top of the
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Fourth Brother, a couple of hundred feet above
u s . The view, at sunset, was as fantastic as
usual.
On Sunday we meandered back through the
meadows to Blackwall Pk. None of us were keen
enough (or had enough time after getting away
by 11) to saunter up a few hundred feet to the
peaks of the first 3 Brothers. We contented
ourselves with climbing up a trail side-hill in
order to bum-schuss down its snow slopes. Sun*burnt and footsore we finally returned to Rob's
car. It was one of the sunnier and superslackest trips of the year, and a delightful
area to find.
July
28

M T . REXFORD

Rob Boyce

An early start was planned for this keen
trip, but we sat watching the sun rise while
waiting outside Bruce's apartment in the West
End. From the Chilliwack Lake Road, the branch
road up Nesakwatch Creek was found without diffi
culty (just before the second Chilliwack River
b r i d g e ) . However, this road is rough and dippy,
and there is a^-mile hill halfway along (3mi.)
that is nearly impassible. Ron's car was not
happy. But you get a nice view of Crossover
Peaks. At the top we found (surprise!) 4 other
cars, and rumours of an ACC trip here surfaced.
Prom the cleared area, we avoided the newer
road which crossed the creek, but took the fireweed-overgrown track that continued upstream.
This was presently transformed into a good trail
winding pleasantly through deep forest in the
valley bottom. It crossed a steep gulch con
taining much snow, and with an adiabatic wind
roaring down it. This is the only water source
on the trail. Soon after, the trail led steep
ly up and up....and degenerated to a sparselyflagged route up a rocky gulley. All along, we
could see the northeast face of M t . Slesse, with
its pocket glacier, the view becoming more ex
tensive and impressive the higher we climbed.
It was very hot that morning and the meadows
were almost reached when we heard a shout, and
realized that there were people up there. The
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meadows at that time consisted of about 5 feet
of snow with large boulders protruding through
them, and the ACC party had camped on some flat
ones. In the group were Karl Ricker and Phil
Kubik, who had just come off Rexford, and fig
ured we were too late to climb it, suggesting
one of the Illusion Peaks right above u s . So
we had lunch and thought about it.
Then we wandered up to the bench under Rex
ford' s west face and got our first glimpse of
its granitic walls and summit spires. The view
here was tremendous (under clear skies of
course): from Judge Howay and Robie Reid to
the north, to Baker and Shuksan to the west, and
all across the North Cascades to Rainier. We
decided then to do the Illusion Peak to the
north, so we could see what was over the ridge.
We got within 30 feet of the top, (unroped,
even) and found it was too hard for u s . Taking
a few parting photos, we turned back.
After rapping down the rock, glissading
down the snow, and galloping down the trail, we
reached the car at dusk. The finer points of
road navigation were lost in the dark (ouchl)
till we reached the main road. The trip was
suitably capped by a feast in the Chilliwack
A & W.
It would seem that a moderately strong party
with an early start could climb Rexford in a day.
It was actually done earlier this year by a group
of VOC associates. But it is probably worth a
weekend. Also-non-climbers might note that the
hike to the meadows and upper bench is quite
worthwhile.
Party:

August
3-4
Party:

Rob Boyce (L)
Mike Keeling

Bruce Greif
Ron Cupit

GARIBALDI
John Spouge
Fred Nuszdorfer
Bill Lee

John Spouge
Dick Bethin
Bruce Neilson
+ 1

We started up the usual two-day route to
Garibaldi along the road to the Diamond Head
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Chalet at about 6.00 a.m. We had the intention
of hiking up to the Chalet to have lunch and then
making it to the Neve Hilton by nightfall. The
road up to the chalet was clear for about 30
minutes walking but after that was covered with
snow. We made it up to the Chalet where we had
a good lunch and some of us made new friend
ships (torrid romance?). At 12.30 there were
some tearful goodbyes and we started down the
valley that separates the Neve from the Diamond
Head Chalet. One of our party decided to head
back to the Chalet because his feet were being
blistered by his boots, so he proceeded back to
the Chalet while the rest of us continued o n .
We hiked along the valley and crossed the
river that runs down from the glacier at about
5.00 p.m. We scanned the horizon for the Hilton
but there were so many possible 'huts' that we
headed at approximately true North which we knew
to be the correct direction. Well, we kept see
ing huts here and huts there and more huts here
and a few more there, etc., e t c , etc....ad
nauseam. So that fifteen minutes after dusk,
we yielded to our fate and camped out in the
McKinley which we had the foresight to bring.
Fred decided to sleep outside under the stars
and promised that we would be woken up early in
the morning.
And there was no doubt about it - we were.
After the second threat to bring the tent down
around our ears, we sour super-keeners emerged
from the tent and got on with cooking our break
fast. We found the hut when we inspected the
landscape in the morning light. It was approx
imately five hundred feet below u s , gaily r e 
flecting the rising sun.
After another hour Garibaldi had been
climbed. We rested on top and surveyed the
scenery for about an hour and then headed back
down to the tent to pack up camp.
Upon our having crossed the Neve, the hut's
bearing was taken, and for those who might not
know - the hut is true North of a prominent rock
that is seen when you go up to the Neve. (Such
information keeps you warm during the n i g h t ) .
The rest of the trip was uneventful. The
only thing worth noting is the fact that while
the mountain scenery is wonderful in its own
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way, most of our group would agree that the
woodland creatures are much more attractive on a
balmy Sunday.
August
29

M T S . WEDGE AND WEART
Julian Harrison

During a hike with my father to Wedgemount
Lake, I became much impressed with the mountains
of the area, and especially with the thin
classic line of the North (snow) Arete of Wedge
Mountain.
Wedge or Weart usually constitute 2-day
trips, and some of the keener parties reach both
summits in this time. Unfortunately, there
didn't seem to be any unplanned-for weekends in
the near future. Besides, the good weather
couldn't last for ever.
Accordingly, John Martyn, John Spouge, and I
set out from Vancouver hideously early some
mornings later, hoping to climb both summits in
a 1-day trip. We left the car at dawn and kept
on going, more or less without stopping, to the
col at the base of Wedge's North ridge. The
glacier beneath the col was easily ascended, the
bad section of the icefall being bypassed by
climbing the steep, snow-filled gully immed
iately to the left of the icefall. The ridge
itself was a beautiful, slightly corniced kniveedge of snow that became ever steeper as it
climbed up the E . Face, to merge into this
large face 100 feet below its crest. The only
difficulties we encountered were those p r e 
sented by the exposure; the avalanches that
started from our feet and fell over the cliffs
hundreds of feet below, on either side, were a
constant reminder of the need for caution!
Once we had returned to the col, from the
summit, John Martyn wisely chose to return
directly to the Lake, while the other two of us
raced across to Weart and started forcing our
bodies up its S.E. ridge. This turned out to
be a hideous scree slog, which we continued
only because it became clear that the most
direct way back to the Lake lay over the summit.
We finally reached the summit, parched and
thrashed more or less beyond feeling, around 4:00
p.m. We descended the miserably loose, class 3
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S.W. ridge (definitely not recommended), crossed
the Armchair Glacier, and slithered down the
moraines to the Lake. We reached the car at
dusk.
The whole trip required 19*5 hours return
from our homes in Vancouver and represented, we
felt, just about the limit of what we could
achieve in one day.
CAPE SCOTT PARK

Bruce Fairley

Created in 1972, Cape Scott is one of British
Columbia's newest provincial parks. It is loca
ted on the most northwesterly point of Vancouver
Island, and to reach it one drives up the East
coast of the Island to Kelsey Bay, catches an ex
pensive ferry to Beaver Cove ($10 per car and
$2 per passenger, and for which reservations are
required), drives almost to Port Hardy, and then
travels some 45 miles of restricted logging
roads (travel permitted only between 5:30 p.m.
and 7:00 a.m. or on week-ends) past CFB Holberg
and beyond to the start of the trail, which is
the only land access to the park. On the whole
we found the route well marked, and as well as
topographic maps, free maps and information are
available from Rayonier, which holds most of the
tree farm licences for Northern Vancouver Island.
In August of 1974 Don Mclntyre and myself
found we had a week on our hands and so made
some quick plans to visit the Cape Scott area,
which features spectacular beaches and rugged
west coast scenery. We caught the first ferry
out of Horseshoe Bay on August 26 and were on
our way. The drive up was uneventful; we made
Kelsey Bay with lots of time to spare. The ride
to Beaver Cove took about 3% hours; we arrived
just before dark, driving straight on to Port
Hardy. We missed the turnoff to the park,
which was gravel and unmarked, but received in
structions from a gas station. The road was in
good shape; completely deserted of course,
quiet, and almost eerie to drive by moonlight.
We had been advised not to try camping at the
start of the trail and so pulled off the road
at 10:30 p.m., some 5 miles from the park.
The next morning found us at the start of
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the trail by 9:30 and on our way shortly there
after. We counted 14 cars in the parking area,
and estimated the number of people in the park
at less than 4 0 .
The Cape Scott trail has a reputation for
muddiness which is well deserved, and condition
ed by the inordinate amount of rainfall which
the -park receives, in excess of 160 inches per
year. It had not rained in a week when we hiked
in, yet a foot of mud covered the trail in many
places. A number of theories exist regarding
the best footwear to use in negotiating stretches
of bog; these range from running shoes with
plastic bags in them to rubber boots. Don and I
both used high American style boots and were
happy enough.
We stopped at the Fisherman River for lunch,
and I introduced myself as a fellow VOC'er to
Mike Miles and Wynne Gorman, who were on their
way out of the park. After lunch we passed
through some sections of more open country and
began to see evidence of colonization activity
from many years earlier.
Two attempts by Danish settlers were made to
settle the Cape Scott area, one in the late 19th
century and one in 1914. However, adequate
transportation facilities were never constructed,
and the problem of shipping in supplies and send
ing out farm produce proved to be the undoing of
both attempts, which lasted only a few years.
Abandoned homesteads and farm equipment still
stand along sections of the trail to add inter
est to the hike and provide an historic commen
tary on the region.
By early afternoon Don and I reached Hanson's
Lagoon, a mile and a half stretch of shallow
water which juts in from the Pacific Ocean. We
went for a swim in the incredibly warm water
then continued on to Nels Bight, the largest of
the nine spectacular beaches of the park. By
3:30 p.m. we were resting on a log watching the
open Pacific retreat from the vast stretch of
fine sand which curved away to the east and
west in one mighty crescent.
There appeared to be two other parties on
the beach and a number of shelters survived
from previous campers. We decided not to take
advantage of these rather rude accommodations,
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and pitched our tent on the southern flank of
the beach in the trees.
Sunsets in Cape Scott are frequently aweinspiring, and our first night was no exception:
great bands of pink and orange cloud last for
over an hour and slowly deepen in colour as
night draws down. Mornings are typically misty.
We spent our time roaming the empty beaches,
chatting with other enthusiasts we met in the
park. A West Vancouver Venturer Company d e 
scribed to us an ambitious trip in which they
started at the southern end of the park and
hiked along the cliffs and beaches and then up
the Lagoon to Nels Bight and on to Experiment
Bight. We also hiked up to the Cape Scott light
house and followed the elaborate system of stair
ways and suspension bridges which lead one out
to the most northwesterly tip of the Island.
The whole time that we were in the park we
saw fewer than 40 people; I suppose that^ at Lorjg
Beach there would have been well in excess of
4000 on most of those days.
On the Saturday of the Labour Day weekend we
hiked out, driving all night to Nanaimo via the
interior gravel roads, Nimkish to Gold River and
through Strathcona Park, catching the first ferry
out on Sunday morning.
I am sorry that I am not able to better d e 
scribe an area which so overwhelmed me with its
scenic magnificence—fellow beach enthusiasts
will have to experience it for themselves. I
would suggest however, that people hurry; Cape
Scott has been discovered, and I fear it will
not be long before the hordes arrive. A pro
vincial parks survey form, which users of Cape
Scott are asked to complete, includes such
questions as "Would vehicle campsites within the
Park be consistent with your party's views of
future development of Cape Scott Park?" Hope
fully those who take the trouble to drive a full
day from Vancouver and then hike the 12 muddy miles
into the park will be sufficiently proud of
their "spirit of adventure" to heap scorn upon
such a gross suggestion. Surely there ought to
be at least some unspoiled beaches left for
those willing to experience the outdoors even
when some discomfort on their part is involved.
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MONASHEE PROVINCIAL PARK
Late
August
Party:

Moira Lemon
Moira Lemon
Chris McNeill
Friend McNeill

Having finished wandering through the coast
al forests of Vancouver Island, looking for
deer droppings (my summer job) I arranged to
meet Chris in Penticton, after he returned from
his two week climbing trip in the Adamants with
Paul, Fred, and Neil. When I arrived, climbing
equipment and clothes still lay all over the
front lawn, indicating that Chris had probably
just returned and emptied his pack.
We spent a day getting food and fixing the
van for the trip to the Monashees. Our objec
tive was a small provincial park east of Vernon
in the Gold Range of the Monashee Mountains,
that extend south from Revelstoke. We drove to
Vernon then east along Highway # 6 , passing such
renowned spots as Lumby, and continuing along
#6 to Cherryville (#6 along here resembles a
somewhat patched and potholy back country l a n e ) .
A t Cherryville, recognized by an Esso station,
one turns north onto a gravel logging road
called Sugar Lake main line and drives about
eight miles to the dam at the south end of
Sugar Lake. Continue across the dam and drive
north along the west side of Sugar L a k e . Warn
ing I a very narrow (i.e. 1% car widths) road
along which full loaded logging trucks come
barreling...there is no room to pass. This
eventually widens in about 9 miles. Take a
rather inconspicuous road branching to east
about 100 feet past mile 1 4 . (Mileage is
numbered from the south end of Sugar Lake.)
This winds through a 1974 slash area and cat
track, leading into a better road. Once near
the river, the road forks - go right and cross
a bridge 200 yards away. The road forks
immediately again, drive along the right hand
road and continue for another 2h miles until it
forks again. Take the left road uphill for
about H mile, when a parking lot will confront
you.
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The driving took us somewhat longer than we
had planned, since we didn't have any directions.
A trial and error method had to be used to get
off the main line.
Chris, Friend and I began hiking up the
trail to Peter's Lake which begins on the North
side of Spectrum Creek. The trail leads through
a very beautiful moss laden forest, past a small
cabin which almost escapes view, since time has
brought it closer and closer into harmony with
its surroundings.
Large ominous clouds followed us up the
valley, and soon we were in the midst of a
torrential downpour, accompanied by an intense
thunder and lightning storm. This persisted, it
seemed, for ages, until evening closed i n . We
camped that night near a branch trail down to
Spectrum Lake.
The next day showed no signs of the past
storm, except for soaked underbrush. This part
of the trail to Peter's Lake is lacking totally
in streams, where as in the first part they are
plentiful. The trail switchbacks up a steep side
hill, crosses a couple of dry creek beds, and
several avalanche slopes thick in slide alder
and salmonberry. On gaining the col, the v e g e 
tation changes quickly to lush alpine meadows
around Peter's Lake. Fishermen seem to frequent
this area the most and so once past this western
part of the lake, we met no one.
Camp was set up on a very scenic grassy
point by the Lake, with Mount Fosthall as a
magnificent backdrop, to the south. We spent
the rest of the evening wandering in the mead
ows and attempting to make a small raft we found,
sea-worthy. Friend spent the time barking and
chasing imaginary Things disguised as sticks, and
went swimming several dozen times to retrieve
them.
Since we had several days to spend in the
area, we decided the next day to move to the
Fawn Lakes, about two miles east of Peter's
Lake, where we would be in a more central spot
for excursions. This area, just at timber line,
has a myriad of lakes of all shapes and sizes.
Once up at this height, the peaks of the Gold
range to the North east, come in to view. H o w 
ever the weather gods decided that we wouldn't
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climb these, as for the next two days the clouds
descended and unleashed their watery burden on
top of u s . In the half day intervals between
storms, we explored all the lakes and meadows
and ridges in the area. It is an exquisitely
beautiful area and when the sun comes out (it
teased us for intervals of one half hour a day)
the lakes take on a crystal blue clarity. M a r 
mots and pikas abound everywhere, and with
Friend to spot them, we saw many. Several large
rock slides dot the valleys and in one of these
we found a block reminiscent of 2001 Space
Odessey. Chris in mocassins got a first ascent
of this 35 foot high monolith. Down climbing
proved to be a challenge (I was photographer).
We travelled up a chain of waterfalls and
lakes to a col and looked across the valley to
Mount Gunnarsen, and east to M t s . Odin and Thor.
These really live up to the name of Valley of
the Moon - desolate but intriguing mountains.
We were very reluctant to leave this superb
area, the only thing we found which marred its
beauty were some very untidy campsites around
Peter's Lake which we cleaned up on our way past.
This area is well worth return visits, the tra
verse of the Gold Range from Revelstoke to M t .
Fosthall, a trip of approximately one week,
beckons.
Map References:
1:250,000 Scale —
1: 50,000 Scale —

Vernon 82L
Gates Creek 82 L/9 E+W
Mount Fosthall 82 L/8 E+W
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FALL & WINTER 1974
September
1-2

CAYOOSH RANGE

Peter Jordan

The headwaters of Cayoosh Creek consist of
a broad alpine basin dotted with small lakes and
surrounded by gentle granite peaks of about
8000 feet. Looking up this valley from the M t .
Matier group, it looked like good country for
hiking and skiing, and I thought it might be a
good location for a cabin for Christmas ski
touring trips. On the Labour Day weekend, I
was driving from the interior by way of Duffey
Lake, and the weather was beautiful, so I d e 
cided to spend a day or two exploring this
valley.
A logging road goes up the creek to about
4800 feet. From here, I tried bushwhacking up
the east side of the creek, but this was rough
going, so I climbed straight up the fall line
to timberline. This put me on the shoulder of
a 7800 f t . peak two miles northwest of M t . Rohr.
It turned out to be an easy (class 2-3) scramble
on good granite, and there was no cairn on top.
There are about half a dozen other easy peaks
of the same height in the vicinity which appear
to be unclimbed as well.
I reached the lake at the head of the valley
by contouring along the hillside through steep
meadows, which were attractive and full of
flowers but were difficult footing. There were
no campfire circles or other signs of human
visitors at the lake; in fact, I saw no such
signs in the whole valley.
The next day, I climbed peak 9015 ("Aspen
Mtn." in the new guidebook) which is the high
est mountain in the southern Cayoosh Range. To
reach it, I climbed for what seemed like miles
through the rolling alpine country, which was
broken up into tiny plateaus and meadowed cir
ques, and spotted with small lakes. The final
peak was reached by dropping down to a col and
following a long narrow ridge of broken granite
to the summit. There was a huge cairn on top,
and I found I was looking straight down on the
railway and Anderson Lake. It had taken a lot
longer to come here than I thought, so I hurried
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back to pick up my sleeping bag at the lake.
Fortunately I found an easy route through the
forest along the west side of the creek, and I
made it back to the car just before dark.
In conclusion, I found this to be a beauti
ful valley for hiking and spring ski touring.
There are avalanche slopes on the east side,
and a lack of good logs for building a cabin,
so it would not be that good for long Christmas
trips. The lake can be reached quite easily
in a couple of hours from the logging road by
crossing the creek at its major forks and
following it up near the west bank until open
country is reached.

MT. GARIBALDI VIA LYTTON an access note to Skihist M t n .
September
1-3

Dave Lemon

Labour Day weekend I was supposed to lead a
trip to Skihist Mountain. Therefore, armed
with the new Culbert's guide I set off with 3
carloads of VOCers on Saturday morning. The
weather was clear, dry and had been very hot for
the past 2 weeks. In fact there had been very
little rain for the past 6 weeks, a factor which
I had neglected to take into account when I
scheduled the trip.
We did not get to Skihist Mtn. because the
logging roads leading to it were closed and
guarded due to the extreme fire hazard. We did,
however, discover an error in the new guide.
The road to Skihist is on the west side of the
Fraser R. between Lytton and Boston Bar. In
order to reach it it is necessary to cross the
river on one of the free ferries at Lytton or
Boston Bar. One then drives along the dirt
road on the west side of the Fraser until the
Skihist road is reached at Kwoiek C r . Culbert's
guide said that the road from Lytton south was
best. This is false. This road is very poor
indeed and is nearly impassable. We only made
it halfway down before we met a grader working
on the road. The crew told us that the Skihist
road was closed, the road we were on got worse
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instead of better and that we should have gone
across at Boston Bar.
Therefore, if you plan a trip to Skihist,
be warned; watch out for forest closures and
cross at Boston Bar. Remember however that the
ferry stops running at 6 p.m.
We returned to Vancouver hot and discouraged
and went off to climb Garibaldi for the remain
der of the weekend. The account of that climb
will be found elsewhere in the present journal.
MOUNT GARIBALDI
September
1-2
Party:

Julie Ourom

Dave Lemon (Leader), Julian Harrison,
Mary Bussell, Julie Ourom, Dave
Paterson, Bill Lee, Rob Boyce, Fred
Nuszdorfer and Dick somebody.

The trip actually started on Saturday very
early morning when most of the above-mentioned
people set off for Skihist. Many hours of
driving later, they discovered, to their dismay,
that all of the logging roads in southern B.C.
had been closed over the weekend, and so, there
fore, they ended up returning home.
However, it was too nice a weekend to sit
around town, so the next morning, also very
early (very very early for me because my car
and driver arrived an hour before they were
supposed t o ) , we set off for Mamquam. In time
we discovered that the road there had also been
closed, so after discussing the relative merits
of everything from a one-day's ascent of M c Kinley to going back to bed (I opted for the
latter), we decided to climb Garibaldi (for
only about the fifty-millionth VOC trip this
y e a r ) . Arrived at the parking lot to find
that - surprise - the area was open.
We eventually trucked off, and several too
many long, hot, tiring, etc. hours later we
arrived at the Diamond Head Chalet to find
millions of tourii wearing bathing suits sit
ting around and inside it (and with all those
miles of beautiful meadowsl). We felt slightly
out of place / superior / stupid wandering
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around in knickers and with heavy packs and
climbing gear. Discovered that Dave P was
missing so half of us took the opportunity to
sleep until he returned while the other half
set out to look for him (missing him en route,
naturally, by taking a shortcut).
We eventually set off again towards the col
between the Gargoyles and Columnar Peak, some
where below which we hoped to camp. Pound a
beautiful spot for a campsite, and promptly (in
true VOC fashion) turned it into the usual slum.
We discovered rather quickly that the place had
one drawback - it was infested with nasty, huge,
hungry bugs, and were there ever a lot of themJ
We cooked and ate dins while the bugs tried to
do the same thing. I think they were more
successful than we were.
Since our plans were to get up rather early
the next day, we went to bed, but not to sleep
(unfortunately(?)), before dark. Arose, in the
dark the next morning, but by the time we got
moving, it was much less dark (naturally). No
one had slept very much (for various r e a s o n s ) ,
except possibly for Fred, who slept in the
snow ( ? ) .
By the time we were well up past the col
and on our way toward Little Diamond Head, the
sun had risen. It was a beautiful day - nice
and sharp and clear and bright and sparkling,
and we all took lots of pictures. Seems we had
hit on practically the only day of the year when
the pulp mills in the area were shut down. It
was Dick's first time with an ice axe, let alone
ropes etc., so he was having a hard time for a
while, but eventually we got moving fairly
quickly. We roped up somewhere between Tent and
Garibaldi, and wound our merry way around, u p ,
over, but not in or through, the many crevasses
up to the col between Garibaldi and Atwell.
There we ate lunch while Dave L., Julian and
Rob went off to try and climb Atwell. They soon
returned, unsuccessfully, and reported that it
not only looked, but actually was, horrible.
We walked over to the base of Garibaldi it
self and took turns going up the gully and a
nearby slope. Stayed on top only long enough
to read through the entire summit register,
which is quite extensive and goes back quite a
while, and then started down because we knew it
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was a long way back to the cars. It WAS a long
way, also hot, tiring, etc., and especially the
last two miles of road just past the chalet
which were UPHILLIII
It was incredible, or at
least our poor bods thought s o . By the time we
got down to the cars, I was completely totally
and utterly thrashed, and I think the others
felt much the same way. I guess we got home
all right, but I was too tired to notice or
care. (But the trip was worth it, anyway.)

TRICOUNI
It was the first weekend after the begin
ning of classes, September 14th and 15th, and
the sky showed signs of sun and warmth. We had
an early start from Vancouver and were all on
the trail by 8:00 A.M. Our destination for the
day was the lake below Tricouni Mountain, where
we would pitch our tents for the night. The
trail was about seven miles long, with an eleva
tion gain of about 4,000 feet. The beginning
of the climb was easy going but before long the
trail grew steeper and we realized how only one
week of classes can have a very detrimental
effect on ones condition. We grew very thirsty,
due to a combination of the heat and exercise,
and fortunately there were enough streams to
fill our water bottles from.
The scenery was incredibly beautiful. The
majority of our hiking time was spent in trees
but as we approached timberline we shared many
views of the surrounding country. We stood on
weathered rocks and looked across the valley to
see an expanse of white snow on Garibaldi Moun
tain glistening in the sun and snow capped
peaks cutting the horizon.
As we entered subalpine terrain we noticed
that the trees had grown smaller and less dense,
until there were only shrubs dotting stretches
of green meadows. Brooks, with grassy edges
and pebbly bottoms, sparkled in the sun, and
tiny bells of wild heather wavered in the breeze.
We crossed the largest and the last meadow,
walked up a hill, and looked into alpine coun
try - a world of white. What a contrast to the
green we had been enveloped in all day. We
realized that we are not completely alone as
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we watched two steakers joyfully glissading down
the snow on air mattresses. We trotted down to
the ice and snow covered lake, trekked across
watching for any open water, climbed up to the
next flat area, and flung off our packs.
The sun was about to sink behind a western
mountain. I was heated from hiking, and d e 
cided that the time for a swim was now or never,
before I cooled off. No one took my offers to
join me very seriously, so alone I hopped down
and into the one patch of open water. Kent soon
joined me while the others sat perched on the
hill and edged us on with cheers and applause.
We were not really totally insane. After all,
the water was above freezing (I t h i n k ) .
We split up into our food groups for supper,
each team brewing up all sorts of concoctions
by pooling together a variety of foods. Larry
brought up a roasting pan in his pack (No sense
in trying to cook a meal for three in one of
those tiny mess kit pots, now is there?). Some
VOC'ers brought "easy-to-make, no-bake cheese
cakes, definitely the "piece de resistance" of
the evening.
After supper all fifteen of us congregated
into one of the McKinley tents - Moira Lemon,
Helen Lemon, Marg Mathews, Gouin Barford, Kent
Watson, Dave Patterson, Jacques Belinski, Roger
McNeill, Julie Ourom, Eric Watts, Ann Watt,
Larry Shaw, Ron Cupit, Glenn, and myself - a
might crowded you could say. At least we were
not all sleeping in it! Stories, games, and
several hours later we departed and tripped off
to our own respective tents. It was going to
be an early rise, and mountain air always tires
one out.
Six thirty rolled around much too quickly
(doesn't it always?). Nine figures stumbled
around in this early morning light, and clum
sily attempted to prepare breakfast. When we
scraped the pots of dinner leftovers, we real
ized what we actually had been eating in the
dark the night before. The six other keeners
(I won't mention any names) decided to rest a
while longer. We heard them muffle through
their sleeping bags plans of climbing up to the
col later. We had our doubts!
The nine of us set off for Tricouni, with
hopes of its ascent. We carried ice axes,
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ropes, and packs filled with water bottles,
lunches and lots of extras. It was a Class
Three climb, nothing very difficult, but we
used ropes most of the time as a safety p r e 
caution. One could slip while kicking steps
into the steep snow fields or climbing some of
the rocky pitches, which were usually strewn
with loose rocks.
We made it to the peak in time for lunch nine of us huddled on this rocky crag, more than
7000 feet above sea level. The view and the
accomplished feeling of being higher than all
neighbouring mountains made the climb well worth
it. And we couldn't have asked for better
weather - a cloudless sky, with pinnacles in all
directions outlined against its ethereal blue.
Peacefulness, contentment..., and then shock
as a burst of flame awakened us to reality.
Gouin's grin portrayed to us that the rock was
not on fire, only his old hat. He had figured
that his faithful toque, tattered and worn from
years of mountain trips, deserved a suitable
wilderness funeral. No church and organ were
needed, only some white gasoline and a match.
When the farewells were bade and the flames had
died down Gouin donned his new cap, one which
we knew would someday meet the same fate as his
recent one had.
We had at least 10 miles to go that day and
almost 6000 vertical feet to drop. It was a
long way, and we knew we had better get on the
move. We chose a different route down, which
included a rappel on a steep snowslope. The
hairiest part of the descent was on a large
scree field. One had to hop from rock to rock,
and hope that one would land on a stable boulder,
and not on one of the numerous loose ones. In
evitably a few rock slides were started, and we
were fortunate that no one was hurt.
The remainder of the jaunt back to camp was
fast, easy, and a lot of fun. We glissaded the
whole way.
The others were waiting for us when we
reached the tents. They were not still asleep
(contrary to what we had expected!). In fact,
they had had an enjoyable trek up to the ridge
and back. We quickly packed and headed off. I
brought up the rear after a last quick dip to
refresh me (freeze me?) for the trip down. We
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would have to hustle to make it to the parking
lot before dark.
As usual, I never realize how steep a trail
is until I go down it, and some pitches were
very prone to slipping on. However our packs
were lighter now, (they were minus immense
quantities of f o o d ) , and did not swing us totally
off balance as we teetered on deadfalls and
twisted between trees, clinging onto branches to
lower ourselves down.
Six-thiry - stiff, tired, suntanned and very
content - we dumped our packs by the cars.
What an initiation to the autumn term. I t
would probably take a couple of days to get back
into the swing of classes - at least until Wed
nesday - and then, of course, we would have to
start planning and preparing for our next week
end trip.
That following week one could very easily
decipher who had been on the Tricouni trip whoever hobbled around campus straight leggedly
and sidled in and out of the clubroom doors,
(making all attempts to walk normally for fear
of giving one's conditioning a w a y ) .
RHODODENDRON PEAK — N . E . FACE
September
14-15

Peter Jordan

Rhododendron Peak is an attractive mountain
10 miles west of Pemberton, at the head of
Miller Creek. Access is by the cattle trail on
Miller Creek, which leads to the extensive
meadows along the valley bottom at about 4200
feet. Two glaciers come to within half a mile
of the meadows, and one of these forms an im
pressive ice face. Erich Hinze and I decided
one weekend last fall to try a new route on the
mountain by way of this face.
Saturday was a clear hot day. We only got
the car up to about 1300 ft, and by the time we
had climbed 5 miles of logging road and cattle
trail, we were wearing only the bare minimum
of clothes. At the ford on Miller Creek, w e
met a dozen high school girls from Pemberton
who were on a hike - I think they were just as
embarrassed to see us as we were to see them!
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W e proceeded without further incident to the
upper end of the meadows, where we lit a fire
and laid our sleeping bags near a herd of
cattle.
Sunday morning we forded the creek once
more, and performed a mild bushwhack to the
moraines above. Within half an hour we were on
the glacier. The icefall itself proved easier
than it appeared in photos, probably because of
the late spring and very high snowfall this year.
The lower part was simply a matter of finding
bridges over the crevasses, and conditions were
ideal for cramponing. The upper part looked
more difficult, but we got past the worst part
by climbing a short ice wall. Prom here, an
easy snow ridge led to the summit. On the way
down, we were able to avoid the steepest part
by way of some moraine-covered rock slabs.
We made it back to the car before dark.
This route is faster and more direct than tne
other two routes done previously, and it should
not present too much difficulty except in a very
dry year. Take a few ice screws for protection
or forcing crevasses, and many of the difficul
ties can be avoided on the ridge to the right.
M T . CURRIE 8321'
September
15

Rob Boyce

M t . Currie is the northernmost peak of the
Garibaldi Park ranges, and is spectacular when
viewed from the Pemberton Valley, so it had long
intrigued m e . This opportunity to climb it
proved most educational. Although it was
"successful" (we got to the t o p ) , the ensuing
comedy of errors pointed out what might have
happened. A note of preface: I still think
the original plan would have worked if it hadn't
been modified.
We were to meet at the Nairn Falls camp
ground at 6:30 AM in order to get the benefit
of the full day, but 2 of the cars were an hour
late. After losing ourselves on the logging
road (should take right fork and across bridge)
we didn't start hiking until 8:15. The route
up through the trees was bluffy but vegetated,
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with a bit of tricky route-finding. We even
tually reached the ridge top, and wandered up
to a pretty pair of lakes at 5500' for lunch.
From here, the route and peak were visible. We
set a turnaround time of 3 PM, and a knob for
tentative destination. The route from here was
easy scrambling, but often rugged and bouldery,
the final peak being a mite steeper. The last
person reached the top by 4:^.5. (We nibbled
Kendal Mint Cake.) The view was really worth
while, especially of the nameless mountains to
the west and north. The Pemberton Valley was
spread out below, but the town of M t . Currie
was hidden by a subsidiary peak.
Now for the big decision: we picked a
different route down. We descended, first by
snowfield, then creek-<bed into the major bowl NW
of the, mountain. Due 'to 2 groups using 2 differ
ent variations on it, (one of which didn't work)
we met at about dark. We made ourselves rela
tively comfortable in the steep-walled creekbed, then had some supper (We were OK for food.)
The sky stayed clear, and an adiabatic wind
howled all night, but it didn't freeze. The
northern lights kept us company.
We began again at dawn, first down, then
across toward the WNW ridge. We ran into many
cliff bands and ultimately had to descend to the
Green River. The drivers then walked up the
road to the cars, and we arrived in Pemberton by
10:30 for growlies.
Mainly from this trip, several suggestions
have resulted. Some are obvious, some not so
(at least not at the t i m e ) . But one can be
blind to any or all of them:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The leader's purpose is to make the plans.
So follow his advice/orders even if you
think he's wrong. That way you have both
a common goal and a scapegoat. Several
leaders on, pne trip benefits no-one.
Starting onj time is important on a long
trip.
The Alpine Guide is good, but don't treat
it as gospel.
Don't go "just a few minutes" past your
scheduled turnaround time. Stick to i t .
Changing your return route without prior
knowledge of it is asking for trouble.
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(6)

Nice, green lowland valleys tend to indicate
slide alder, devil's club, nettles, etc.
(7) At this time of year, snow is very abrasive
on bare skin.
(8) Always be prepared to bivouac.
(9) 1 headlamp and flashlight is little better
than none.
(10) Leave a list of party members with someone
(or the c l u b ) .
(11) Pemberton Drive-in has good food.
Party:

Gordon Prank
Edmond Rivere
Keith Niall
Bill Lee
Gord Hutchinson

September
16
Party:

John Baldwin
Valerie Sakaluk
Dick Bale
Glen Henderson
Rob Boyce (L)

M T . ARROWSMITH

Bob McMechan (L and writeup)
Margot Mann (Resident V a n . I s . guide)

For all of you mainlanders who haven't been
enlightened, M t . Arrowsmith is located 9 miles
east of Port Alberni on Beautiful Vancouver
Island.
(If you don't know where Vancouver
Island i s , there is obviously no hope left for
youI).
The September 16 weekend found Margot and I
on Vancouver Island - rumor had it that this
was a trip 'home' to folks' summer cabin at
Northwest Bay to celebrate M's birthday!
Satur
day morning's weather looked encouraging, and
so the 'M&M' Productions duo set o u t . Access
was via the Mac-Bio Cameron River Division
logging roads as described in Culbert (1974,
P. 306) and on the accompanying map. Other
routes take a lot longer and are described in
Culbert (1974) and in Waddell ( 1 9 7 3 ) . W e drove
up the Pass Main Road with no difficulty, but
found that most of the branches were suffering
badly from the effects of erosion and probably
would not be driveable in a year or t w o . We
parked on the main road and then walked up the
spur P33 high on the SW flank of Arrowsmith:
the correct route starts on the SE side of a
prominent (creek) gully at the very end of the
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spur and is rumoured to be a 2% hour hike d i 
rectly towards the summit through fairly open
forest. (We confirmed this on the way down.)
However, by following up the NW side of the
gully towards a false summit, we found another
route that was not only more challenging, less
direct and providing better views for a longer
time (some call it exposure), but also took 6
hours to go up. Three (+) hours after starting
found us in a rapidly improving (in difficulty)
class 3—4, upward-narrowing chimney high on the
face Of the northwesternmost bump of Arrowsmith
with no end, or even peak, in sight. After
deciding that this was not, in fact, a low class
3 rock climb as the guidebook had led us to
believe, we downclimbed a bit and then traversed
roughly south around our bump following a line
of trees on ledge systems, and finally gained
the correct route after crossing the prominent
gully near the top. From that point, the r e 
mainder of the climb to the summit cairn was
basically a walk - the low class 3 rock climb
to the final peak was actually an easy, unex
posed scramble for about 30 feet. We munched
on lunch at the top, watched people wandering
around the microwave tower a few bumps along and
below (click, wind; click, wind) and then d e 
scended via the correct route to the car (de
scent took approx. 1% h o u r ) .
'Twas a very
enjoyable day, in spite of the all-too-abundant
logging slash in the general vicinity.
REFERENCES:
Culbert, D. 1974. Alpine Guide to Southwestern
B.C.
Waddell, J., ed. 1973. Hiking Trails: South
eastern Vancouver Island. Prepared by The
Outdoor Club of Victoria.
CHEKAMUS LAKE - LONGHIKE '74
September
21
Party:

Dirk Hart

Doug Chang, Murray Rossworn, Rob Watson,
Dirk Hart and poor thrashed Stuart's
Truck.
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After working so hard to chop wood that day,
we decided to go for a swim at the Lake. The
purpose of having a swim was not only to cool
off, but to even out our tans. Poor Stuart's
truck survived.
BROHM RIDGE - LONGHIKE

'74

September
22
Party:

Dirk Hart

Doug Chang, Jim Wort, Murray Rossworn,
Rob Watson, Grant Oberg, Mark Griffiths,
Lynda Telford, Russell Jolliffe, Robyn
Fierheller. Erich (Eerech) Hinze, and
Bronwyn Ogilvie.

We proceeded from the Upper to the Lower
Parking Lot, soon after 11 a.m. where we r e 
ceived lengthy, verbose and explicit instruc
tions on turning left at the Alice Lake road.
Russell and C o . got lost at this point and it
wasn't until the second trip around the Alice
Lake camp site that it dawned on the rest of us
that we had already passed the Brohm Ridge turn
off on the other side of the one-way bridge.
Off scuttled the two little Volkswagons with
Rover hot in pursuit up an unidentified dirt
logging road (Navigator's note: I still say it
was the right one) which terminated in the
middle of nowhere. Soon after making the d e 
cision to turn back, Russell and C o . appeared
in a thick cloud of dust and confessed that they
didn't know where they were going either!
Without further ado, (endorsed whole
heartedly by Dirk who was the last one in the
w a t e r ) , Bronwyn suggested going swimming in Cat
Lake. The rest of the afternoon was spent
vigorously engaged in floating log combat,
watching trout jump, listening to Russell play
ing his guitar in the woods, and trying to get
burnt (except Erich, who d i d ) .
RAINBOW LAKE - LONGHIKE '74
What one remembers about Longhike hikes
depends not only on which trip he took but also
where he was within the party.
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Thirty-five people started out toward Rain
bow Lake. Some, with obligations to return to,
did not get up the logging road to the trail
beginning and will remember the sun and rocks.
Some will recall the cool walk through the trees,
the stream crossings, and the o o y mud of the
meadows. The speedy ones in the lead will r e 
member the two hour jaunt to the lake and the
climb to the ridge above. Others will recall
the pleasant siesta in the sun at the lake.
Some will remember how cold that lake was for
swimming. All there agreed that the lake was a
fine destination.
Maybe the memory many will have is of the
banquet which took place by the trail in the
meadows. Participants partook of fried chicken,
chips and dip, cheese and sausage, mountain mix,
and maple sugar. People passing on their return
were invited to join, especially to sample the
tea from the silver tea-pot and the fourteen
pound watermelon specially ported for the
occasion.
Four people will remember the grizzly bear
with two cubs they saw across the meadows.
Many Rainbow Lakers converged on the TasteeFreez and finished the day in style and compared
notes with the Singing Passers.
We were:
Chris Levelton
Kirsteen Laing
Greg Faust
Sally Brown
Stephanie Hardman
Ian Johnson
Valerie Peters
Marg Mathews
Eilene Davis
Anthea Tench
z

Gouin Barford
Marc Lakdari
Dianna Scott
Bill McNaughton
Betty Walsh
Ron Cupid
Griff Marshall
Lesley Thorson
Suzette Plimley
Elizabeth Ratcliffe
Heidi Piltz
John Smith

Ron Binns
John Leighton
Amanda Hardman
Don Martin
Sharon Clark
Peter Jordan
David Lemon
Caroll Neilson
Derek Heslop
Larry Shaw
Bruce Neilson
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SINGING PASS - LONGHIKE
September
22

'74

Curtis Kennedy

Leaders:

Julie Ourom
Vicki Seraphim

Troops:

Wendy Bergerud
Roger McNeill
Gunn Lau
Curtis Kennedy
Rolf Schmidt
Randy Frith
Richard Wallgren
Jane Sproat
Liz DuFresne
Nigel Kirkwood
Lynn Killam

Lawrence Roulston
Margie Hamner
Alex Szabo
Marty Kupferman
Inge Slick
Roland Wallgren
John Romein
Ellen Oustrom
Randy Deike
Rob Boyce

W e departed the Whistler Cabin at 0930 hours,
after a wall-banging Longhike party the previous
night. The access road was in respectable con
dition (except for the odd stream) and it was no
problem to reach the beginning of the trail.
Here we waited, and waited, and waited a little
more for our leaders. They eventually showed
and twenty-two fearless fools headed into the
forest. Nothing fell amiss and around noon a
halt was called in a bog, where the mosquitoes
joined us for lunch. Eight of us saw
little
point in being eaten alive by bugs, so we
pressed onwards, minus our leaders who had
passed out due to exhaustion. Slogging through
treacherous bluebells we achieved the ridge,
upon which sat a totally unimpressive snow
field. I.M. Slick found that runners made the
going rough, but he was not dismayed, and
presently was rewarded when we burst through
the ankle-high grass to see Cheakamus Lake
stretched out below u s . We had a bite and then
returned to the swamp to find the remainder of
the party being carried off by swarms of giant
mosquitoes. Fortunately, someone had brought
along a baseball bat, and after knocking out
some of the enormous insects the others fled in
disarray.
We gathered up our packs and trudged to the
cars which would carry us home to good food.
(Tastee-Freez?)
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WEST LION - LONGHIKE

'74
Bill Lee
Stuart Lynne

September
22

After a night of song and cance, 21 bleary
eyed people more or less gathered at Lions Bay.
When Anders finally arrived with the ropes, we
headed out on Center Rd., promptly losing three
cars. The drivers had headed north on the
Squamish highway.
Dutifully rounding up the strays, we headed
up Center Rd. again, a sharp left onto Bayview
Rd. to as far as the cars could go (about 1/8
mile after pavement ends) and we were ready to
challenge the Lions.
Up the logging road we went almost missing
the turnoff right to Harvey Creek and a truck up
the steep trail to Unnecessary Ridge. Due to
the late hour of the day (who said VOCers were
keen?) we met many, many people coming down,
Stuart asking every group how much farther we
had to hike. It was 4:30 when we reached the
base of the West Lion after a 3 hour hike (puff,
pant) and enthusiasm for climbing the beast had
somewhat diminished. Two of the group had been
on the M t . Currie fiasco and we didn't want MRG
called out unnecessarily twice in two weeks.
We were discussing the situation when 3 guys
which we had passed earlier sauntered past and
were on the top in 15 minutes. Not to be out
done, six of u s , using the well flagged arrow
route, followed, while listening to Stuart ex
postulate on the consequences of a 1000' fall
on one's head. A few quick pictures of scenic
Howe Sound in the late afternoon light and a
brisk jog down the trail, then off to Peter's
Ice Cream to finish the day.

CASTLE TOWERS MTN.
September
28.29
Party:

David Lemon
Dave Paterson
Bob McMechan
Margot Mann
Ron Cupit

Dave Lemon (L)
Pat Javorski
Julian Harrison
Mary Bussell
Ehleen Bohn
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This was supposed to be an attempt on Mount
Mamquam from the Mamquam River logging road sys
tem, but the roads were closed and locked due to
the fire hazard, so we decided to climb Castle
Towers from Helm Creek instead. This is a very
long 2 day trip, but it is quite feasible.
After being rejected by MacMillan Bloedel
at the Mamquam gate, we drove toward Whistler,
turning off at the Cheakamus Lake road. We then
hiked down the Cheakamus Lake trail, turned off
at the Helm Creek junction and crossed the
Cheakamus River on the cable car. We then hiked
up the trail to the meadows behind the Black
Tusk, a very beautiful area with an impressive
and unusual view of the Tusk itself. To reach
Gentian Pass, our intended campsite, we then
left the trail where it crossed Helm Creek in
the meadows, and followed the southern branch
of the creek toward the Cinder Cone and the toe
of the Helm Glacier.
To reach Gentian Pass, one must then climb
about 1000' up to the top of the glacier (which
has a very gentle slope and is almost entirely
crevasse-free h e r e ) . After that, a steep
grassy slope drops 800' into the floor of the
pass where there is water and flat ground for
camping. We reached the pass at about 6:30,
and just had time to finish dinner before it
got dark.
The next morning it was clear, but c o l d —
22 P and a heavy frost. We set off early, as
it was going to be a long day. Castle Towers
Mountain forms the south side of Gentian Pass,
and can be climbed directly from the pass up
the W ridge. The climb is not difficult - it
is at most class 3 up a long talus slope (some
times the rocks reach small car s i z e ) . We
reached the easier W peak by about 1:00 p.m.
and a few people went on to climb the higher,
more difficult central peak.
After eating lunch at the summit and admir
ing the spectacular view down Castle Towers
Glacier and of the surrounding-peaks,, we r e 
turned to camp, as we had a long walk to do yet.
We reached camp about 4:00 p.m. to find that
Julian, who had stayed behind because he didn't
feel well, had already left. We broke camp and
set off in the hot sunshine, hoping to reach the
cars before dark. We didn't quite make it, and
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had to walk the last hour (including crossing
the river) in the dark.
It was, in all, a very enjoyable if some
what long trip, and should be quite a feasible
route for Castle Towers, especially during the
longer mid-summer days.
GARIBALDI MTN. VIA CHEEKEYE RIDGE
September
28-29
Party:

Jacques Bilinski, (L)
Curtis Kennedy
Gordon Butt
Clive Davis
Kerry Davis

Rob Powers
Afan Jones
John Naysmith
Mike Dunbar
John Hammond

There was much of the typical VOC hike in
this expedition. People arrived at Alice's
Restaurant over the course of 3/4 of an hour,
it was raining and it was foggy. But we per
severed even if we couldn't see where we were
going. Hike up to and along Cheekeye Ridge but
finally stopped since we couldn't see where we
were going. Should we go back and call it a day
trip, camp overnite on ridge or try to find our
way in the clouds? After 2 hours of this it
cleared up and the decision was made. Onward!
Down, across and up the far side of the valley.
An 800' drop down. This couldn't be the route!
A huddle around the m a p . Suddenly calls from
across the valley. After an hour it was dis
covered that it was Stuart (part of the i l l fated Mamquam expedition) and he would meet us
on the -morrow. Another hike and then camp was
set.
Next morning was clear and an early rise by
all. Stuart, Peter, and Edmond (the famous
guide from Chanoix) arrive. Only eight will
dare Garibaldi since Clive and his wife feel
they need more time to rest. Naughty, naughty!
We follow across the ice field. To the last
steep snow slope. One and a half hour discus
sion on who should or shouldn't go u p . Finally
Stuart, Peter and Curtis (the crampon trio) head
off. Then Jacques, John and Gordon, not to be
outdone, follow. A long plod to the peak but
worth it for beautiful view. Came back down by
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belay (on Peter's o r d e r s ) . But rumor has it
Peter belayed across the neve to the Hilton for
fear of the slope and no protection on the other
side*. Back to camp and time to head home. A
small side trip to Diamond Head for Jacques,
Curtis, Gordon and John H. After a bit of
"Where are they?" we arrive at the cars and are
off. A short stop at the Tastee Freez and
another great VOC hike has come to an end.
Editor's note: Peter has never belayed across
the neve, but on the other hand, is still alive
after belaying down M t . Shuksan and other moun
tains!
M T . WINCHESTER

(6521)

September
29
Party:

Jay MacArthur (Leader and Reporter)
Cindy Steimmetz
Suzanne Whitaker
Serena Domville
Maria Auersberg
Bronwyn Ogilvie
Cicely Ford

What a girl to boy ration, 6:1. I think
that I will lead more slack trips. We left
Sunday morning at 7:30 AM from Vancouver. Meet
ing in Sumas we drove up the road towards M t .
Baker Lodge. Approximately ten miles past
Glacier we took the left fork onto # 4 0 1 . This
gravel road which used to be drivable all seven
miles to Twin Lakes is now blocked off at the
five mile mark.
We hiked the last two miles 1500' of eleva
tion in a slack hour. Here at 5200' are the
beautiful Twin Lakes. After a snack we trucked
up the last lh miles to the "peak." The wildflowers were just finishing but there were tons
of blueberries along the trail. It took us a
long time to walk the last lh miles stopping
every minute for a juicy snack. On the "peak"
there is an old USFS lookout cabin. This ruins
the alpine surroundings a bit but the views
make up for it. To only mention a few visible
peaks there were Baker, Shuksan, Ruth, Icy,
Challenger, Luna, MacFarlane, Slesse, and Larrab e e . After basking in the sun for a while we
rambled back down to the cars, civilization,
school and reality.
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October
5/6

MANNING PARK

Steve Schroeder

Saturday, October 5, 1974 found a motly,
albeit enthusiastic, group assembled in and
around the Manning Park Lodge in preparation for
the annual assault on Mount Frosty. Rumor had
it that the Alpine Larches would be in full
bloom, or rather glow in the alpine meadows at
treeline. The 7 am departure from Vancouver was
not without incident, however, as certain mem
bers, one of the leaders actually, as the rest
of us were quite prompt, chose to sleep until
their transport arrived at the door.
Once the group had been assembled, the party
departed the lower altitudes for the trailhead
at the Lightning Lakes parking lot, where all
were encumbered with 50 pound packs and rations
for a two week trek. The extra clothing and
food were not for naught though, as snow was
encountered at the foot of the trail. Only a
light dusting at the four thousand foot level
mind you, but heavier in sheltered areas and
colder at higher elevations. By lunchtime, the
views of the Lightning Lakes and the Skyline
Trail heading south to the USA had enthralled
us to the point of starvation, which was con
venient since one or two troopers had fallen
somewhat behind. The problem however, lay in
finding a dry, snow-free spot on which to sit
and eat one's lunch. In the lower meadows such
a place existed and we all enjoyed a fine
hikers' lunch and the comeraderie therewith
associated.
It must have been nearly four when the
party reached the intended campsite and began
preparation for a night on the snow. Unfor
tunately the shelter was already occupied by a
friendly if not overly communicative couple,
who, it seemed were rather intent on staying
warm and keeping each other warm, as it w e r e .
Our thoughtful leaders had not taken such con
tingencies lightly, however, and we were well
prepared with tents and paraphernalia. Some
consideration was given to relocating the camp
site to a more open site at a higher elevation,
but after careful evaluation the plan was
scrapped and return to the designated camping
area was made. Future parties should note that
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water is scarce on this trail, with the onlysupply at the campsite, where there is a very
small brook. Further, it should be remembered
that the shelter is available on a first-comefirst-serve basis and if not claimed early in
the day may well be occupied when you need it
most. Plan for this contingency and take a
tent. Space for approximately five tents is
available at the campsite.
A s night fell all the tents had been erected
and the evening meal was in preparation. This
trip was planned with the group divided into
meal-groups, as VOC outings are wont to b e , and
wide variety of foodstuffs was observed by this
writer. Most notably was a preparation, which,
despite my best literary efforts, must be said
to defy description in a publication of this
calibre. Let it be said that Helen practices
her culinary skills on innocent VOCers. For
tunately, it was well after dark when her treat
ment was administered to the victim, and for
reasons perhaps best known to them they ate the
whole thing. Amazingly, none appeared to have
suffered for the experience upon examination
the following morning, though John indicated
that he had experienced what he described as
hallucinations during the night. It seems as
though he thought it was raining. It wasn't.
N o one seemed inclined toward an early
arousal, though it was said that certain of the
party were certainly aroused. The campsite on
the trail to Mount Frosty is not blessed with
early morning sunshine, and it was as cold as
the proverbial witches tit in the equally pro
verbial cast iron bra. Even without the aid of
artificial devices, however, most of the party
allowed as how they had remained reasonably warm
throughout the night. And, after an impromptu
breaking of the fast with a veritable feast of
dried ears and quail eggs, we started up the
trail for the final assault. Having establish
ed a sound base camp and having slept soundly
we were in the best of shape for the arduous
climb ahead. It was a struggle, but we finally
staggered out of camp at 10:00 o'clock Sunday
morning!
Whoever started the rumor about the larches
wasn't misleading anyone. The stroll, for the
trail is not steep through the meadows, was an
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enrapturing experience, with the low angle sun
making the needles remaining on the larches
actually glow in the early morning light. It
was as though the very air was filled with par
ticles of gold.
Onward and upward though, since the peak to
be conquered lies ahead and to the right.
Mount Frosty, for those who remain to be initia
ted, is made up of talus, or, as we non-geo
types call it, "crunch." So the climb was cer
tainly non-technical, though caution was clearly
in order on the snow-covered rock. And, the
scramble to the top is worth the effort. The
view to the south overlooking the Cascade Range
and Mount Hozameen, as close as it can b e . The
writer is new to the Lower Mainland and hopes
that none take it all for granted. Places like
Frosty in good weather can be too much for one's
senses to assimilate in one sitting.
It's a long drive from Manning Park back to
the city, though, and discretion indicated that
an early start down the trail and back to the
cars was in order, so, after a quick but memor
able lunch at the summit we hustled down the
trail. What took the better part of a day to
cover going uphill, we covered in less than two
hours going down. It lets you get blisters on
your toes as well as your heels. And four plus
a bit found everyone out of the hills and on
our way. With but a single stop. At the urging
of Betty and Helen, it was judged that just
enough time remained for an excursion to the
Dew Drop Inn, where both had been employed as
chamber maids during the previous summer.
Did you know, for example, that if given the
proper incentive Helen Lemon can ingest the
entirety of a good sized butter-tart in a single
bite? Or that the Moose on the wall smokes a
pipe? Or even that Betty has a particular
affinity for country and western music; and that
furthermore she is on a first name basis with
every truck driver! Well, it's all true, and I
was as amazed to learn the truth as are you,
dear reader.
It was a good trip, in all, and an excellent
way to start the season after a summer slack
ing. The idea of making the trip an overnite
was worthwhile. It gives the group time to
grow together, or apart, as the case may b e ; as
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well as allowing much more flexibility in the
time constraints on the actual approach to the
Peak. Some people also like to go camping and
prefer this sort of approach over a day hike.
And, while keeners may disagree, the hike up to
the top of Mount Frosty and back would be a bit
endeavorous for all but. the fittest.
Those wishing to make the Mount Frosty e n 
counter have several options with respect to the
actual route and campsite. The Hope-Princeton
road will get you to Manning Park easily enough
in two or three hours, depending on how fast one
chooses to propel oneself down the tarmack.
Directions to the Lightning Lakes parking lot
may be secured from the Lodge staff, though the
route is well marked. The actual trail to Mount
Frosty from Lightning Lakes begins on the south
side of the lake opposite the parking lot. The
round trip is listed in the guide books as 15
miles and one such volume indicates that a mini
mum of ten hours should be allowed for the round
trip. That, in my estimation would be a con
servative estimate. The trail is well marked
the entirety of its length, and while it is i n 
deed steep in places, should present no problems
for even the rawest recruits. An alternate
route may be taken which takes an eastern trail
via Windy Joe fire lookout, which may also be
considered for a circuitous route back to the
Manning Park Lodge. The top of Mount Frosty
is 7900 feet, the elevation gain is 3900 feet,
and detail of the trail features may be found
on the Manning Park map 92H/2W.
Suggested
reference is 103 Hikes in Southwestern British
Columbia.
Party:

Leaders: Helen Lemon and Betty Walsh
Followers: John Naysmith
John Romein
Steve Schroeder
Tim Leadem
Kathy Leadem
Barb Thompson

Addenda by the leaders: M t . Frosty is really a
super-slack hike, except that certain persons
(the writer of the article) had been out of
shape. It's an easy walk right to the top (a
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trail up a talus slope, would you b e l i e v e ) . A
good source of information is the Manning Park
guidebook.
M T . FROSTY - MANNING PARK
October
5/6
M t . Frosty Song-(to the tune of Rudolf the
Red-nosed Reindeer)
Frosty the Mountain
Had a very frozen camp
And if you ever stayed there
You would even say it's damp
All of the nature hikers
Laughed and looked at us with glee
'Cause the Varsity Outdoor Club
Hadn't reached the peak by three
Then one icy Sunday morn
The weather came to say:
"Hikers with your toes so white,
You should have climbed the peak
last night"
Then Mountain Rescue found them
Stiff upon M t . Frosty's tip
They knew that this would happen
On a Walsh and Lemon trip I
October
5-6
Party:

M T . SHUKSAN

Diane Bodie

Tom Volkers - Leader
Derek Heslop
Diane Bodie
Kirsteen Laing
Doug Mortimer
Peter Holbeck
John Hammond

Saturday morning, we started off on a pleas
ant hike into Lake Anne. It is a very slack day
trip so we had plenty of time to set up camp in
the light. The next morning, we unfortunately
woke up an hour late, 6:00, due to a mis-set
alarm clock. We were off by 7:00. W e reached
the bottom of the Fischer Chimneys as it was
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getting light. The Chimneys presented little
problem except at one icy part. At the Chimneys
we stopped for lunch and enjoyed a fantastic
view. At this point, John caught up to u s . He
had slept in and came up behind u s . There had
been about an inch of snow the day before so it
had made the rocks a bit slippery.
W e donned our crampons and headed off across
the glacier. The crevasses were all open, so
we were unable to follow Hell's Highway and
there was no snowbridge. We wandered up to the
bottom of the Hourglass. We watched with d i s 
may John's progress across the glacier as he
had come up behind us alone. The first lead in
the Hourglass required an ice screw and to get
all 6 of us up this lead took one hourI
We
continued from there very cautiously as there
was still a thin layer of snow over the loose
rock. John came up on his own and passed us by.
Three of us reached the top of the Hourglass but
seeing as some people were having difficulty and
it was getting late, we decided that it would
not be a good idea to attempt the peak - which
was only a 3/4 hour easy class three scramble
away. Tom and I waited for John at the top of
the Hourglass to make sure that he got down
okay. The last part of the descent required a
rappel. After the rappel we all roped up for
the return across the glacier. Then John took
off ahead while the rest of us coiled the ropes
and put equipment in our packs. We had a quick
bite to eat and headed on down. We experienced
no difficulties in the Fischer Chimneys and en
joyed a beautiful display of Alpine glow on the
mountains. We were caught by darkness just as
we reached the trail down to Lake Ann. We
arrived at the Lake about 3/4 of an hour later.
It was decided that four of us (Peter, Kirsteen,
Tom and myself) would walk out to the cars in
the dark and let people know that everything
was okay. We arrived in Vancouver about 4 a.m.
after a stop at Denny's in Blaine for coffee
and a hot fudge sundae.
Fortunately there were no serious mishaps on
the trip despite the fact that circumstances
and ice conditions were ripe for one to occur.
(and that a certain member of the party took his
safety into his own hands - Ed.'s note.)
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October
6

CHURCH MOUNTAIN

Two hours by car from the university, on the
road to the Mount Baker Ski Area, and five and a
half miles past the Glacier Ranger station is a
gravel road. Several miles up this road is the
beginning of a trail. The trail is of U . S . Trail
Service standard quality - wide, efficient, never
too steep, and looking as if it had just been
swept. There are switchbacks, maybe two dozen
in all, before the trail opens in to damp, lush
meadows. Here we stopped and gorged ourselves
with blueberries. We crossed the meadows,
switchbacked a few more times, and reached the
trail's end, the "Lookout" which is a shoulder
on the peak ridge. The peak itself was near,
but inaccessable without some equipment and/or
skill.
The Lookout provides a view of Baker, rising
majestically directly across the valley, and
Shuksan nearby. Canadian peaks identified in
cluded Robie Reid, Judge Howay, Garibaldi, and
Mamquam.
Everyone got to the objective. Here we
relaxed, dined, and watched the helicopter which
was buzzing u s . We spent considerable time
looking for a missing contact lens, and Roger
found i t . It was not going to give in without
a fight, for it immediately blew away again, but
Roger proved his dominance by finding it once
m o r e . At last report it was trying to escape
from its case, and Roger was treated to an ice
cream cone in Glacier by a very grateful young
lady.
While the trip up took three hours, the
descent took not much over an hour. We had ex
perienced good weather, fine conditions, and a
satisfying hike.
It was great so see so many at Church on
Sunday, In the congregation were: John Ablin,
Gouin Barford, Wendy Biddlecombe, Jim Breadon,
Ron Cupit, Serena Domville, Liz du Fresne, Jim
Foulds, Amanda Hardman, Trevor Josephson, Bob
Joyce, Nigel Kirkwood, Margaret Mathews, Sandy
McFarlane, Roger McNeill, Elizabeth Ratcliffe,
and Jim Wort.
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OLYMPIC BEACH
Thanksgiving
Weekend
Party:

Rory McNeill

Betty Walsh, Leader
Sally Brown
Roger McNeill

Rory McNeill
Steve Schroeder

As Betty promised, this was a pleasant,
slack trip* Roger, Rory and Sally piled into
Betty's toy auto Friday morn at SUB loop, and
thus we began our adventure.
Tradition has it that OLY B trips always
have rain, and on the trip down to Seattle,
Roger kept expressing his desire for some liquid
sunshine. He wanted to test the Sno-Seal on his
new boots. Thinking of this topic made Rory
realize that he'd left his raincoat behind, and
he hoped for continual sunshine.
Zipping down to Seattle at 50 mph, we stop
ped in at R E I . After a few hours of gaping with
mouths open, we each purchased a memento of our
visit. Much Kendal Mint Cake never made it back
to the border.
Arriving a few hours late at our rendezvous,
we found Steve preparing dinner - and what a
dinner - roast chicken from the campfire!
Slack trips are just that; slack. We spent
the next two days hiking around and exploring,
taking lots of time for everything. Few hills
less than 20 feet were left unclimbed. The
flora and fauna of many miles of coast were ex
amined at our leisure. Nights, after a deli
cious dinner, were spent passing Rory's guitar
around, singing the old songs and talking small
talk.
On the way home, we missed the traditional
ferry, and came back leter than planned, as
usual.
Sally went with Steve, and left Betty at the
mercy of the McNeills. After surviving as the
butt of their humour, she turned the table
around by asking them in for Thanksgiving dinner
upon arrival in Vancouver.
Oh, y e s , of great importance - it didn't
rain! Roger had lots of mud, and we all had
lots of sea mist, but no rain!
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LAKE LOVELYWATER
October
1 2 , 13
Party:

Vicki Seraphim
Graham Lorimer, Leader
Berni Claus
Jacques Bilinski
Sandy McFarlane
Glen Robinson
Lee Mitchell
Alistair Ferries
Robyn Fierheller
Keith Niall
Vicki Seraphim
Jack Bowman

Also involved:

Nancy Sather
John Hammond
Tim Leadem

It started out extremely typically, although
it didn't end up that way. We all took the
wrong turn-off to the river, making it rather
difficult to about-face as we were single file
on a very narrow road with bush on both sides.
Crossing the river was also exciting - the sabot
leaked. However if only three people went
across at a time it managed to stay afloat. As
usual, we started out about an hour later than
planned, and just to start things out on the
right track, we took the wrong o n e . Needless to
say the leader was wide awake, and soon he put
us on the right trail. The group divided into
two - one keen one, which was going to try to
bag Omega, and another not—so-keen one which
decided they would admire the scenery at the
lake and not kill themselves getting there. As
it turned out all of us ended up admiring the
scenery. Much to the keeners' disgust, Omega
was up in the clouds, and showed no signs of
peaking out, (oh, that was a groaner eh Robert?).
W e had quite a bit of company as the ACC'ers
were up there doing a trail workhike, and an
outdoor club from the Squamish High School was
spending the weekend camping. Also there were
three others - Nancy, John, and Tim, who were
hiking up too. Naturally everyone made it up to
the lake, where we ate lunch, while being enter
tained by the arrival of a seaplane. On our way
back down we ran into Tim sitting where the
trail crosses a gully. Apparently he and John
had gone ahead at the beginning, and left Nancy
to come up with u s . However, she hadn't come up
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with u s , and they'd checked to see if she was
back at the boat, which she wasn't, so they p r e 
sumed that she had geographically embarrassed
herself. John had gone up the gully to look for
her, so we decided to wait with Tim and see if
she had been found. Meanwhile Jack and Berni
hiked down the gully to see if she had gone that
way. After half an hour Tim got anxious, so he
starred up after John, and a while later they
both came down. Nancy had gone to the top of
the gully, started climbing a steep snow-covered
slope, and had fallen, hitting her head on a
log. She had bled a lot and was still unconscious.
As it was about 5:00, and would soon get dark,
it was decided to try and get a chopper to fly her
off the mountain, so Keith and Lee headed down.
After some discussion, Graham went down the trail
to pick up an axe he had seen lying around, and
the rest headed up the gully. Robyn had lent her
sweater and jacket for Nancy, so she decided to
head back as it looked like we would end up stay
ing overnight. I went down with her. We met
Jack and Berni at the river, so we all crossed
over to the cars. There we met Lee, who had been
to the police station with Keith. They had sug
gested that a helicopter might be in order, so
Keith was going along to navigate. And sure
enough, a few minutes later we heard a chopper
whopping overhead. By this time it was too dark
for them to land though, so they circled the
area and left. We felt rather useless standing
around so we drove into Squamish to the police
station. Since it was obvious that the group
was going to have to stay up the mountain over
night we thought a little food might be appre
ciated. Can you imagine the look on the clerk's
face when three grubby people walked into the
Squamish Hotel (the only place we could find
that was open) and asked for thirty sandwiches
as soon as possible? We also bought some other
goodies, as well as raided Berni's car of such
things as juice and extra clothes. Back at the
station a guy from Civil Defense had gotten some
blankets, and a first aid kit, among other things
together and he, Jack, and I planned to hike back
up. Crossing the river in the dark was really
fun, but going up that gully with flashlites was
something else. We must have thrashed through
every devil's club forest there was, but anyways
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....At 2:00 we finally reached everyone. The
Civil Defense guy wanted to go back down so he
could guide the chopper in the morning (Keith,
Robyn, Lee and Berni had gone home) so he and
Graham headed down after a combined dinnermidnight snack-breakfast of some unidentifiable
kind of sandwiches and chocolate bars. Mean
while the rest of us spent a cheery (haha) morn
ing around the fire. At 8:00 the chopper came
and promptly blew everything that was not weigh
ed down into the now blazing fire. We put Nancy
on a stretcher and then into a net which hung
below the chopper. She had been pretty quiet
all night, but towards dawn she started waking.
The gash on her head was pretty bad so we gave
her a 292 which seemed to help a bit. When she
saw the chopper, and we put her in the net her
eyes kept getting bigger and bigger, although
she said she can't remember anything. After the
helicopter had disappeared down the gully, and
our eardrums had stopped vibrating, we too head
ed off into the sunrise. At the point where the
gully hit the trail, we found our fearless lead
er waiting to guide us safely back to civiliza
tion - he was fast asleep curled up around a
boulder.
To make a long story short, we all went home
and copied Graham's excellent example (although
I'm sure some found their beds more comfortable
than r o c k s ) •
Later we found that Nancy had to stay in the
hospital for two weeks, and ended up with eight
een stiches in her head.
November
2
Party:

BROHM RIDGE
Anders Ourom (L)
Robyn Fierheller
Graham Lorimer
Vicki Seraphim

John
Alex
Jack
"The

John Leighton
Leighton
Szabo
McNichols
Tank 510"

Feeling somewhat less keen than usual,
Anders decided to lead this slack one-day trip.
The weather was perfectly sunny and clear and
promised a good day of hiking. However, to get
to our destination, it required a good deal of
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driving on very rough roads first since we were
going to be super-slack by driving right to the
top via the access road to the abandoned ski
development. Alex and I were driving until we
reached a steep nasty bit which Alex's car
couldn't handle. What ensued has got to be the
most amazing feat and torture test yet achieved
by a Datsun. I was to ferry Vicki, Robyn and
Anders to the top, dump them and return for the
rest. The road was very hard to drive and at
several points the only way to go was to thrash
the engine and let the car do its own gymnastics,
slaloming up roads, non-roads and roads-cumriverbeds.
(Anders complained frequently when
his head came into abrupt contact with the roof.)
Finally after a full lh hours of thrashing, bash
ing, bumping and snow we were stopped by a steep
hill with too much ice. Leaving my first load
I returned back down the ridge only to find the
last three had almost walked up to where we had
stopped. From here we walked along the rest of
the road to the abandoned chalet where we stop
ped to visit with Pierre, the caretaker. A t his
offering of a beer to go with our lunch it was
immediately declared an unofficial trip. H e
later gave us the keys to the main lodge which
we toured around. What a weird experience!
After this we ambled up onto the top of the
ridge where we found about 8" of new snow. At
this first contact with the white stuff we had
several good snowball fights and a lot of wrest
ling and face-washing took place. Naturally,
Robyn and Vicki got the worst of it. Views in
all directions were excellent and impressive;
especially Garibaldi and the Tantalus Range.
After a couple of hours on the ridge we wandered
back down through autumn coloured meadows to the
car. A t certain points we crammed 6 people into
the car (Anders ran) and eventually we made it
down the treacherous route in a h hour. I t was
a very enjoyable day and most of us decided that
Brohm Ridge would be an excellent route into
Sphinx Camp (2 hard or 3 easy d a y s ) . On later
inspection, it was discovered that the Tank (the
"Pride of Japan") survived with only two u n noticeable dents.
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November
3

M T . ELSAY

Rob Boyce

It was very foggy in Vancouver, but as we
drove up the M t . Seymour highway, we suddenly
broke out of the clouds. We looked out across
a fluffy white sea, with a few little mushrooms
perched on top. At the parking lot, everything
was frozen, so frost and ice made the trails a
bit dicey. We tried walking across some frozen
ponds. On the 1st Peak, we tried bouldering
straight up the front. A pair of nearby climb
ers, festooned with chains of biners, were
putting up a route in a mossy gully. We then
headed up and over the 2nd Peak, leaving the
crowds behind.
Prom the notch between 2nd and 3rd Peaks,
the route went down to the west, until the
(sparsely) flagged trail/route was picked up.
I t continued down (300' t o t a l ) , then back up to
a knoll on Seymour's west ridge. The trail then
dropped 'way down into a gully. The boulder
heaps at the bottom were treacherous with frost
and m o s s . It then skirted under Runner P k . and
wound its sketchy way 500' back up onto the
ridge. The ridge-crest was sometimes bushy,
sometimes narrow, and later, treed. All along,
we kept finding orange flagging or aluminium
squares, but we finally lost them as the ridge
rose towards Elsay. We angled around to the
west side and did some enjoyable rock-climbing
up some exposed granitic blocks to the summit
(3*5 hours t i m e ) . Here we found a minute patch
of fresh snow, and a register in the cairn, con
taining only 2 parties' names this year. The
view northward was really fine, but a brown
stain hung over everything to the south. Just
over the north edge of the peak was a precipi
tous drop into Elsay Lake, a deep, shadowy tarn.
The ridge connecting to M t . Bishop looked more
manageable than the one to Seymour.
W e left the Peak by a bushy, bluffy gully to
the south, from which we eventually got onto the
ridge. The trail back was easier to follow the
second time. Still, John observed, "The trail
varies from indistinct to nonexistent." The sun
set just as we reached the 2nd Peak. After the
1st Peak, we wandered the myriad trails and
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missed Brockton P t . in the dark. But we sudden
ly found ourselves on Mystery Pk., and stopped
for growlies and view. It was easy to follow the
ski run down, and would seem the recommendable
way for the dark. The final advantage of Seymour
was arriving home in time for supper.
John Naysmith
Rob Boyce
MANNING PARK SKIING
November
Party:
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Rob Boyce (L)
John Baldwin
John Leighton

Originally planned for a 2 day trip into
Tricouni, the pouring rain on Friday night and
the poor forecast for the weekend resulted in a
cancellation of plans. However, we all wanted
to do something, at least for one day out of the
long weekend. Saturday night Rob called up and
suggested ski-touring. I was eager to try it out
never having skiied before and if its going to
precipitate it is better to get snow than rain.
"One problem. Where's the snow?" "Manning Park
(I h o p e ) " .
Next morning we were heading out on the 401.
In spite of the weather forecast it was sunny
and fairly clear. It poured at Hope, thus damp
ening spirits again but then it cleared at
Allison Pass. Suspense took place when John's
car slowed to 5 m.p.h. Evidently it does this
frequently due to dirt in his gas tank. After
deliberating and looking under the hood ("What's
this thingy do?") the car fixed itself and we
continued. We went up the Blackwall Mtn. road,
stopped at the viewpoint and donned our skiis at
the sight of a full 4 inches of snow. Being
somewhat new at this I had trouble with bindings
at first but then things went smoothly. The
snow deepened to about 5 inches and so we didn't
break through and hit the gravel road as fre
quently. John B. was on X-country skiis and as
a result moved far better than Rob and I. It
looked like a very good setup for light trips.
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We were passed by several cars, most wearing
summer tires, which was somewhat discouraging.
However, the weather was perfect offering fine,
clear views of M t . Frosty and the Cascades and
later Hozameen emerged. We never got all the way
to Blackwall Mtn., but went up a small ridge in
stead. From here we turned around and went down.
A t this point we realized just how shallow the
snow w a s . I hooked an edge on a log and flew out
of control into a thicket. Being wrapped around
a tree, it took a couple of minutes and some
awkward moves to get on just one side of the
t r e e . When we got back to the road we skiied
down the car tracks, which had iced up and let
the rocks project through. It was quite amusing
to see each other zipping along, have the bases
grab on rocks and then lurch into a heap on the
side of the road. When we finally got back to
the car, an examination of bases revealed a large
number of deep gouges. I guess that's the price
to pay for being the first ski-touring trip of
the season. We all agreed today had been one of
the most enjoyable for a while.

November
9-11

BAMFIELD TRIP

Anders Ouron

Dave, John, Marg and Ron caught the earliest
ferry to Nanaimo where Gouin and Sarah provided
transportation. Peter took his car and had to
wait in the ferry line with Anthea for two hours.
Camp was set up by one of the many streams after
a S or 7 mile walk in the rain on a Stanley Park
type trail. Sunday was spent walking leisurely
along the beach admiring caves, waves, and intertidal creatures under partly cloudy skies. Mon
day the group retreated as quickly as possible
in the cold pouring rain.
Participants: Dave Lemon, John Naysmith, Sarah
Golling, Marg Mathews, Ron Cupit, Peter Jordan,
Anthea Farr, and Gouin Barford.
November
8-11

PESHASTIN PINNACLES
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Party:

Anders Ouron (L)
Stuart Lynne
Jay McArthur
Bill Lee
+ a cast of thousands of rock

Keith Niall
Jack McNicholls
Julian Harrison
freaks.

This trip, to the sunny Peshastin Pinnacles
near Leavenworth, Wash., was conceived as an ex
cuse for coastal climbers to get away from the
drip-drip-drip syndrome so prevalent at this
time of year. We departed UBC at about 4:00
Friday and after picking up various people (and
much speeding) we arrived at the Co-op at 8:30.
After suitably demolishing any American belief
in Canadian sanity, we departed said place en
route to Leavenworth. It is a commonly known
fact that of the seven (or more) persons it is
possible to fit into Stuart's truck, only 3 of
them are able to sit in the cab at any given
time. It is not, however, so well known that of
these three, the most likely (probability
approaches 1) combination is Stuart, Julian, and
Anders. At any rate the others froze their butts
off while crossing Stevens Pass. About 2:00 AM
we pulled into 8 mile campsite, just outside of
town.
The next morning, surprisingly after the
night's rain, dawned clear. After shilly
shallying about for a while, we arrived at the
Peshastins, a group of impressive sandstone
towers. Shortly afterwards, Anders, Jack,
Stuart and Julian could be observed ascending
Great Grey Whale (5.8) on Martian Slab, a fun
slab route and an excellent introduction to
climbing for Jack, who got up in fine style.
Next, everyone but the leader (who is youngest
and therefore presumably wisest) ascended Trig
ger Finger ( 5 . 6 ) . My participitation was limit
ed to heckling whilst the climber was ascending
and then offering him a quarter if he did a headstand on the summit (l"xl"xl"). The rest of the
day was spent watching the seeming thousands of
Americans to be found poking their heads out of
odd nooks and crannies. That night was spent in
the back of the truck singing rowdy songs.
Sunday again was a clear day. Stuart, Jay,
Keith, and Bill climbed the Skyline Ridge on
Dinosaur Tower ( 5 . 2 ) , Anders, Julian, Jack,
Stuart and Keith climbed the Diagonal Crack on
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Martian Slab ( 5 . 5 ) . After this Julian, Jack and
I climbed National Velvet on Sunset Slab ( 5 . 8 ) ,
Julian doing a fine job of leading in his borrow
ed shoes. Prom here we got a fine view of var
ious members of a BCMC party falling off a des
perate route, Potholes Direct ( 5 . 9 h ) . We w a n 
dered over to see what they were doing and even
tually I was conned into trying i t . After two
tries I managed to follow Paul Starr on it, and
we raced up the last lead so as to be up before
dark. In the meantime, Jack, with the keenness
only found in beginners, decided to lead Pot
holes ( 5 . 6 ) , neglecting a) it's difficulty b)
the fact that it was twenty to dark and c) the
fact he had been only climbing two days. D e 
spite these, he shot up it quite well, so well
that by the time Julian had followed him it was
dark. By this time Starr and I had arrived back
at the bottom and, with visions of possible
accidents, shouted at them to be careful and then
averted our eyes. All in vain, however, for the
twosome eventually descended safely. Shortly
afterward, all members could be found annoying,
the waitress at some restaurant where we stopped
for ice cream. Our frolics here end, for Monday
dawned with a drizzle and we departed. En route
we were harassed by an extremely keen Customs
Officer who, despite our declaring everything,
seemed to have an undue interest in Stuart's
dirty underwear but none at all in my dirty
dishes.

December
21-23
Party:

SINGING PASS
Anders Ouron (L)
Alex Szabo
John Baldwin

This trip got off to a somewhat mediocre
start when John turned up to pick up Alex and I,
as we had got all of 4 hours sleep that night
after the Xmas party. Eventually, however, we
were loaded up and so departed, making Whistler
by 9:30. We walked over to the ticket office
to meet the first big shock of the trip: The
lifts people would not sell us one-way tickets.
Undeterred, we started walking up, followed by
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a frisky dog which ended up by coming all the
way to the Red Chair, where we arrived at noon.
After several minor epics getting on the chair
with packs, we got up it and then had lunch.
Then we skiied down to the T-bar, where talked
to Graham for a while, and then, after all fal
ling off the T-Bar (much to Graham's amusement)
we managed somehow to stay on it to it's top.
Prom there we trundled off and up onto the
main ridge and thence along it to the FluteOboe col, where were benighted. Undaunted, we
pressed on with the aid of the feeble half-moon
and a headlamp. 8:00 found us breaking trail
out of Singing Pass itself, through knee to
thigh deep powder. For some reason Alex got
ahead at this point and kept yelling back to us,
insistent that he saw headlamps in the Pass b e 
low u s . Eventually we caught him up, and pointed
out, much to his chagrin, that these were actu
ally cars visible on the highway. The snow
gradually improved as we got higher, so that by
10:00 w e had made the cabin. After growlies,
we crashed.
Next morning we got up at the crack of noon
(11:00) and went skiing on and about the lake.
3 PGOCers arrived at about 4:00, just before a
spectacular sunset, which John, hidden in his
embryonic snowhole, failed to see. Monday morn
ing we arose early and left by nine. The others
had waxing problems and gradually fell behind,
but I kept going and made the Flute-Oboe col in
2h hours, as compared to over twice that coming
in. Eventually they arrived, and after a windy
lunch stop, we again departed, arriving at the
T-bar at two, and at the bottom at four. Here
we discovered the car had been towed away
through some bureaucrat's over-zealousness. It
was only after five hours of hitching up and
down the road from Whistler to M o n s , and all our
money ($20,751) that we could extricate it from
the grasp of officialdom.
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CHRISTMAS TRIPS 1974
KOKANEE GLACIER PROVINCIAL PARK
December 28 January 3
Don Mclnnes
Slocan Chief Hut: Built 1896
Elevation: 6600'
Location:
25 miles from Nelson, B.C.
When a dozen of us wondered where should
we go to ski,
the answer was unanimous, "let's go to
Kokanee..."
1

We arrived at Fred Thiessen s place in Nelson
on Dec. 26. Fred's home brew and Barb's homemade
bread were welcome after the twelve hour drive
from Vancouver. On Dec. 27, we hustled up from
our ensolites to get the Okanagan helicopter...
but due to weather the chopper pilot wouldn't
fly. Clouds lifted later but not soon enough
before dark. On Dec. 28, Fred Thiessen and Bill
Prescott, with the bulk of the food, were flown
in direct from the airport, while the ten other
people drove about 10 miles to a clearing where
the chopper could land near the Gibson Lake road
ski-out. Three short round trips later and all
had been set down beside the Slocan Chief before
11 a.m. - an easy gain of more than 3000 verti
cal feet. For the helicopter, we were billed
$37.00 a head which is about l<t per foot (verti
c a l ) . Thus if willing to leave one's head at
home one could fly in to Kokanee for 2<tl
After the usual digging out, lighting fires,
putting food away, e t c , we were keen to try out
our skins and skis. Thiessen, after leading us
neophyte skiers up Smugglers Ridge to the top of
one of the steeper slopes in the area, wedeled
his way down like a pro...a half hour later the
rest of us, in catastrophic states all over the
hill, despaired lest we might never make it down.
Four or five snowy ski days later everyone was
making S turns on at least the lower reaches of
that slope which became fondly known as the
•bunny hill'.
We enioyed good winter conditions, typically
a warm 15 -20 , high overcast with snow and
usually blowing, especially on the ridges and
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glacier. On several days, people skied up to
the Pyramids and down the glacier snout. On one
of those days, M . Fenger, F. Thiessen, E . white,
E . Woodd, J. Bilinski and D. Mclnnes traversed
the glacier tongue from Pyramid to 8500' Battle
ship, but due to white out conditions no one v e n 
tured further up on to the glacier which rises to
9000'. D. Lemon, P. Javorski, D. Paterson and
B. Prescott one day trekked over to Lemon Pass
and onto Outlook M t n . Whereas the wind discour
aged any serious climbing of the exposed glacier
or ridges, the fresh snow daily favoured skiing
in the comparatively sheltered bowls which rise
1000* from the cabin. We had a five foot base
upon arrival (less than the previous year) and
three feet of new snow fell while we were there
for the most incredible bottomless powder snow
skiing imaginable.
Now there are slopes by the Slocan Chief,
o t h open ones and treed.
We've got no choice with this relief
That powder must be skiedI
B

In addition to snowfall outside the cabin,
about half of the party swore it snowed even
inside! Every morning, after waking covered by
1/8" of preshifted snow, these same people could
be seen tamping oakum, newspaper, toilet paper,
dirty shirts, etc. into chinks in the cedar
shake roof overhead. The writer, and others who
through luck, or foresight were sleeping on the
cabin's leeward side, found it amusing.
New Years:
A dozen of us wondered how should we end
the year.
The outcome was the obvious - with bottles
of wine and beer...
The trip out, on January 3, was the first
clear day of the trip; it was also the last and
only haJBd of the trip. It was 12 hours cover
ing 14 miles "under" the snow. Everyone in
turn plowed trail; pushing waist-deep powder
was common and more than once between Kokanee
and Gibson Lake trailbreakers who were sinking
past their shoulders in the snow had to be r e -
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Pat J a v o r s k i & D a v e L e m o n - Kokanee '74 by Dave
P a t e r s o n . B o t t o m left: E l l e n Wood and P e a k 8600' C h i t k o L a k e area by D a v e L e m o n . B o t t o m r i g h t :
Grant M c C o r m a c k & R e x ' s P i l l a r - M a t i e r G r o u p by
Julie Ourom.

placed by taller persons with snorkels. The last
10 miles from Gibson Lake to the Nelson Highway
is a roadway, which, although slightly downhill
the whole way, nevertheless required passage by
three trailbreakers before the fourth skier would
even begin to slide, due to the depth of snow.
With these conditions it could have taken three
or more days to ski in to Kokanee instead of 10
minutes by helicopter.
...So if you want a place to go with alpine
slopes so steep,
I think you'll find that Kokanee is pretty
hard to beat.
Party:

Fred Thiessen
Eric White
Ellen Woodd
Bill Prescott
Dave Paterson
Jacques Bilinski

Dave Lemon
Pat Javorski
Diane Bodie
Tom Volkers
Mike Fenger
Don Mclnnes

SPRUCE LAKE CHRISTMAS TRIP
Moira Lemon
Party:

Chris McNeill
Neil Humphrey
Mike Miles
Terry Rollerson

Rolf Kullak
Sara Golling
Wynne Gorman
Moira Lemon

Spruce Lake, just north of McGillivray Pass,
was approved for a Christmas trip by Chris and
Neil, when they visited the area in November
with five juvenile delinquent boys. Planning
well in advance (well would you believe two
weeks) we received permission to use a cabin in
the area. Distance in was estimated from 8 to
18 miles but proved to be 15 miles. Gun Creek,
our access route is located on the 1:250,000
Pemberton map sheet, but Spruce Lake lies just
off this, on the Taseko Lakes 1:250,000 sheet.
Larger scale maps of this area are scarce, but
a 1:50,000 Department of Mines and Resources
Provincial map - Tyaughton Lake 546A, 1939 covers the route in.
One drives along the road from Lillooet to
Bralorne beside the Bridge River and Carpenter
Lake, to about mile 57 (7 miles East of Gold87

bridge) where the only ploughed turnoff exists.
A sign indicates Tyaughton Lake 5 miles. The
road winds uphill from this turnoff to another
fork (usually only the left one is ploughed).
One then drives along the left hand fork marked
by a sign indicating Gun Creek Ranch. Continue
on this road past Gun Creek Ranch to a ranch at
Pearson Creek. The ploughed road ends here.
Park cars at the top of the hill just before
Pearson Creek. The ranch is a five minute walk
away.
W e started off on Boxing Day morning, bright
and early, and proceeded towards Lytton, meeting
Chris there at about noon. He had driven from
Penticton through the Nicola Valley. W e shuffled
passengers around a bit since Chris was leaving
the Pig at Lillooet. So it was that the other
three cars, presuming all was fine, turned the
corner out of Lytton, and Chris and I were left
with a stubborn Pig. It refused to start. We
weren't surprised though; this is very typical,
but that's another story. Soon, cars from the
McGillivray Pass trip turned up, and snickered
and jeered ruthlessly at us as Chris coaxed the
back end of Pig and I worked at the front. Soon
it obliged and we proceeded happily on our way.
A t Lillooet we caught up with the others and
headed towards Goldbridge.
N o one except a cat was present at the Gun
Creek ranch, so we couldn't spend the night
there; nor did we stay in the deserted mine shaft
- Chris fell through the floor. W e eventually
ended up driving the extra 14 miles into Bralorne
and barged in on the McGillivray group in cabin
44, taking over the main room with our great
quantities of food.
Hoisting monstrous packs to our backs we
started out the next morning (not very early)
under clear skies and brilliant sunshine. An
unploughed road follows the north (true left) side
of Gun Creek from Pearson Creek ranch for about
7Jj miles, where it dwindles to a pack horse
t r a i l . Trail breaking was fairly heavy through
light powder snow and occasionally rocks pro
jected through to take the odd bite out of a
skin or two.
W e ate lunch beside Gun Creek, whose banks
were thick in i c e . Water bubbled and flowed up
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through channels worn through the encumbering
ice flows. As dark descended we approached the
end of the road and a small form by the creek
took on the shape of a cabin. It welcomed us
into its interior, where two bunks and an old
stove materialized out of the dark. Although
very small, 8'xlO', the cabin makes a very fine
half way point.
Shoulders that ached and protested loudly
were faced with another day of labour. From the
cabin, the road soon becomes a trail, entering
a flat area around the confluence of Leekie and
Gun Creek. Two avalanche slopes had to be
crossed this day. Slides had already come down,
making it somewhat difficult to cross, as sever
al times we found ourselves pivoting dangerously
on hard snow blocks.
Groves of poplar trees were beginning now to
appear on the slopes while further down the
valley it had been mainly nine and spruce.
Tracks in the snow showed the frequent passage
of many large animals; moose, cougar (or lynx)
and wolf. Once again twilight descended. D e 
ciding that it would be easier to find the cabin
in daylight, we camped by a small creek that
Neil and Chris found very familiar.
From this open flat area, the trail to the
cabin leads up hill, then traverses along some
open slopes. In the morning from the creek it
took no more than an hour to reach our prospec- .
tive cabin. This cabin is just below 5,000'
elevation, in a grove of trees below a small
corral.
The cabin is about 10' x 20* in size with a
covered porch at one end, and is in really fine
condition. Once all of the cobwebs and dust and
critter leavings were swept out, and the rather
large snaffle hounds home popped into a conven
ient box, the cabin was definitely comfortable.
Mike executed a delicate operation on the stove
and patched its many holes with old tin cans,
to provide the added luxury of warmth to the
cabin. The rest of the day was spent patching
widows with heavy plastic, tramping a trail to
the outhouse, and gathering a wood supply. W e
had brought a small swede saw and an axe with
u s , but found an axe and a crosscut saw there.
By evening wood was piled to the ceiling (and
Mike's squaw wood was rejected and returned to
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the ecology.
The cabin has bunk space for five people,
(three can sleep comfortably on the f l o o r ) , a
large table and four stools.
Spruce Lake was the desination for the next
day. An obstacle in the form of a corniced
ditch around the corral required a jump, which
Wynne did gracefully ending up in a heap in the
ditch. We skied up the open slopes, through
scattered clumps of pine in brilliant sunshine,
entering a beautiful subalpine forest where long
lacy feathers of ice crystals hung from the
trees. Spruce Lake appeared through an opening
and we crossed its sparkling surface, watching
the hoar frost crystals glisten in the air.
There are three cabins by this lake. One is
essentially rundown, half the roof having slid
off. A large cabin at the north end of Spruce
Lake is someone's summer home and fishing lodge
and therefore is somewhat beyond VOC's needs.
The third cabin is the same construction as the
one we stayed in, but larger.
The Lake sits at the base of some fine open
slopes that merit investigation. Our ski run
down was fantastic until the boys led us through
a tight thicket of trees, which eventually d e 
livered us to the slopes above the cabin. At
the base of these a great battle was fought,
resulting in the loss of half of Neil's glasses.
Card tricks, puzzles and chess were the order
for the evening.
Unfortunately, some of those representing
the working class had to leave the next day. So
Mike, Wynne and Rolf headed off, while the rest
of us spent the morning dividing up the remain
der of the candy ration. Chris, Neil and Terry
consumed all of their candy in about 15 minutes,
while Sara and I tossed them the rejects from
our hoard. We worked off the energy in the
afternoon by attacking the slopes.
By now snafflehounds in the form of midnight
marauding pack rats had discovered our larder,
and were having great fun examining all of it.
Towards the end of our stay, they were becoming
somewhat bold - running around on our sleeping
bags, only to be kicked gracefully to the floor
by the sleeping occupant.
Another day we skiied up the flanks of Mount
Sheba and up to a col overlooking Spruce Lake,
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and Tyaughton Creek valley to the north-east.
W e could see Gun Creek Valley stretching off
into the distance, and possibly the peaks of the
McGillivray Pass area. Hummingbird Lake lay
nestled in the floor of a wide valley below us
to the South. Warner Pass lies at the head of
this valley about ten miles to the west, and
from there the Taseko River flows into the Taseko
Lakes.
We were loathe to depart from this area, but
eventually we had t o . We took a full day to ski
out through a blizzard and howling winds. That
night was spent in a campsite at Lillooet and
the following morning we parted company.

YOHO '74
Party:

Jay MacArthur
Anders Ouron
Grant McCormack
Per Joensen
Phil Kubik
Len Soet
Stuart Lynne
John Baldwin
Julie Ourom

Jay MacArthur
John Leighton
Bill Lee
April Underwood
Ron Cupit
Gordon Butt
Vic Martens
Keith Niall
Dick Bale
Bryan Praser

After the long drive from Vancouver on Box
ing Day, some of us stayed in the Field Hotel.
The rooms were very small but they were warm.
Others stayed at a friend's house in Golden or
camped at the trailhead.
December 2 7 , 1974
We finally were all skiing up the road to
Takkakaw Palls by 11:30. After two miles of
racing up a packed trail, it ended. Reality
strikes t We had to break trail eleven miles
with fifty five pound packs. Sinking up to our
knees in deep powder really slowed us down.
Using cross country wax, as Ernie Bodie suggest
ed in last year's journal, really helps on a
trail but doesn't do much good when you are mov
ing at a snail's pace breaking trail. About
five miles in at 4:00, Bryan Fraser's ski broke.
He wired his ski together and skiied out with
the intention of returning the next day. W e
didn't hear from him however until we got back
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to Vancouver. To buy a new pair of skis would
be too expensive he decided, so he took the bus
home. By 8:00 most of us were getting very
tired and hungry. Added to this was the diffi
culty of following the road in the dark so we
decided to stop for the night. Most of us stayed
in the Whiskey Jack Youth Hostel. A few hardy
souls slogged on to the picnic shelter.
December 2 8 , 1974
It was cloudy but not snowing as it was all
night. Starting at 9:00 was a slow and arduous
process. The frozen Takkakaw Palls are very
beautiful. We had lunch at Laughing Falls.
They are beautiful, too, although much smaller.
I know now why they call this Waterfall Valley.
W e then began the steeper part of our climb, up
the switchbacks.
Finally after getting geographically embar
rassed in the dark, we found the Stanley Mitchell
Hut at about 9:00. It is very large and com
fortable.
December 29, 1974
We all slept in after the long slog in. It
was still cloudy and a warm -6 C. After a
leisurely breakfast most of us went out to do a
bit of skiing and had a 1000' run back to the
cabin. There isn't too much snow around but
there is plenty for skiing. You have to watch
out for the rocks. The snow was a little bit
crusty up toward the President Range but there
was beautiful powder in the trees. That night
we played bridge and read inside the unbeliev
ably warm cabin of 20 C.
December 30, 1974
It snowed all night gut then stopped at a
temperature of about -10 C outside. Most of us
got up to 8500' toward the MacArthur-Isolated
C o l . We had a beautiful run in the light powder.
Anders and Len were hiking up a slope we had
traversed in the morning when a slab avalanche
from above took Len 600' down the slope. Luck
ily, he was carried on the surface and was not
buried or hurt; he did lose a ski pole though.
After that we decided not to assume any slope
was safe. Len was seen afterwards wearing ava
lanche cord habitually. That night we played
spoons in the warm cabin.
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A p p r o a c h i n g Mt. T a t l o w - C h i l k o L k . area by P . J o r d a n
B o t t o m left: A n t h e a Farr & D e c e p t i o n P i n n a c l e s by
M o i r a L e m o n . B o t t o m r i g h t : E m e r a l d C o l — Y o h o '73
by J a c q u e s B i l i n s k i

New Years Eve
A keen start, up before 7:00, was made for
an attempt on the President. It was beautiful
and clear but not too cold, about -10 C.
After a beautiful sunrise, it was socked in
when we were halfway up the glacier. The peaks
around the valley looked really beautiful.
Fourteen people made it to 9500* just below
President Pass. Grant, Phil, Bill, John B. and
I continued to the summit along a somewhat steep
and exposed ridge. It was NTD though. It was
really blowing on top. There is a large ice
fall on the other side of the Vice-President.
New Years Eve Festivities were a little bit
dull. We had fun playing spoons though. After
most people had gone to bed a small group of
rowdies celebrated with the usual unmentinables.
New Years Day
It was cloudy and about -6 C. After a late
start of 12:30 most of us got up to Kiwetinok
Pass and bagged Kerr. The run down was terrific.
Reading and cards finished off the evening as
usual. An extra treat with dinner was the fruit
cake John Baldwin's mother had made.
January 2, 1975
We woke up early with the intent of climbing
MacArthur. It was clear and about -18 C. The
mountains around the valley looked beautiful.
By about 10:00 it was socked in as usual. So
much for our attempt on MacArthur. We had
another beautiful run down to the valley. We
relaxed in the afternoon and started to get
ready for the trip outward tomorrow.
January 3, 1975
Up early for the trip out. Another cloudy
day. We had a fairly well packed trail for the
truck out since five people had come in the day
before. It had snowed the night before so
Anders was breaking trail through 5" of new
snow. Time for the trip out varied from five
to nine hours. A long cry from the twenty or
so hours going in. Julie, Grant and Phil stayed
and relaxed for one more day. They skiied out
Saturday.
A very rewarding, relaxing and enjoyable
trip once we got to the cabin.
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TONQUIN VALLEY - JASPER
Party:

Mary Bussell (L)
Marilynn Rode
Julian Harrison

John Hammond
Natalie Vickers
Gordon Vickers

We gathered on the 26th for the train trip
to Jasper. The Vickers were driving but the
rest felt a relaxing train ride was called for.
On the return trip we all swore, "Never again a
coach, get a berth". We arrived in jasper in
the morning to some mild weather (20 •), which
remained for the week. Soon we were all off (we
joined with the ACC of Edmonton for this trip to
their cabin) for a start to Edith Cavell. Gor
don made a slight detour here as he headed for
Banff but eventually got us back to the start.
A long slight uphill for 8 miles and we arrived
at the Edith Cavell Youth Hostel for the evening.
The tourers were already cursing their skins in
a refrain which was to become very familiar.
Eleven fairly level miles the next day and we
were home at a beautiful cabin in the woods, just
off the lake. But the tourers cried, "Where are
the steep slopes and the snow?" They were so
upset by the lack of steep slopes that a k e e n 
ness never developed except for cooking. A
competition of sorts developed with Nat and
Gordon cooking a delicious roast, Marilynn bak
ing bread, Mary and Julian whipping up a pizza
and all combined baking miscellaneous pies and
cakes. The trip will be best remembered as a
"bloat"; diets went by the boards and people
could hardly stand after meals. The ACC types
led trips each day to show us where to go and
some minor successes and near successes were
recorded. John and Julian attempted Thunder
bolt but were blown down. John and some ACCers
went to B.C. for a day and nearly couldn't get
back due to high winds. The tourers wandered
up the Fraser Glacier and a nearby morraine but
the snow wasn't perfect and who wants to ski in
less than ideal conditions.
New Years Eve was celebrated quietly by
John and George (hard.to believe) while the VOC
contingent entertained the Edmonton group with
games such as Spatial Digital Representation and
Chilean and North American medium.
Hilarity
reigned! Soon it was time to g o . Two days in
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but 5 hours out and the tourers were in 7th
heaven on the 8 miles of downhill from Edith
Cavell to the parking lot. After a final drink
in the Astoria and a heavenly shower in M a r i 
lynn' s room (better than a sneeze Natalie said
to J o h n ) , we started to split. Many thanks were
given to George, leader of the ACC, who did so
much to make the trip a success and to Marilynn
whose guitar was so much appreciated. All agreed
that the trip should be repeated next year, but
as a X-C expedition, since the terrain is mostly
flat and lack of snow at Christmas can make any
possibility of downhill runs impossible.

Prom the Edmonton ACC's "Mountain Breeze":
TONQUIN NEW YEAR
(with profound apologies to Longfellow)
By the shores of the Astoria,
By the shining slopes of Cavell,
Skied the man they call Stefanick,
Leader of a tribe, Stefanick
Edmonton tribe: Eddie, Hans and Mike Bayens, Jo
Ann Creore, Wendy Davis, Ed M o l , Alistair Rankin,
George, Mark and Lorna Stefanick and their friend
Glenna.
Vancouver tribe (with apologies for last names
forgotten): Mary Bussell, Marilyn Rode, Gordon
and Natalie, Julian, John.
'Twas approaching midnight dreary
A s we laboured weak and weary
Over many a tedious crossing of
Astoria's shores.
Suddenly there came a rasping
As of someone gently gasping,
Gasping, and could go no more
Vancouver was mostly on downhill skis. Even
the "flat" places proved impossible without
skins, slow and tiring. There was a brief ex
ploration of the wrong trail by one lost brave.
The day also included lengthy practice in tree
climbing, since the river was not sufficiently
frozen to provide an open trail. Nine hours
after leaving the Cavell hostel, in total dark
ness, the final stragglers arrived at W a t e s 95

Gibson and partook of the first of many feasts.
Life is real, life is earnest
And the table's not its goal.
Roast and pizza^ wine and cheese cake
Peed the body, not the soul —
With all taking turns in the kitchen, exotic
dishes, roasts, breads, pies, biscuits and ham
appeared as if by magic to feed the gluttonous.
Thanks to the Bayens family, we dined on Chinese
food one night with all forced to transport food
to mouth by chopsticks. It is not recorded that
anyone went hungry on that occasion, or any
other.
Amidst the burping, there were still a few
voices crying:
Let us then be up and skiing
With a heart for any fateI
Namely wind slab and white out. But the
hearty did venture to the Fraser glacier, up the
Eremite Valley, to the slopes of Thunderbolt and
Clitheroe, and over the Amethyst Lakes to B.C.
The really brave waxed the toboggan and bombed
down the lower slopes of Outpost onto the slush
of Outpost Lake.
Between the dusk and the whiteout,
When the night is beggining to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's recreation
That is known as "The Happy Hour."
Indeed, many happy hours that had nothing to
do with liquid refreshment:
singing to M a r i 
lynn' s guitar, seeing in the New Year with games
like "Forks", all pitching in for the necessary
wood, water and dish chores; and, of course,
talking, talking, talking.
When, at last, after a week of good cheer,
we waxed those downhill skis and dashed happily
to the cars, we bade a very reluctant farewell
to our merry Vancouver friends, and wished them
a speedy return to Tonquin. The rest of us
waddled home and prepared to diet.
Jo Ann Creore
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SEVEN VERSIONS OF WHAT LIFE WAS LIKE
AT MCGILITVRAY PASS - CHRISTMAS. 1974
Compiled & edited by B. Fairley
Party:

John Naysmith
Bob McMechan (L)
Curtis Kennedy
Gouin Barford
Rob Boyce
Marg Matthews
Helen Lemon
Anthea Farr
Roland Burton
Margot Mann
Bruce Fairley
Vicki Seraphim
Assorted Gremlins in various cars

Dec. 26 - John Naysmith
Boxing Day dawned clouded and rainy. We
were to leave Vancouver by 6:00 A.M., but of
course nobody did. Road conditions were good,
although the Fraser Canyon was slippery with
snow falling from Hope to Lytton (a good sign).
Fourteen miles out of Lytton, one of the grem
lins tore off Bruce's windshield wiper and threw
it in the ditch, so he had to stop for repairs.
Having planned to meet in Lilloet, John and
Curtis, who made the mistake of being punctual,
spent a couple of hours between the devil and
the deep blue sea (the beer parlour, which was
the only open establishment, and tramping the
soaking wet street) waiting for the other cars
to show.
The road to Bralorne was in good condition,
though a gremlin threw a rock up through the
floor of Gouin's car hitting Anthea in the foot.
What with gremlins and vying for road position
with the Spruce Lake trip, we finally reached
our destination, cabin 44 in Bralorne, about
5:00 P.M.
Just as we were all getting comfortable in
the huge warm house which Bob had arranged, we
heard a knock on the door. It seems another
gremlin had led the Spruce Lakers to our door,
having no place of their own, and a motley crew
they were, besides being all "ancients".
Next morning was bedlam, stepping over bods
stretched out everywhere, while making breakfast.
We were able to drive to Pioneer and get off by
nine. Packs weighed from 59 lbs. down to
Roland's disgusting 28 lbs. (a double ended
sleeping bag and a pair of socks).
Between
skins and cross country wax for the more in—
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telligent (it worked well) we made Piebiter
Creek for lunch together about 12:30. The
weather remained cool but sunny.
After lunch all skinned up and followed Rob,
Roland and Gouin through a foot of powder. We
fought our little battles with the HILL and by
5:00 P.M. had reached McGillivray Pass Resort.
The door was dug out, the waterhole found, and
most important, the trail to the outhouse was
packed. We had skied in in 8 hours and could
now look forward to 7 days of powder.
Dec. 28 - Vicki Seraphim
Due to the intense physical exertion which
we had inflicted on our protesting bodies the
day before, we luxuriated in our sleeping bags
until the morning hours had all but waned away.
After having lunch it was decided that a little
exercise might not kill u s , so we all headed off
to Telegraph Ridge following Bob up the steep
west slope, and managed to,squeeze in one run
and a half before dark. Hunger pangs soon made
their presence felt, so an excellent dinner was
quickly prepared - although I may be somewhat
biased as to the quality, seeing as I was the
chief cook. (Note: the table at McGillivray was
definitely not made to seat twelve with any
degree of comfort). After dinner everyone found
their own source of amusement: playing bridge,
reading, guitar picking, knitting and pinball.
The intoxicating mountain air had taken its
effect, however, and it was not long before
twelve little bodies were wrapped up snugly in
their sleeping bags, while visions of powder
snow drifted through their heads.
(Ed.'s note: We feel that some people still
have powder snow drifting through
their heads.)
Dec. 29 - Helen Lemon
Our second day at the cabin arrived, and as
usual we 12 were not too fast in getting going.
I for one am very slow first thing in the morn
ing and displayed my ability to its full poten
tial. I was one of the last to ski off into the
rather blizzardy conditions. The others had
gone up (?) the valley, but by the time we
followed their trail was almost obliterated.
Winds shot down the pass in violent bursts,
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Four f a c e s a t M c G i l l i v r a y P a s s — T o p l e f t : H e l e n L e m o n
T o p right: Roland Burton Bottom left: Margot Mann
Bottom right: Bob McMechan
Photos: Anthea Farr

driving clouds of snow along with them. It
didn't look especially pleasant, but we headed
off anyway.
Fifteen minutes later the weather was even
less attractive; we were in the open valley, so
you could say that the wind had us at its mercy.
Tending to be somewhat veggy (or slack for those
who don't know my terminology) Anthea and I
stopped and pondered the situation. John passed
us indecisive types and went off around a bend.
We decided then to turn back and do a few runs On
the lower slope. Marg and Gouin, who were doing
practice runs on the base of Telegraph ridge,
stopped skiing when we reached them and agreed
that the weather gods had a nasty streak in them.
They told us that Bruce had not yet come down
from Telegraph Ridge, but had left \ an hour
before. We decided to keep an eye out for him
as we headed u p . We zigzagged up the edge of the
slope, stopping now and then for bindings etc.
until we reached the first ridge. To our sur
prise, three bodies, not one were skiing down.
The mystery of the vanished skier was solved 1
Now it was our turn to gracefully glide down the
powder filled slope. If only I could I We got
down, but the powder was heavier than the day
before. Carving snowplow S's and occasional ex
clamation marks, (splat), we caught up to Curtis,
Roland and Bruce at the bottom. They left for
another run, while Anthea and I returned to the
cabin. It was still snowing profusely.
The group who had skied up to the end of the
pass arrived back late, just before supper. They
had not succeeded in finding the Star cabin (not
to be confused with Paul S t a r r ) . Again our
cabin was crowded with snowy figures, wet toques
and mitts and methodically dripping boots cram
med in the rafters. People skidded into the
sunken pole, bumped heads on low doorways and
fell off the trails to the water and the outhouse.
The hazards of daily life at McGillivray. Other
minute details such as the full scale cleaning
of all mouse droppings from shelves and counters
were taken care of. By now Bruce had proved him
self as den mother: "Bruce, where's the cheese
gone?" etc.
Dinner?? Well dins was a yummy spaghet
special with Lemon Lemon pudding (why wouldn't
they eat i t ? ) . A perfect ending for a pefect
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day (chuckle).
D e c . 30 - Rob Boyce
The keeners, Bruce and Bob, were up while it
was still dark. But by the time the stove was
lit, water fetched and mush cooked, it was get
ting light. The objective was M t . McGillivray,
by its west ridge; and the two were off just as
the full moon set behind an orange tinged moun
tain. Trail-breaking was slow, and Curtis and
Roland soon caught u p . Where the rocky spine of
the ridge began, skis were doffed, first lunch
consumed, and Margot and Bob appeared.
Navigation of the ridge then began. But as
it was sawtooth, knife-edged, corniced and dis
playing non-trivial exposure, it was deemed un
healthy. Roland began a marathon of punching
holes in the snow, all along the base of the
rock (where we should have s k i e d ) . Then a very
steep slope was attacked head on, and nothing
would seem to make it avalanche. The knob at
the top was designated the peak, as M t . M c 
Gillivray was still too far away. The view was
good nonetheless. We returned to the skis
(SLOG) and went off for a quick climb of Royal,
joining Marg, Gouin, and John (.who destroyed a
Ramy on his way u p ) . Anthea and Helen followed
tracks up as far as the col, and waited for the
others to come down from Royal. But Vicki, who
was slightly disoriented, had to be original.
She followed the tracks of the McGillivray
attempt, and thought she had climbed " M t . Crown".
The ski down through the deep powder was
quite hilarious for some skiers, and all arrived
back at approximately dark.
After dinner, the cooks planned a "special"
dessert. "Hey, this pudding isn't set. Tastes
funny toot" Roland held up a half- full bottle
of overproof rum. "The proof is in the pudding."
D e c . 31 - Margot Mann
The last day of the year was a day of rest
for all but Gouin and Marg, who being Keen* went
off downhill skiing. Rafter crawling - a new
indoor sport - ended with Curtis impaled over
the beam in the roof, and emptying part of his
lunch onto Rob's sleeping bag. After a harrow
ing escape, he concluded that skiing was much
safer, thus the final 1974 edition of the Curtis
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Kennedy Ski School" began. Helen, Vicki and
Anthea were taught the techniques of parallel
turning down a packed run (20 feet long) into a
creek bed.
Turkey, imported B.C. wine and Roland's rum
and vanilla pudding eggnogs highlighted dins.
The bridge fanatics - Marg, Gouin, Bruce and
Curtis - played their game for the rest of the
year, stopping only for flare watching and our
telecommunication hookup with other trips at
9:00, and to say Happy New Year at 12:00. D e 
ciding that playing until the end of '75 wasn't
worth it, they finally called it quits and hit
the sack at about 12:30.
•Keen - getting u p , having breakfast and going
outside before the others are up, but
taking 3 hours to put on skis (???)
before leaving.
J a n . 1 - Margot again
Half of another beautiful morning had passed
before the first people stumbled out of the
cabin into the sunshine. Most of us eventually
took off towards Royal for downhilling, but
Gouin, desiring more exercise, headed up the
pass to do a successful east-west traverse of
Telegraph Ridge, with only Marg along to slow
him down.
Roland led the main group up Royal, and
Curtis showed us the proper way of flying down.
Two hours up, followed by an hour of picking
oneself u p , completed the day's adventure. The
instructor (Curtis), failing to note any im
provement in his students' performances, retired
in disgust.
Supper was punctuated by a violent lovers
quarrel between Helen and John. Although they
came to blows, John's gay wit and Heien's ruth
less. . .charm, brought them to an admittedly
tenuous reconciliation. Mother Bruce whipped up
his special "sack" to keep us happy that night.
J a n . 2 - Anthea Parr
Bruce, Rob, Gouin and Marg (the advance
party of keeners) left early to climb M t . M c 
Gillivray via the route from the eastern end of
the p a s s . The not-quite-so-keeners emerged
somewhat later. The weather was grayish with
little white things coming out of the sky at u s ;
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Bob McMechan -

M c G i l l i v r a y P a s s , by C u r t i s

Kennedy

CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS

1974

HOW WE CLIMBED NEVADO DE TOLUCA,
IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING
Nevado de Toluca is a very broad, 15,000
foot extinct volcano, about sixty-five miles
south-west of Mexico City. To compensate for
its great height, there is a road up to the two
lakes near the top. With only thiss information
plus the AAA road map which proved to be totally
inaccurate, we set off.
We arrived in Mexico City after eight hours
of bus-riding and took the first hotel we could
find. Next morning we left half our baggage
at the hotel and took a bus to Toluca, a city
just bigger than Burnaby. Here we bought several
day's high-altitude rations, consisting of five
loaves of bread and four tins of fish, also some
apples and oranges and devilled ham and candies,
and several tins of refried beans. When design
ing our rations, an appropriate allowance was
made for the fact that Roland had had "Tourista"
for the past four days and probably wouldn't be
eating much.
From Toluca we took a bus towards unpro
nounceable, but after Bill had been practicing
Spanish for a while with the person sitting next
to him, we were pretty sure we were on the wrong
bus, so we got off. Here we had some good luck
in meeting a girl who not only knew where the
mountain was but spoke excellent English, and
she put us onto another bus, so crowded that we
were unable to take off our packs, and this took
us to somewhere not on our map. From where this
bus dumped us we walked about half a mile to
where we were able to flag down another bus,
which took us five miles to where a sign said
"Nevado de Toluca 20 km" and an arrow pointing
up a dirt road. This was very encouraging as it
was the first indication that we weren't h o p e 
lessly lost. We decided to camp, partly because
Roland was sick again, or still. After a n o u r 
ishing meal of refried beans washed down with
Pepsi (Roland had Pepsi and Sulfa instead), w e
slept. Bill had hallucinations about six-inch
spiders, and Roland spent much of the night
chasing puma or coyotes or maybe goats, away
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from the fly sheet.
Next morning we got a ride in a modestsized vehicle which had already had five people
and two large excited dogs in i t . The road was
excellent, though narrow, and our driver enjoyed!
skidding around the corners on thin layers of
hail left from yesterday's storm. The mountain
spread before u s . We parked, left our packs on
the roof of some recently built ruins, and the
three of us started up some well-worn paths to
what we thought might be the summit. The summit
is on the edge of one of the big craters which
contain the two lakes, and we ended up walking
along the edge of the craters for a mile or so,
and even did a few feet of rock-climbing, brush
ing a few small black lizards off the rock. We
finally arrived at a high point which we guessed
was about lh miles from the summit, but another
party, which had preceded us told us that we were
in fact on top. "Esa es viente matros mas alto
que la otra.") We soon met a party of nineteen
hikers from Mexico's oldest climbing club, and
they gave us their address. We ran back to the
parking lot and thumbed our way down the road
and eventually back to the buses, suffering
nothing worse than a free meal, a night in freez
ing rain, and mild discomfort. Bill set his
altimeter at the top at 15,040, and from this we
were able to determine the following altitudes:
Lakes, parking lot
Our camp for 2 nights
Mexico City

13,650'
11,500'
7,500'
(approx.)
Roland Burton

February 27
SPEARHEADS TRIP

A SPRING SKI-TOURING SPECTACULAR
April 27 May 6
Characters:

Rob Boyce
Jacques Bilinski - a mountaineer
Graham Lorimer - an engineer
Stuart Lynne - a skier
Vicki Seraphim - the token female
Rob Boyce - journalist
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Plot: To traverse through the Spearhead and
Fitzsimmons Ranges and somehow arrive at
Sphinx Camp.
Time: Late afternoon, May 1, 1974.
Scene: Outside a snowcave on the rim of Decker
Glacier. Wind, cloud, flying snow and
cold much in evidence. The sun is n o t .
Vicki is inside, keeping warm under three
sleeping bags. Rob is trying to unfold
frozen skins. Stuart, Jacques and Graham
are huddled over a map.
Stuart:

That icefall there's got to be at the
snout of Trorey Glacier.
Graham: Impossible. It's on the other side of
Decker.
Jacques: You're both crazy, etc.
. . . . Total whiteout returns . . . .
We all look at each other and the ageless
question springs to mind: "What the hell are we
doing here?"
W e l l , it all started this way
I was to meet Stuart and truck at the Black
Tusk Road at 5 PM April 26. At this time I was
still mushing down the switchbacks (from Sphinx
C a m p ) , with a broken ski-pole, and half the
equipment for the trip. I reached the road at
7, just as Stuart and his brother got there.
After I gratefully accepted Margot's poles, we
headed for Whistler. Since it was late and
generally bad conditions, we left organization
for the morrow. The clothes of a sloppy Sphinx
were hung to dry.
A peaceful sleep was broken at 6:30 AM by
Graham, Jacques and Vicki. Since good weather
and enthusiasm were lacking, we played darts
and ping-pong, and ate breakfast for a while.
The food and equipment divvied up and carried
down to the truck. Valuables and heavy items
were left in Jacques' car. We took the truck as
far as it would go up a logging road behind the
Ski-Boot, and waved good-bye to Stuart's brother
in the truck. After repacking and tying on skis,
we hoisted packs (oompht) and began. Time:
12:30.
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The road went only \ mile further, so lunch
was called in order to lighten our packs. (65 lb.
+ skis.) Now we let our skis carry u s , as at
2800' there was yet 8 f t . of snow. We headed up
eastward through the trees, finding many excuses
to stop, and eventually camped at 3500' to 4000',
as we were tired. When it got cool, I found I'd
misplaced my toque and mitts, and Jacques his
toque. We made a comfortable camp, complete
with cook pit, had a leisurely dinner, sang a
bit, then went to bed; all before dark. We won
dered if we should change our watches, like at
Sphinx. Hence, "'Daylight Wasting Time' Camp"
was established.
Day 2 began fairly early, but with such
packs, and frequent rest stops, we didn't pro
gress quickly. It was warm among the trees but
became breezy as we reached treeline. We tried
to find out where we were, then as the clouds
lifted we could see the runs on Whistler. It
cleared up nicely during supper, giving good
views westward. Jacques, Stuart and Graham
climbed a bump, then Stuart skied down, missing
camp in the dusk. Vicki spotted the first star
and wished on i t . Due to the sight of the Green
River Valley below u s , this was dubbed "Riverview Camp".
We discovered (the hard way) that white gas
was leaking into the granola. It was cloudy but
hot as we sweated up the north side of a ridge,
with the annoying buzz of the Whistler chopper
overhead. Prom the ridge-crest we walked down
on to Horstman Glacier, then toured up to its
head. A fixed line was set up around a hole,
then we skied down to a rockpile for lunch.
While there, the chopper dumped some downhill
skiers at the top of Blackcomb Glacier, and we
watched their antics. Their guide came over to
u s , asking such questions as, "Are you coming
down today? Are you skiing the glaciers?
Where
do you stay?" Then continuing up Blackcomb
Glacier to the Blackcomb-Spearhead Col, Stuart,
Jacques and I climbed 7995' Blackcomb (10 min.
u p ) , while Vicki and Graham started down toward
Decker Glacier to look for a camp spot. We beat
a hasty retreat before a storm, but whiteout was
near total before donning skis. Camp was set up
just below the col at 7500'. A semi-igloo was
constructed to shelter the kitchen in prepara—
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tion for a mammoth supper (BURP).
"The tent's trying to eat m e ! "
"What's this wet thing in my face?"
A t 2 AM Graham and Stuart went out to reset
tent lines in extreme wind. We found out why
tunnel entrances are useful on tents.
Dawn was the inside of a turbulent milk
bottle. It rained in the tents. Packs outside
filled with powder snow and the kitchen was a
bear trap. Sleeping bags were put in Graham's
tent and we sat around a brewing pot of tea in
the Crestline. People took turns getting wet
digging a snow-cave down the hill, later working
in pairs. We tried cooking inside it
Poked
more holes in the roof and it still didn't work
well. In a sort-of clearing, Jacques and Stuart
climbed 8000' Spearhead.
The snow-cave was eventually palatial for
five occupants, and its size, along with all the
roof vents and a too-high door made it rather
cool that night, but still better than a rainy
tent. This camp became known as "Ice Station
Zebra".
The weather remained much the same, although
blue patches would occasionally zip by overhead,
and we'd see a mysterious icefall. We noted the
unscheduled shortage of gas (from melting snow)
and excess of some foods. Much eating and cardplaying ensued. We eventually went yo-yo skiing
then suddenly we could SEE. A scramble to pack
and we're off by 5 PM. Contouring around the
two Decker Glaciers, we came to a steep slope
and were forced up, finally coming to an 'edge'
below a cornice. Sunset. The cornice proved '
minimal, and carrying our skis up an exhausting
slope, we arrived on the ridge-crest and walked
down to a 7700' col, just east of Decker M t n .
By moonlight, camp was set up and Wedge Mtn.
first observed (promising w e a t h e r ) . Stuart
introduced us to the one-ski-outhouse (recommend
e d ) . Under windy and generally arctic con
ditions, our abode was christened "Upper Decker
Camp".
(Quote from my journal) "A casual observer
might be
a) amused
b ) amazed
c) nauseated
d) all of the above
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e) none of the above
to see five demonic figures, silhouetted against
the mountains in the moonlight, disporting about
an altar, chanting:
'Sing around the Primus, join
the Vampire Girls.
Lots of laughter, lots of fun,
Lots of blood for ev'ry one,
Howl at the moon when day is done.'
Actually we were thawing our toes to the B.B.
Polka and Salty Dog Rag (which the dinner later
tasted l i k e ) . Just for fun we also recited:
'Double, double, toil and trouble,
White gas burn and billy bubble.'
in e*se we never climbed M t . MacBeth. (We didn't)
So to bed.
Day 6 was, of course, whited out, and this
time it was snowing inside the tents. Had
frozen boots and poptarts for breakfast. As the
sun was briefly appearing, we skied up 7900*
Decker (20 m i n . ) .
"We sat on the snow and looked
at the clouds far below u s . We nibbled Camel
Dung."
The weather hadn't discouraged the chopper,
as amid more route-finding difficulties, we
crossed Trorey Glacier. (Stuart climbed 8075'
M t . T r o r e y ) . Then we went up to the notch north
of M t . Pattison. Had lunch and sucked icicles
here. There's an almighty great drop on the
other side, so we had to traverse and walk down
to Tremor Glacier. The clouds continued rising
as we crossed the 'ruts* (yo-yo tracks) and up
the other side of the glacier, eating snow all
the way. (No gas to melt snow, remember?) The
ceiling reached the col north of Tremor just as
we did, and you could see back as far as the
Green valley. But ahead - nothing. So we
splurged and melted a cup each of cold water,
mixed in jello, and added a cup of snow. When
you're tired and thirsty, it tastes fantastic,
but COLD. We then scrambled up the ridge to
8840' Tremor, the peak of our career. Prom the
top the view was spotty, and we could see clouds
forming as the wind rose up out of the Fitz
simmons valley, the moisture condensing with
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altitude. Then Platform Glacier started to
clear, so we contoured around it, past an im
mense wind cirque. Jacques and Stuart went to
climb 8754' Shudder. But it soon whited out
again and started getting dark. The glacier
didn't get flat, in fact got steeper. So we
designated camp and dug tent platforms at about
8300' . Stuart and Jacques appeared, noting
we're all covered in frost. We had a cold
supper, then went to bed with all our clothes
on.
The next morn provided no incentive to rise.
For lunch we consumed 2 boxes of SWT's, 1 lb. of
peanut butter, 24 o z . of jam, and 1 lb. of cheese
in an hour, while we were all squeezed into the
Crestline. To amuse ourselves, we played all
kinds of "shut-in" games and read inspiring
passages from the new VOC Journal. Stuart went
out for 5 minutes and reported he'd been to Rip
saw Glacier. During supper he gave a burnt
offering of mushroom soup to the weather gods,
and its tasty effect on the pot caused him to
lose all brownie points gained in the one-ski
affair. This must've been noticed by the gods,
as it cleared that night, and the wind 'fresh
ened'. We named this "Camp Siberia".
Graham got us up at 5^30 AM. It was u n 
bearably cold and the sun was hidden by The Rip
saw. But the view was almost worth i t . We
seemed to be on the top of the world, with all
of Garibaldi Park spread orangely before our
feet. The sky was utterly clear. Needless to
say, we packed quickly, and in removing my ski
from the snow, it emitted a CRACK J Four faces
stared. "I thought you said that was a metal
ski." W e l l , the base and edges are OK.
And
there's a cable guide on each side of the break
Seems to work
So we crossed through a wind-canyon to Rip
saw Glacier, to be greeted by the sun and the
McBride Range. Straight across the top of the
glacier, a notch revealed a giddy 1000' drop to
Curtain Glacier, so we backed off and headed
downslope. Stuart and Jacques climbed The Rip
saw. Next, we contoured across Naden Glacier,
and down the MacBeth. Then a longish avalanche
slope was crossed to gain lago Glacier. It
could have been avoided by going 'way down on
the glacier, but proved pretty stable.
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Up lago Glacier, then we had to doff skis
and drop 200 feet to Diavolo Glacier. Proceed
ing high up the north side of the glacier we
got trapped above a rock band, and had to ski
back - oopst - past an open gobbler, and up the
main body of the glacier. Near the top it was
crusty enough to necessitate walking, and we
came out at a col practically at the top of M t .
Benvolio, 8564', so Graham climbed it. While
waiting Stuart climbed 8598' Overlord M t n .
Photography all along was excellent. The route
rounded Overlord to the north, with substantial
sideslipping, followed by a beautiful run down
to the flat on O l o r d glacier. A spectacular
wipeout en route didn't seem to affect my busted
ski. By sunset, we were over Whirlwind-Fissile
saddle, and having a long ski-run down to Russet
Lake cabin, which was completed by moonlight.
While digging for water on the lake, we could
see that our weather reprieve was ended. We
found 3 people in the cabin, whom we kept long
awake with our talking and eating.
g
Quote from journal: "Got up and ate x 10 ."
Our cache was found in good order. (Graham and
a friend had brought 25 lb. of food into the
cabin on April 16.) After hanging from a beam
for 19 days, it suddenly came crashing down.
Jacques nearly lots his kneecaps when the ladder
and I descended on them. The weather was repul
sive, so we did nothing; with all the food and
gas, livin' was easy. Vicki washed her hair.
After % hour's search, Stuart's contact lens was
found in the compass he was using for a mirror.
Graham noted that both his skis were delaminating.
The weather was merely poor the next day, so
with heavy packs again, we moved out. No longer
having illusions of skiing into the Cheakamus
Valley, we'd instead go over Whistler, and get
our skis fixed. Then we'd go up the Cheakamus
Lake road and arrive at Sphinx camp via Helm Ck.
But in a whiteout on top of Flute, the decision
was made to go home. It tried to rain, and con
ditions on Whistler were just scungy.
(moguls
and g o r p ) . Another whiteout hid our marvellous
style skiing down, so it was a soppy group that
assembled in the parking lot. The logistics
problem of stuffing 5 people + gear into Jacques*
Pinto (no roof rack) was solved by the timely
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arrival of Graham's neighbour, whose van took 3
packs.
The afterparty was held in Graham's living
room that night, where all leftovers were claim
ed or disposed o f . Then we returned to the u n 
familiar world of warmth, lights, rain, and
sleep.
ROUTE DESCRIPTION
Basically we followed the route in VOCJ '64,
with minor changes, producing the following
suggestions:
1.
2.

3.

4.

One may as well use Horstman Glacier as
approach to Blackcomb Gla.
When crossing from Decker to Trorey Glacier,
stay low on the gentle slopes and cross the
flat-topped ridge at 7200'. We went too
high and were forced upward by steep slopes,
and had to camp in the col.
Do not use the recommended notch north of
M t . Pattison. It is bad. The south col
gives better access to climb Pattison (and
Trorey) and would involve less descent to
Tremor Glacier.
The Fitzsimmons - Benvolio col is a better
and lower approach to O'lord Glacier than
our route.
OTHER NOTES

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

It can get very cold and stormy at this time
of year, so carry appropriate clothes. Also
frozen boots are horrible.
Check before starting that you have toque,
mitts, pots
Also that equipment func
tions perfectly.
Russet Lake is a good drop spot, and saves
the expense, and bother of searching for an
airdrop. Even this cache wasn't needed.
(We were told an airdrop would be necessary.)
Don't put mushroom soup in the pot until the
snow is melted.
Practice snow-caving before your life depends
on i t .
Take more white gas than you think you'll
need (for melting s n o w ) . We used 1% - 2
pints/day.
Much has already been written about food
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planning (I used articles in VOCJ ' 72 & •73
plus other sources) so I won't say much.
Besides, reading is no substitute for ex
perience. We found we had leftover dried
fruit, must, TP, crackers, and Kendal Mint
Cake. There was not enough brown sugar,
powdered milk, tang, and Camel Dung. Del
icacies (cheesecake, fudge, etc.) are appre
ciated more in this environment.
CHILKO LAKE EXPEDITION
July 2 0 August 4
Party:

David Lemon

Dave Lemon
Pat Javorski
Grant McCormack

Gouin Barford
Peter Jordan
Ellen Woodd

During February, Grant and I began thinking
about what sort of climbing we could do that
summer as an encore after the successful M t .
Robson trip. We decided that we would like to
go to the Coast Range for a change, and to see
if we could find an unclimbed peak or something.
After seeing Peter Jordan's slide show on the
Falls River area, we decided that the Interior
side of the Coast Range had to be the place.
Peter suggested a group of peaks on the western
side of Chilko Lake, on the Northern side of
Franklyn Arm as being possibly unclimbed. We
also were interested in the peaks at the head
of Girdwood Creek, and the nearby presence of
Good Hope Mountain, (10630') was also a tempta
tion.
We decided to cross the lake in canoes,
these being the easiest to transport on small
cars, and to expand the trip to about 6 people
as this seemed to be the ideal number for ease
of movement in the mountains and safety on the
water. Three other people materialized in the
forms of Ellen Wood, Pat Javorski, and Gouin
Barford. We borrowed three canoes from various
sources: one 14' wood and canvas canoe from
Charlie Brown (which had to be repaired), a 1 7 '
fibreglass freight canoe from the Leightons, and
a 16' fibreglass canoe from Bob Brusse.
Since Grant was working in Smithers and
Gouin was in Nanaimo, Peter, Ellen, Pat and I
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spent the first 2 weeks of July busily repair
ing the small canoe, buying food and rounding
up paddles and lifejackets. We also spent the
time fervently hoping that it would stop rain
ing. It had been raining for about 2 weeks,
almost steadily.
By Thursday 18 July everything was finally
ready. Peter and Ellen left Friday morning to
take the long scenic route via Duffey L a k e .
They were to meet the rest of us in Williams
Lake Saturday at noon, when Grant's bus from
Smithers was to arrive.
The rest of us left Friday evening, after
Gouin arrived from Nanaimo. We left at about
10 P.M. and finally gave up for the night at
Emory Creek, just past Hope.
The next day we drove to Williams Lake and
met the rest of the group at the bus station.
We then drove west from Williams Lake. The pave
ment ends after about 20 miles. From there it
was 104 miles of dirt road over the rolling
Chilcotin Plateau. We drove west to Hanceville,
turned south down the Taseko River, then west
again on the Nemaia Valley road. (See attached
m a p , # 1 ) . We finally arrived on the Eastern
shore of Chilko Lake, about toalfway down its
length after 6 hours of driving from Williams
Lk.
Being exhausted and sore, we decided to have
dinner, sack out and take the next day to get
organized.
July 21
When we got u p , the lake was glass calm.
This was a necessary condition for our crossing
i t . Our canoes w e r e heavily loaded and the
lake is about 5 miles wide and very cold.
We got our stuff organized and parked the
cars in the trees. We then decided to spend
the day observing the weather and recovering
from the previous day's gruelling drive. Chilko
Lake behaves in many ways like a wind tunnel.
The southern half of the lake sticks into the
heart of the heavily glaciated Coast Range, with
the result that very strong winds blow down the
40 mile length of the lake. Calm conditions on
the lake require a very stable high pressure
area. That day we had a graphic demonstration
of just what the wind could do on the lake.
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During the morning we paddled over to the small
island near our camp. At 11:00 the wind began
to blow. By 11:30, when we had returned to camp,
there were 3-foot breakers on the beach.
July 22
It was still windy and very rough with an
overcast sky. The lake did not calm down at
night as we had hoped. We hiked to the point
south of our camp and explored a number of old
burned-out cabins.
July 23
The weather cleared, but the wind continued
unabated. Frustration began to build up in camp.
This was perfect climbing weather and we could
see the peaks we had come for, barred from us by
3 miles of cold, rough water.
That afternoon, to relieve boredom, we
canoed (empty) around the large point to the
north and went fishing in Nemaia Creek. There
we met a guided American fishing party from the
lodge at the north end of the lake. They caught
large numbers of fish; we didn't catch any.
We returned to camp via a portage through a
swamp (it was too rough to round the point
against the w i n d ) . On the way we found a lake
stack - a large rock pillar standing beside the
cliffs. It was very rotten and we had no ropes,
so it remains unclimbed.
Back at camp we decided that if we could not
cross the next day, we would head for Mt. Tatlow,
a 10000' peak on our side of the lake. It was
a 3 day trip, so we had not gone before, in case
the lake calmed down.
July 24
At 5:15 A.M. the lake was relatively calm.
We decided to try it. By 6:00 A.M. we were
packed and on the water. Clouds began to build
up and we could see wind advancing down the lake.
By 6:30 we were in the middle and the swells
were becoming quite large. By 7:00, when we
reached a sheltered bay on the other side, they
were very large.
We stopped for a short breakfast and then
tried to go down the shore to Tredcroft Creek.
It was too rough. We were forced to camp in the
bay. The bush was too thick to pack along the
shore.
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G o u i n B a r f o r d — c a n o e i n g on C h i l k o L a k e , by P e t e r Jordan

July 25
At 5:00 a.m. it was perfectly clear and
calm. We loaded the canoes and sped effort
lessly down to Tredcroft Creek on the smooth
water. After beaching the canoes in the bush
and hoisting our spare food into a tree out of
reach of bears etc., we started off at 9:45 a.m.
up Tredcroft Creek with five days food in our
horribly heavy packs. We intended to pack up
the creek to its first southern tributary, and
then up that to timberline in the cirque below
our peaks.
The bush was unbelievably bad. Contrary to
Peter's (hereafter named Captain Bush) adver
tisement, it had little trees, and old burn,
undergrowth galore and at least one hundred
billion mosquitoes and black flies. We made it
to timberline (four miles and two thousand
vertical feet) by 7:00 p.m.
It was a gorgeous little valley: four steep
rocky peaks, with glaciers and graceful snow
ridges. Almost worth the incredible pack u p I
We set up camp on a sandy bench and crashed
out by 10:00 p.m.
July 26
We got up late - 10:00 and set off in gor
geous weather for the most southerly peak, 8800
feet +/- by the map. We ascended to the col
between it and the 8600' peak and gased down at
Franklyn Arm beneath our feet. Directly across
the Arm was the Glasgow Lakes cirque, with Good
Hope Mountain and three other ten thousand
footers.
Ellen and Pat decided to relax in the col.
Gouin, Peter, Grant and I roped up and started
up the East ridge. It was mixed snow and rock,
very enjoyable with one rather tricky loose
class 4 section near the beginning. After that
there was some steep snow, and then the summit.
W e were grievously disappointed to find a
cairn on top. It had been climbed in 1969 by
Rolf Kllerhals and Basil Dunnel. We had, how
ever, a second ascent by a new route, as they
had come up the south side, not the east ridge
as we had. We descended by the same route and
returned to camp, hoping that perhaps they had
not climbed all of them.
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July 27
Gouin remained In camp with a case of the
flu (nicknamed Barford's B a r f ) . The weather was
again fantastic. The lake appeared utterly
smooth. We decided to climb the highest peak a 9000'er, north-west of yesterday's second
ascent. A t the toe of its eastern glacier, we
split u p ; Peter and Grant went up via the North
East ridge - very steep, rotten snow, a bergschrund and some rotten rock. Ellen, Pat and I
crossed the Eastern glacier, and went up the
snow on the south side to meet Peter and Grant
on the summit. There were spectacular views of
the Coast Range peaks, including the Waddington
Range, the Homathko Ice Field and the Lillooet
Ice C a p . It was Pat's first mountain, and a
second ascent by new routes for both parties.
W e again found Kellerhals' and Dunnel's names in
the summit cairn.
July 28
Clear, calm, warm again! Gouin felt poorly
still and stayed in camp. Pat decided to remain
in camp as well, so Ellen, Grant, Peter and I
set off to climb the last peak within easy reach
of camp, an 8600'er at the eastern edge of the
group. We hiked slowly up to the col at the
foot of the NE ridge, which really was a snow
buttress. It looked easy. It wasn't. The
buttress was very steep - about 45-50 , and the
snow was rather rotten. It required continual
belaying and protection with snow flukes for
about 800 - 1000' of very steep snow climbing,
straight up the crest of the buttress. It was
a very beautiful route, but quite hairy in spots.
We reached the summit by about 4:00 p.m.
There was no cairn. It was a first ascent. For
Ellen, Grant and I, it was our first unclimbed
peak. (About #8 for Peter!) The party was
ecstatic - our main purpose had been achieved we had been where no one else had been before.
After building a cairn we found, to top off our
triumph, an easy descent route down a gully on
the western side. This brought us up to the col
between our first ascent and the 8800'er. Walk
ing three feet off the ground and turning cart
wheels, we returned to camp to give Gouin and
Pat the news.
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July 29
Gouin was still not feeling well when we left
at 11:00 to go back to the lake. To avoid the
horrible bush, we decided to go over the ridge
and straight down to the lake, instead of follow
ing the creek. It was just as bad, if not worse.
After eight hours, we reached the mouth of Tred
croft Creek and set up camp.
July 30
Barford's Barf had been spreading. Gouin
was better, but now Grant was suffering. We
declared a day of rest. The weather remained
clear, calm and warm. That afternoon, Peter,
Gouin, Ellen and I paddled down to the mouth of
Franklyn Arm on a sightseeing trip.
That evening we decided to abandon our plans
for Good Hope Mtn., because there was not much
time left, the weather on the lake could be so
bad (especially in the Arm) and because the bush
was unpleasant. We therefore decided to cross
the lake and climb Tatlow instead.
July 31
At 7:00 a.m. the lake was calm, the weather
clear. We loaded up and paddled across slowly.
Back at camp, we all had a bath in the small
lagoon, which was shallow enough to be warm.
Captain Bush guaranteed no bad bush, so we packed
and loaded up the cars for an attempt on Tatlow.
(10,043')
August 1
The weather was again superb. We drove back
to Nemaia Lake and parked the cars. We then
bushwhacked south up a ridge to a high camp in
the meadows in sight of M t . Tatlow. It was very
hot and the mosquitoes were unbelievably bad.
Grant had recovered, but Pat succumbed to
Barford's Barf. The rest of us were in fear and
trembling. W e spent the evening in the tents
with mosquitoe netting done u p . The mosquitoes
didn't go in at night.
August 2
Everyone except Pat got up at 4:00 a.m. to
climb Tatlow. We had hoped to avoid the m o s 
quitoes this way. It didn't work.
Tatlow is a very easy climb — just a scramble
up the long eastern talus slope and a bit of
snow and class 3 rock at the summit. The view
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was spectacular: to the west, the Coast Range
with Mount Waddington and thousands of other
peaks; the eastern vista included the almost
flat Chilcotin plateau.
The return to camp was okay; the wind got
rid of the b u g s .
August 3
We got up at 3:00 a.m. to avoid the b u g s ,
(they were really that bad...) The hike back
down in the dawn was strangely beautiful, with
the hot darkness giving way to a golden haze.
W e found a cattle trail that took us directly
back to the cars. W e loaded up and drove to
Williams Lake, stopping for a bath in the Taseko
River on the way.
The trip home had its bad points - it was
very h o t ; there was no beer in Williams Lake and
my car broke down. Fortunately we were able to
fix i t . After camping somewhere off the road
at 100 Mile House, we arrived back in Vancouver
by the evening of August 4*
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SPECIAL FEATURES
TWO SLACK TRIPS AND SOME NOTES
ON SNOW-CAVING
JJulian Harrison
In late January John Spouge, Roland Burton,
Carol Frost, Jack Dennett, Tom Tiedge, maybe
some others, and I avoided going up M t . Cheam in
the rain and headed for the colder climes of
Manning Park. We ended up making an overnight
trip to Blackwall Lookout and back. John and I
spent the night in a fairly adequate snow-cave
excavated in 1% hours with nothing more than two
cooking pots as shovels.
The following month I took 3 miserable little
Boy Scouts snow-caving just below the first peak
of M t . Seymour. I was ably assisted by Bryan
Harris, John Spouge, and Liz Dufresne. About 10
or 12 man-hours and maybe % Boy Scout-hour of
digging produced a palatial cave with two bed
rooms and a common kitchen.
These trips, along with the usual Sphinxcamp rabbit-warren experiences, produced the
following observations:
a) Given good snow banks to cut into, 2 people
can make a survival-sized cave in 1 hour with
pretty rudimentary tools.
b ) The roof above where you plan to sleep must
be domed and, preferably smooth. A ridge in
the roof will most assuredly drip if it
sticks out more than h inch from the roof.
c) Cooking inside a snow cave is fine, but the
pots must have tight-fitting lids. One open
pot of boiling water causes a fog that r e 
duces visibility to 1 foot within 10 seconds.
This gets clothes damp, but, worst of all,
saturates the roof. In heavy snow, this will
cause the roof to drip. In light, compacted
powder this will cause the roof to sag,
possibly as much as 2 feet in one night. (In
case you are wondering, it is impossible to
dig caves in un-compacted powder.) The
problem is largely alleviated if you cook in
a small alcove whose domed roof is higher
than that of the sleeping area; thus the
steam rises to the highest possible point,
and does not get trapped by the roof immedr
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lately above your sleeping-bags.
d) The thinner the layer of snow above you, the
greater Its chance of collapsing, and the
colder the interior temgerature.
e) A t temperatures below 0 P, you may wish to
make the entrance tunnel lower than the in
side floor, to conserve heat. This is not
necessary above O P , at which temperature you
may even find a vent hole in the roof, at
least when cooking, preferable.
f) Digging caves is warm, strenuous work, but
you should realize that you will get very wet
and will find it difficult to dry out later
in the cave. I suspect that the best attire
for digging consists of a very complete set
of rain-gear with little underneath.
A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OP A TRIP
ON THE SOUTH THOMPSON RIVER
B. Fairley
For a variety of reasons, the VOC trip down
the Thompson which I had planned for July did
not materialize. I had lost my own canoe while
coming down the Squamish earlier in the summer,
when we flipped about h mile from the point at
which we intended to pull out. Unfortunately,
we went over right in front of one of the log
jams which logging companies clog the river with,
and these jams love nothing more than a good
juicy canoe. The jam certainly lost no time
with mine - grab, munch, munch, swallow. My
partner and I both escaped and landed on top of
the log pile. So after a couple of aborted sal
vage attempts I was rather Sick of the river
canoeing business, and gave it up for the rest
of the summer. There was also a lack of inter
est in the Thompson trip, and an even greater
lack of experience.
However, in the first week of September, I
was invited to accompany the 29th Venturer
Company down the Thompson on the trip I had been
thinking of earlier - from Savona to Ashcroft.
Lee Wilks, a friend of mine who runs this group,
is himself an expert paddler, and much of his
expertise rubs off on the boys he works with.
The trip is undeniably an exciting one, and the
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prospect of canoeing the river with exper
ienced people was enough to shake me out of
my canoeing lethargy. I had been down the
Thompson with Lee and his group before, and we
were also to rendezvous with some experienced
paddlers from Kamloops.
We drove to Savona on Friday, Sept. 5, and
camped beside the river, that night. The next
morning the Kamloops crew arrived and we organ
ized teams for each canoe. I was paired with
Greg, one of the Venturers; Bailers, floats,
extra paddles and lunches were secured to the
canoes; packs were left in the cars. We launched
the canoes at about 9:30.
The summer of 1974 was not a good one for
river canoeing in the province. Perhaps it was
because more people were taking to the sport; at
any rate serious accidents and some fatalities
occurred on the Fraser, the Squamish and a num
ber of Interior rivers. Conditions were some
what unusual. There was a later run-off coupled
with heavy rains in early summer in some parts
of the province, followed by a long dry spell.
Rivers rose and fell in patterns different from
previous summers.
I had been down this stretch of the Thompson
on two previous occasions, but the river this
year was much lower than I had ever remembered
i t . The trip from Savona involves about seven
sets of rapids, which are rated up to grade 4
on the international river classification and
many of which result from railroad bridges which
span the river, mounted on massive concrete
pilons. One must choose an appropriate opening
and shoot through. The river is wide enough
that alternate courses may be selected at rapid
sites. From Ashcroft to Lytton there are many
sets of grade 4 and 5 rapids, and this section
of the river is only suitable for experts, in
closed boats.
We arrived at the first bridge in no time.
The lead canoe decided to sneak through the
pilons on the far left; we were third canoe and
decided to follow. We got through the pilons
alright, but then it suddenly became necessary
to swing out into the centre of the river in
order to avoid some pretty hairy boils. Unfor
tunately, the canoes were a bit bunched up by
this time, and we were almost on top of the lead
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boat. I decided, rather than to cut down the
manouverability of both canoes, to plough
straight through the heavy waves, assuming that
if we hit them straight on quickly, we could ride
them through. I was wrong. We flipped almost
immediately; the heavy waves were in fact the rim
of a large whirlpool. What happened to the canoe
at that very confused point in time we have no
idea. It wanted to go under and we didn't — so
we both let go and it disappeared from sight.
I must have been on the edge of the pool
because I found myself heading rapidly down river,
but Greg was definitely inside. I don't know if
I have ever before felt so powerless as I felt at
that time, being shoved down this massive river
by tons of water, completely unable to help my
trapped partner in any way. One couldn't even
shout encouragement. It was a sobering lesson
in how insignificant one's plans can be in the
face of nature's realities.
Greg was later to say that at one point he
thought he had actually gone down to river bottomand for the last time. But he was pulled out by
a hugh 3-man canoe that could take the rough
stuff without forfeiting all stability, and by
some quick-thinking and quick-acting paddlers.
A long ways down the river, when Greg had
become no more than a speck lost in the crash
ing rapids, our canoe popped up in front of m e .
One of the Kamloops canoes caught up and towed
me and the boat over to the bank.
The remainder of the trip was eventful, but
this spill will likely always remain, for at
least two of u s , the most vivid memory of an
entire season of paddling. In all, seven of the
ten canoes went over at some point, and once our
canoe was able to effect a mid-stream rescue.
None of the spills was as potentially hazardous
as ours, and a number of canoe-over-canoe rescues
were competently performed by the Venturers, who
impressed me with their capability.
One always takes a risk in sports like rivercanoeing and mountaineering. Guarding against
anticipated disasters is part of the excitement.
Safety consists in doing everything in one's
power to eliminate hazard, but I doubt that it
is feasible or desirable to ever eliminate it
completely. To do so would alter the nature of
the sport. I think that we took most precautions,
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and that is why no injury was sustained during
the trip. And I think that all of us perhaps
learned something from coming very close to a
situation where all the precautions in the world
would not have mattered, and human judgement was
more important. Probably my worst mistake was
not being in stronger physical condition; m a 
neuverability is to some extent a function of
strength.
To future club members thinking of canoe
trips, I offer the following suggestions:
- Be well equipped - bailers, floats, stern and
bow lines, at least one lifejacket per person
and one extra paddle per canoe. An emergency
polyprop rope is also a good idea. In addition
carry first aid supplies and wear HIGH CUT
running shoes. I cursed myself when the Thomp
son pulled off one of my low-cuts, because I
knew better. They're no good.
- Scout rapids before attempting to run them even if you ran the river a month ago. They
change.
- Have some on-river organization. Know who is
going through first, who last, and follow the
lead boat through hazardous situations.
- I felt that the one mistake we made w a s tra
velling in a party of 10 canoes. Perhaps it
would have been wiser to have split the group
into 2 parties. Bunching up and losing sight
of canoes are two problems posed by larger
groups. Not all members of our party would
have agreed on this, however.
- Be familiar and practised in methods of mid
stream rescue.
- Don't try rivers beyond your ability - and this
may change from year to year. Know how com
petent you are - and use easier trips to
practise strokes, and rescues.
- Be a good swimmer.
McGILIlVARY PASS CHRISTMAS TRIP FOOD LIST
B. Fairley
The following is a food list and menu for
the 1974-75 VOC McGillivary Pass Christmas trip,
compiled in order to aid others in food plan
ning for winter trips. The amounts have been
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adjusted to reflect what we consumed or could
have consumed, rather than what was actually
purchased, we guessed right on most things,
tended to over buy staples - milk powder, sugar,
cereals, margarine. Other important information;
- the weather was quite warm with temperatures
never dropping much below 15 P.
- we were a reasonably active group, with parties
going skiing on every one of the 7 days we
were at the cabin.
- the menu is for 12 people, cost was $18.00 per
person.
- weight per person was 12 pounds on the hike in;
this was fairly low due to 75 pounds of food
having been packed in at Thanksgiving. We had
slightly over 2 pounds of food per person per
day.
BREAKFASTS:
- a variety of hot cereals with milk, raisins,
spice and sugar: Creme of wheat, Red River
Cereal, and Mush.
- pancakes when we had the time.
- jam, peanut butter, and honey with crackers or
bread (when we baked i t ) .
- each person supplied their own Tang.
- we took no granola which some members of the
party objected to. A granola making session
before trips would be a good idea, as the
bought stuff is outrageously expensive.
LUNCHES:
- cheese, sausage, crackers, raman noodles, soup,
peanut butter, jam, honey, dried fruit, moun
tain mix, fruitcake.
SUPPERS:
- our rule of thumb for meat buying was h. pound
per person for supper meals. This was more
than adequate for all meals except cottage
roll - even Gouin couldn't finish the spaghetti
sauce, the turkey or the chili!
Day 1
- soup and nibblies (we figured that no one
would feel like cooking)
Day 2
- cottage roll
5 lbs.
instant mashed potatoes
1 lb.
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- surprise peas
pudding (non-instant)
Day 3
- spaghetti

4 pcks.
1 lb.
4 lbs. (more than
adequate)

tomato sauce:
T soups
T paste
onions
hamburger

2 pcks.
10 o z s .
3 medium

spices
cheesecake
Day 4
- Corned beef casserole:
macaroni
corned beef
soups
vegi flakes
pudding
Day 5
- turkey (precooked &
deboned)
green beans & carrots
rice
cranberries (raw)
plums (canned)
Day 6
- tuna casserole:
raman noodles
tuna
soup mixes
vegi flakes
cheese
Day 7
- chili: chili beans
hamburger
onion
tomato soup
tomato paste
chili powder
rice
surprise peas
instant pudding
Day 8
- beef stew:

combined with
2 large pcks.
spaghetti
sauce (6 oz.)

2 pcks.
2 lbs.
4 - 1 2 o . tins
2 pcks.
1 pck.
4 pcks. (instant)
z

5 lbs. (plus stuffing)
2 lbs. (frozen)
1 lb.
16 o z . bag
50 o z .
5
6
2
\

pcks.
- 6 o z . tins
pcks.
pck.
H lb.
16 o z s . (dried and
soaked)
4 lbs.
4 medium
2 pcks.
10 o z s .
1 lb.
3 pcks. (12 oz.)
14 o z s .
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stew meat
mixed vegs.
carrots
rice
instant mashed potatoes
cheesecake

4 lbs.
2 lbs. (frozen)
2 lbs.
lb.
1 lb.
2 pcks.

BEVERAGES
milk powder
tea
jello mix
cocoa

5 lbs.
lh lbs.
2 lbs.
1 lb.

QUANTITIES
flour
rolled oats
creme of wheat
red river cereal
raman noodles
stoned wheat thins
carleton crackers
whole wheat crackers

15 lbs.
6 lbs.
2 lbs.
3 lbs.
15 pcks.
11 boxes (single size)
6 boxes
2 boxes

white sugar
brown sugar
honey
jam (2 varieties)
peanut butter

3
4
3
4
2

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

soups, 30 pcks:
mushroom
tomato
onion
vegetable
beef veg.

6
6
5
4
4

pcks.
pcks.
pcks.
pcks.
pcks.

raisins
nuts
dried fruit
fruitcake
halva

10 lbs.
5 lbs.
12 lbs.
9 lbs.
3 lbs.

cheese; cheddar
gruyere
edam

6 lbs.
5 lbs.
6 lbs.

sausage

10 lbs.
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*

OTHER
Kellogg's instant fudge
baking soda
margarine
salt
spices: cinnamon
cloves
chili powder
pepper
yeast

4 pcks.
4 ozs.
6 lbs.

T.P.
S.O.S.

6 rolls
h doz.

(Editor's note:

This article gives an insight
into the variety you can
achieve in planning food for
Christmas trips, however, it is
suggested that if you require
a more rigorous food plan
(example: for expeditions con
cerned with weight) you consult
such articles as Fred Thiessen's
Food Thoughts, VOCJ 1 9 7 3 ) .
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